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CO MPUTERIZEO VISIBI LlTY CALCULATIOIYS 
1 MAXIMUM SIGHTING RANGE PROGRAM 
Ivan Harry Barkdoll 111 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The distance a t  which an object can be detected is a complex function of the properties of 
the object, the background, the lighting geometry, the transmission medium, and the human 
visual system. The science of predicting detection range is termed v is ib i l i t y ,  and a specific 
numerical treatment of the pertinent factors to obtain a quantitative prediction is termed 
vis ibi l i ty  calculation. The history and present state of the art of visibility calculations are 
well summarized in existing literature. 
The  data on objects, backgrounds, lighting geometries, transmission media, and the visual 
system are far from complete. However, sufficient data are in existence to allow calculations 
to be made for a large number of important ca ses  of practical interest. The large number of 
important variables involved in a visibility calculation creates a situation in which a modest 
quantity of input data permutes into an extremely large number of individual prediction calcu- 
lations. In the most prevalent application of visibility calculations the user is unable to state 
a specific set of conditions under which the observations will be made, but instead, is inter- 
ested in exploring the sensitivity of the predictions to the variables. This means that an 
extremely large number of calculations are frequently required. 
The numerical operations involved in visibility calculations are well established, and 
within the limitations of the existing environmental and vision data, such calculations can be 
performed in a straightforward manner. However, visibility calculations performed with tables,  
hand calculators, graphical overlays, etc., are so slow that it is impractical to make a suffi- 
cient number of calculations to allow a reasonable exploration of the variables. 
The program of research which is described in th i s  progress report has  a s  a goal, the 
development of computer programs which allow the u s e  of high-speed digital computers for 
performing visibility calculations. The research is funded by a NASA transfer of funds to 
Bureau of Ships Contract NObs-92058 between the Naval Ship Systems Command and the 
University of California. 
This report deals specifically with the first step of this research which treats t h e  case  of 
maximum sighting range calculations for circular objects. The case is defined by stating that 
the observer knows where to look, i.e., no search is involved, and he has unlimited t i m e  for 
his observations. The output from the calculation is the numerical definition of the boundary 
of the volume within which the object can be detected. In many ways this represents the most 
simple type of visibility calculation and a s  such represents the logical starting poind for the 
research in developing computer solutions for visibility calculations. 
‘S. Q. Duntley, et al. Appl. Opt., 3, 550 (1964). 
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Continuing research effort is being directed toward the more complex cases involving dy- 
namic viewing geometries where visual search is required. The  c a s e  of visual search i s  
beyond the scope of this report, but will be the subject of future reports which will be issued 
upon the completion of logical units of the computer program development. 
-~ 
Sec. 11. of the present report gives a brief non-mathematical description of the calculation 
and gives illustrative examples of calculations which have been made with the program, Sec. 111. 
presents the mathematics of the calculation, Sec. IV. describes the details  of the computer pro- 
gram (aided by several appendices), and Sec. V. offers conchs ions  and a brief description of 
the future work. 
11. SUMMARY AND ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
11.1 Brief Description of the Calculation 
A maximum sighting range calculation combines data on the object, background, lighting 
geometry, transmission medium, and the human visual system to predict the maximum range at 
which the particular object in i ts  specific environment can be visually detected. A s  indicated 
in Sec. I.. the calculations reported here are limited to  circular objects. The extension of the 
program to include complex non-circular objects i s  discussed in Sec. 11.3. 
The  calculation begins by determining t h e  inherent contrast of the object for a selected path 
of sight. Throughout this report contrast is defined a s  the luminance of the object minus the lum- 
inance of the background, divided by the luminance of the background. Inherent contrast  means 
the contrast which would exis t  in the absence of any contrast reduction. The computer program 
allows the inherent contrast to be specified directly in the input data or calculated from a 
specification of the directional reflectance properties of the object and background and a numer- 
ical  value for t h e  illuminance associated with the scene. 
The next s tep in  the calculation is to compute the contrast reduction associated with the 
path of sight. This  calculation, which uses  appropriate input data, includes the contrast trans- 
mittance of the atmosphere, window, and optical system (if any). Where an atmosphere is 
present the contrast transmittance will change with the range to  the object. When the inherent 
contrast is multiplied by the contrast transmittance, the apparent contrast is obtained. This  is 
the contrast available to the eye of the observer. A typical plot of apparent contrast as a func- 
tion of range is shown in Fig. 2-1. 
The next s tep is to  introduce the visual threshold data. The Tiffany data which is used in 
this program defines contrast threshold a s  a function of the angular subtense of circular, uni- 
form luminance objects viewed against  a uniform background. The conditions under which the 
data were acquired included the fact  that  the observer knew where to  look, i.e., no visual 
search was required, and that the observer had a s  much t i m e  to  make the observation as he 
required. I t  is in the sense of these conditions that the calculation produces a maximum 
sighting range. 
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Since the Tiffany data are given in terms of angular subtense, the first step in the computer 
calculation is to  transform the contrast threshold values into functions of range for a specified 
object size. A plot of the vision data can then be superimposed on Fig. 2-1 to give the result 
shown in Fig.  2-2. 
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From this simultaneous plot of contrast required (contrast threshold) and contrast 
available (apparent contrast) it is clear that detection can occur at any range less than that 
associated with the intersection of these two curves, i.e., in the region where there is more 
contrast available than i s  required. The computer calculation determines this point of inter- 
section and tabulates the  detection range for this path of sight. Fig. 2-2 shows a single 
threshold contrast curve. Actually there i s  a family of such curves, one for each specific 
probability of detection associated with the threshold data. The computer program determines 
the detection range for whichever value or values of detection probability which are specified 
by the user. 
The calculation described above defines the detection range for one particular path of 
sight. The program repeats the  calculation for the necessary number of paths of sight required 
to  adequately define the detection volume. The volume is defined by four vertical planes 
whose azimuths wi th  respect to t h e  sun  are O", 45O, go", and 135'. The planes are sketched 
in Fie. 2 3 .  For each of these vertical nlanes fift.een oaths of sieht are calculated corres- 
ponding to zenith angles (measured from the vertical) of 2 95", 2 loo", 2105O, 2 120°, 2 135", 
- + 150°, 2 165O, and 180". 
0 = 225' 
Figure 2-3 
The computer output consists of tabular data and automatic plots of the fifteen detection 
ranges corresponding to the fifteen paths of sight for each of the four azimuth planes shown in 
Fig. 2 3 .  Examples of these plots are shown in  Sec. 11.2. 
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I I .  2 I I lustrat i ve Examples 
Figs. 2-4 through 2-11 are direct photographic reproductions of the computer plots for a 
series of trial calculations. A detailed description of these calculations is given in Appendix 
C .  The calculations utilized measured atmospheric, object reflectance, and background re- 
flectance data specifically referenced in Appendix C. 
A summary of the distinguishing features of the calculations is as follows: 
Fig.  2-4 was calculated using specific atmospheric data for a solar zenith angle of 41.5O. 
The background was assumed to be pine trees and used measured directional reflectance data. 
The object w a s  a 100-footdiameter circular object always oriented perpendicular to  the path of 
sight, i.e., always appearing to  be circular. 
sumed to be those of data for a specific haze gray paint. Detection probability was chosen to  
be 50%, i.e., the contrast thresholds were adjusted to  a 50% level. 
I ts  directional reflectance properties were as- 
Fig. 2-5 is the same case  a s  2-4, but with a probability of 70%. 
Fig. 2-6 is the same case a s  2-4, but with a probability of 90%. 
Fig. 2-7 i s  the same case a s  2-4, but wi th  an object diameter of 10 feet. 
Fig. 2-8 is the same case  a s  2-4, but with an object diameter of 1 foot. 
Fig. 2-9 is the same case  a s  2-4, but with an object diameter of 1 foot and with the 
directional reflectance properties of calm water. 
Fig. 2-10 is the same case  a s  2-4, but includes the transmission properties of an optical 
system. The optical s y s t e m  data is purely artificial. The example was run for the purpose of 
testing the optical system subroutine. 
Fig. 2-11 is the same case a s  2-10, but wi th  no atmosphere. The example w a s  run for the 
purpose of testing the ability to bypass the atmospheric data subroutine for those cases  where 
an atmosphere i s  not involved. 
i n !  
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Figure 2-4 
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Figure 2-9 
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Figure 2-11 
11.3 Extension to Non-Circular Objects 
Although considerable insight can be gained as to the relative importance of the various 
factors involved in a visibility calculation by making such calculations for circular objects,  
the fact  remains that most objects of interest are not circular nor of uniform luminance. The 
general case of calculations for non-circular, nonuniform objects has  been studied extensively 
by this Laboratory. 
Previous studies have indicated that under threshold conditions, the human visual system 
may be approximated a s  a linear system. This means that the characteristics of the visual 
system may be described by a spatial  weighting function, variously called a summative func- 
tion, element contribution function, etc. This  function, which can be determined from threshold 
data for circular objects, when convolved with the luminance map of a complex object allows 
prediction of the threshold for the complex object. During the program of research described in 
reference 2, computer programs were developed which (1)  derive the summative function from 
appropriate circular object threshold data and (2) perform the convolution of the summative 
function with the luminance map of the object and ( 3 )  numerically specify the detectability of 
the complex object a s  a function of visual range. 
These  previously developed computer programs, when coupled with the newly developed 
computational tools described in this report, will allow ready extension of the maximum sight- 
ing range calculation to  the case  of complex objects. The two programs are not presently 
compatible, and considerable rewriting of the earlier program will be required before the com- 
bination can be used efficiently. This  conversion will be accomplished in the near future. 
II I. CALCULATIONS 
111.1 Object Definition 
The maximum sighting range program a s  described in this report assumes that the object to 
be detected is projected into the path of sight a s  a uniform luminance circle. The photometric 
properties of the circle are specified by indicating either (a )  the luminance, (b)  the contrast 
with respect to  the background, or (c) the directional reflectance for each path of sight. 1 The 
object must be defined in this way for paths of sight corresponding to  azimuth angles with re- 
spect to  the sun of o", t45", +goo, 2135", and 180" with zenith angles of the path of sight of 
95", loo", 105O, 120°, 135O, 150°, 165O, and 180° for each azimuth. The program a s  presently 
written assumes symmetry about the azimuth of the sun. 
'J. L. Harris, Appl. Opt. 3. 587 
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II I .2 Background Definition 
The background specification is similar to that required for the  object. The photometric 
properties of the background are specified by indicating either (a)  the luminance, or (b) the 
directional reflectance for each path of sight. The background m u s t  be defined for paths of 
sight corresponding to  azimuth angles with respect to the sun of 07 2 45O, _+ 90”. 2 135O, and 180° 
with zenith angles of the path of sight of 95”, looo, 105O, 120°, 135O, 150°, 165O, and 180° for 
each azimuth. 
l 
The computer program utilizes vision data derived from detection experiments of circular 
objects viewed against a uniform background. The present program is therefore restricted to 
the case  in chich the object to be detected is located on a background which, at least  immed- 
iately surrounding the object is “reasonably” uniform. “Reasonably” may be defined a s  
meaning that in the luminance map which represents the object and background, any non- 
uniformities or structure in the background surrounding the object is of low contrast compared 
to the luminance structure of the  object itself. 
111.2.1 Directional Luminous Reflectance of the Object 
The measured directional luminous reflectance values for the object are provided as a table 
with values for the same zeniths and azimuths of path of sight. The samples of program output 
in Appendix C use reflectance values for a background of pine trees,  or reflectance values for a 
background of clear water of infinite optical depth. Both examples use  target reflectance values 
for haze gray paint. The data for the paint w a s  taken with a goniophotometer for similar lighting 
conditions to those during Flight 74. The reflectance data for the water were computed from 
equations by Duntley (1952) for lighting conditions similar to Flight 74. 
111.3 Reflectance Data 
111.3.1 Inherent Background Luminance 
Flight 74 was flo,wn over a background of small uniformly spaced pine trees. A table of 
Directional Luminous Reflectance values (bRo) for pine trees was computed for thetas of 180°, 
165O, 150°, 135O, 120°, 105O, looo, and 95”, and phis of Oo, 45”, 90°, 135O, and 180O. The pre- 
subscript, b, denotes background and the post-subscript, 0, indicates inherent, i.e., zero range. 
The computer program has used this table for one background, and a similar table of reflectance 
values for calm water with infinite optical depth for another background. The equation for in- 
herent background luminance in foot lamberts is 
‘ 7  \ 
where 5940 lumens per square foot was the total illuminance on a fully exposed horizontal plane 
at sea level during Flight 74. The parenthetic attachments (z,8,+) define the path of sight. The 
altitude of the observer, zero in this case ,  is denoted by z.  The zenith of path of sight is denot- 
e d  by 8, and the azimuth of path of sight by 4- 
111.4 Calculation of Inherent Contrast 
The inherent luminance of the object is that object luminance which would be measured in 
the absence of any contrast reduction mechanism such a s  atmosphere or an optical system. 
The symbol for inherent object luminance is T B o r  where the pre-subscript, T,  indicates object 
(or target) and the post-subscript, 0 ,  indicates inherent, i.e., zero range. In a similar manner 
the inherent background luminance is bBo where the pre-subscript b indicates background. The 
inherent contrast of the object i s  defined by the equation 
c, = T B o  - b B o  (3-1) 
bB o 
The luminance of the object and background will in general be different for each path of sight. 
Due to the fact that the inherent contrast between a target and a background may change 
sign, the program uses the absolute value of C,. However, the correct sign of C, is shown on 
the printed output. 
111.5 Calculation of Apparent Contrast 
A s  the optical signal generated by the object and background is propagated to the observer, 
two mechanisms act  to  reduce the contrast. The  first of these mechanisms i s  the attenuation of 
flux from the scene due to scattering and absorption. The attenuation is quantitatively defined 
Iiy t h e  beam transmittance T,, the subscript indicating transmission over a path length r. The 
scacond mechanism i s  the flux which is scattered into the path of sight from the lighting envi- 
ronment, i.e., sun, sky, earthshine, etc. This  component of the contrast reduction i s  quanti- 
tatively defined by the path luminance BT. 
The  apparent contrast is obtained directly by application of the two components of the con- 
trast  reduction, i.e., the apparent luminance o f  the object is 
(3-2) 
and the apparent luminance of the background is 
8 
(3-3) 
The apperent ccntr,.ast c?f the object is by definition 
T B r  - b B r  
bBr 
c ,  = 
By substitution for the apparent luminance 
(,BOT, + B f )  - (,BOTr + BT) 
b B o T r  -k BT 
c, = 
The contrast transmittance is the ratio of the apparent and inherent contrast, so that 




‘ 0  ( T B o -  b B o )  
(3-6) 
bB o - 












other formulations of contrast transmittance appear in the literature. 
contrast transmittance applies to an atmosphere, an optical system, a window, or any combi- 
nation of the three. The calculation must  use the beam transmittance and path luminance 
associated with the total path of sight. The apparent contrast is calculated by the equation 
This basic equation for 
C r  = C O T c .  
Where atmospheric attenuation is involved, the  apparent contrast will be a function of range. 
3S. Q. Duntley, A. R.  Boileau. and R.  W. Preisendorfer (1957). J. Opt. SOC.  Am. 47 499. 
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111.6 Atmospheric Optical Data 
I II .6.1 Transmission Media I 
The calculation includes the contrast reduction resulting from (1)  atmospheric transmission I 
properties and/or (2)  optical instrument or windshield transmission properties. These two I 
types of contrast reduction mechanisms are handled in separate subroutines so that either (1)  
or (2),  (1) and (2) ,  or neither can be included a s  appropriate to the particular problem being 
considered. 
I 
~ The specification of the transmission media i s  identical for (1) and (2)  and consis ts  of 
specifying the beam transmittance (transmission of image forming rays from object) and the 
path luminance (flux scattered into the path of sight). These two parameters must be numer- 
ically specified for each of the paths of sight corresponding to the 8 azimuths with respect 
to the sun and the 8 zenith angles a s  indicated in paragraphs 111.1 and 111.2. 
I 
111.6.2 General 
The present package of atmospheric optical data used by the computer program was com- 
piled from the output of the Visibility Laboratory's airborne instrument system used in  a B-29 
aircraft. The particular data used were taken on Flight 74 over an area south of Crestview, 
Florida about midday on 28 February 1956.4 The day was cloudless,  but with a pronounced 
haze in the first 4 000 feet of altitude. The airborne photometers started taking data a t  
20 900 feet and continued at  descending increments to  1 000 feet. Data were recorded simul- 
taneously at s ea  level by photometers in an instrument van beneath the flight pattern. The 
average solar zenith angle during the flight was 41.5". 
I I I .6.3 Atmospheric Beam Transmittance 
Beam transmittance is calculated in three ways, depending on the altitude. From zero 
through 20 000 feet  a T $ ~ ,  8) i s  calculated by a summation of measured attenuation lengths 
LA,,,. The attenuation lengths are in nautical miles and were obtained every 100 feet from 
1 000 feet to 20 000 feet. The L,,, values were extrapolated from 1 000 feet down to ground 
level. The equation is 
A. R.  Boileau, Visibility, Section VI Atmospheric Properties, Applied Optics 3. No. 5 (1964). pp. 570-581- 4 
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where A z, in nautical miles is the distance between the altitudes for the consecutive attenu- 
ation lengths, and n is the number of 100-foot increments for the desired altitude. The term 
f ( z ,  8 )  is a geometric correction for path length for paths of sight other than the straight 
downward-looking case. This term f (z, 8 )  is equal to sec(180" - 8 )  for all  values of 8 greater 
than 100". For thetas of 100" and 95", Le., near horizontal paths of sight, f ( z ,  8 )  is poorly 
approximated by the secant function and is therefore estimated from optical air mass tables for 
the given altitude and theta.' These relative optical air mass values are incorporated in the 
program a s  a table of constants. From 20 000 feet through 60 000 feet a T r ( ~ ,  8 )  is found by 
interpolating a table of extrapolated values of atmospheric beam transmittance a T, 
based on optical standard atmosphere. For paths of sight other than 8 = MOO, 
( z ,  180") 
e x t  
Above 60 000 feet beam transmittance is found by the equation 
The values 4.94 N .  M i .  and 30 000 feet are constants from the optical standard atmosphere. 
is t h e  extrapolated attenuation length for 60 000 feet. L % o  0 0 0  
111.6.4 Path Luminance 
The atmospheric path luminance values of "BT(z ,  8, q5) derived from Flight 74 were com- 
piled into tables. Altitude values range from 1 000 feet through 20 000 feet with extrapola- 
tions to  60 000 feet. The tables have path luminance values for thetas of 180°, 165", 150°, 
135", 120", 105O, loo", and 9 5 O .  There is a table of "B: (z ,  8 )  values for each of five differ- 
e n t  azimuths, +. 
Path luminance values used by the program from 0 to 60 000 feet for all values of 8 ,  except 
8 = 9 5 O ,  are found by linear interpolation of aB: (2, 8, +) table values. When 8 = 9 5 O ,  path 
luminance values are found by linear interpolation of "Bf (2, 8, 4) table values up to 20 000 
feet. For a 8 of 95" above 20 000 feet path luminance is calculated by the equation 
' F. Kasten. "A New Table and Approximation Formula for the Relative Optical Air Mass." Cold Regions 
Research and Engineering Laboratory, U.S. Army Materiel Command, Hanover, New Hampshire ( 1964). 
, 
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For altitudes above 60 000 feet ,  for thetas other than 9 5 O ,  path luminance is calculated by 
the equation 
111.6.5 Apparent Background Luminance B 
The apparent background luminance for any path of sight and altitude i s  calculated from 
the equation 
T , ( z ,  t ) )  and BT(z, 8 ,  $) are the values of beam transmittance for the path of sight from the eye  
of the observer to the target. Assuming the path of sight is  viewed through an atmosphere only, 
then 
T,(z ,  8 )  = " T r ( z ,  8 )  and RT(z ,  8 ,  4 )  = "B*,(z, 8 ,  4) .  
For a path of sight through an optical system and an atmosphere, then 
a T r ( ~ ,  e  4 )  "T,(O) and B;(z, 8 ,  4 )  = "B;(z, 8 ,  4 )  OT,(e) + OBT(e, 4 ) .  T, (z ,  0 )  
For a path of sight through an optical system and no atmosphere, then 
T , ( z ,  8 )  = "T,(t9) and BT = OB;(e, 4 ) .  
The equation for apparent background luminance enables the computer program to interpolate 
for the correct value of contrast threshold from the nine levels of Tiffany inherent background 
luminance. This  i s  important because a s  an observer's altitude increases,  the value of appar- 
ent  background luminance changes. This  means that to  obtain al l  twenty values of contrast 
threshold used to  represent a C, versus altitude curve, that  the C, values may come from more 
than one level of apparent background luminance, 
12 
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111.7 Vision Data 
111.7.1 General 
The computer program uses Tiffany vision data for liminal contrast, i.e., a detection 
probability of fifty percent. These  data show the contrast thresholds for specified visual 
angles alpha (a) subtended by circular targets when the exact location of each target is known 
and the t i m e  of search is essentially unlimited.6 The Tiffany data covers values of a ranging 
from a maximum of 358.9 minutes of arc to a minimum of 0.129 minutes of arc. For each value 
of Q there are nine values of contrast threshold, one value for each of the nine levels of appar- 
ent background luminance (see Appendix A ) .  Alpha is related to the target diameter and the 
distance from the target to  the observer by the formula 
D 
r 
Q = -  (3437.7601, 
where the diameter (D) of the target is in feet, and r is the perpendicular distance from the 
target to the observer in feet. The factor of 3437.760 converts a from radians to minutes of 
arc. From this formula the minimum and maximum distances to the targets covered by the 
Tiffany data are 96 feet and 26 000 feet for a one-footdiameter target. 
The Tiffany data does not have contrast threshold values at the smaller angular subtense 
values for all  nine levels of apparent background luminance. The missing threshold values are 
K for small enough a’s to allow Ricco’s law to be used.’ R ~ C C O ’ S  law states that C, = - where 
K is a constant for a given level of inherent background luminance? This “law” amounts to a 
statement that the object is too small to be resolved and that detection is a function of the 
total energy from the object. 
Q 2 ’  
Hand calculations were made for an object projecting an area one foot in diameter. The 
intersections of the C, and C, curves indicated that twenty C, values would cover the range 
of intersection points from minimum through maximum altitude. These contrast threshold values 
correspond to altitudes of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 
10 000, 15 000, 20 000, and 25 000 feet. Computer program ACIl (Apparent Contrast Interpolater 
number 1) w a s  written to solve for twenty values of contrast threshold corresponding to the al- 
titudes previously mentioned. Program ACI1 solves, by straight line interpolation of the  
Tiffany data in Appendix A, for twenty values of contrast threshold for each of the nine levels 
of background luminance. These are the C, values used by the computer program. 
- 
6Visibility Studies and Some Applications in the Field of Camouflage, Summary Technical Report of Division 16. 
Vol. 2, National Defense Research Committee. Washington, D.C., (1946). p. 58. 
Ibid.. p. 128. 7 
‘Internal Visibility Laboratory Memorandum to Dr. S. Q. Duntley, 24 July 1959, Table 1. 
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111.7.2 Change in Target Diameter 
The computer program uses the contrast threshold for a one-foot target, for each of the 
twenty altitudes listed in the preceding paragraph. For targets other than one foot in diameter, 
the same twenty contrast threshold values correspond t o  twenty altitude values larger by an 
amount directly proportional to  the target diameter in feet. If the target diameter is increased 
from one foot t o  100 feet, then all  twenty of the original altitude values are multiplied by 100. 
111.7.3 Probability of Detection other than 50% 
The Tiffany data is for liminal detection with a probability of target detection of fifty 
percent. Blackwell found that this type of threshold probability data conforms we l l  to  normal 
ogives.g He found that there appears to be a constant ratio of the standard deviation divided 
by the mean, for a l l  foveal conditions varying over five log units. From experimental data this 
ratio was found to be .390. l o  The factor K in the equation 
is the conversion factor by which contrast threshold should be modified in order to  convert the 
Tiffany data to  the desired probability of detection. The factor f , i s  derived from standard 
tables of the normal probability functions and is numerically dependent on the probability 
which is desired. For example, if the desired probability of detection is 90%, f a  is equal to 
1.29 and 
K = 1 + (1.29)(.390) J 1.50. 
Therefore, the Tiffany values for liminal contrast threshold should be multiplied by the con- 
stant 1.50 to obtain threshold values for a probability level of 90%. 
’H. Richard Blackwell. J. Opt. SOC. Am. 53, 131 (1963). 
‘OH. R. Blackwell and D. W. McCready. Jr.. “Foveal Contrast Thresholds for Various Durations of Single Pulses,” 
USN BuShips Contract Nobe-72038, Index No. 2455-13-F. University of Michigan Engineering Research 
Institute. June 1958. 
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!Vi THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
I 
I V . l  General 
The general computer program PODVI (Probability of Detection Volumes Phase  1) has 
evolved out of several earlier programs with more simplifying restrictions. The program is 
heuristic in that its output provides a tool for making future versions of the program more 
subroutines and functions to facilitate continuing modification. The combined factors of low- 
cost ,  high-speed automatic computing and the uncertainty of the best form for input and output 
data have dictated the loose coding of the program. 
I 
I analytic in function and more general in scope. The program has purposely been spli t  into 
The limited input data for atmospheres and reflectance properties has prevented the com- 
plete check-out of all the data ranges of the present program. Actual examples have been run 
using only background luminances greater than or equal to 100 foot lamberts, and the contrasts 
of objects and backgrounds used have been fairly low. A s  new data become available it is 
possible that some of the variables used in the program may overflow their bounds and cause 
error. 
Program ACIl,  and PODVI are written in Control Data Corporation’s Fortran 63 language. 
The programs were developed and run on a Control Data 3600 computer controlled by the 
University of California’s own PRESTO monitor. 
IV.2 Description of PODVI 
The computer program consists of a calling program with linked processing subroutines and 
functions. This  linkage is represented by Fig. 4-1. Program ACI l  is included, a s  it was de- 
veloped to  calculate contrast threshold values from Tiffany data. 
IV.2.1 Program ACI 1 
Program ACIl (Apparent Contrast Interpolater No. 1) w a s  written to obtain twenty values of 
contrast threshold for each of the nine levels of background luminance from the Tiffany data. 
This program prints nine columns of contrast threshold values for twenty altitudes. These are 
the contrast thresholds used by the program PODVI. A description and listing of Program 
ACI 1 is given in Appendix B1. 
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Pnirrm ACI 1 Prrrrrm PODVI 
T 
Figure 4-1. Computer program linkage for determining 
probability of target detection volumes. 
IV.?.? Program PODVl 
Program PODVI is the program that provides input dat.a and triggers the computer solution 
of the detection volume. These inputs are: 
1 .  





7 .  
8. 
9. 
Option for viewing system, atmosphere only, atmosphere and optical system, 
or optical system and no atmosphere. 
Flight number for the appropriate atmospheric data package. 
Target diameter. 
Index number for the object reflectance. 
Index number for background reflectance. 
Constant for converting 50% Tiffany data to the desired probability. 
Desired probability as integers. 
Switch for printing cross-section data. 
Switch for plotting cross-sections. 
The program initializes the atmospheric and reflectance data tables,  then cal ls  in the main 
calculating and control subroutine TCAL. A description and listing of program PODVI is given 
in Appendix B2. 
IV.2.3 Subroutine Data 1 
Subroutine Data 1 is  a data package. This routine contains one large three-dimensional 
array BS(8, 18, 5) of all the atmospheric path luminance values for a given flight. Each of the 
five planes represents one azimuth of path of sight. The eight columns represent zeniths of 
path of sight, and the 18 rows represent altitudes from 1 000 feet to 60 000 feet. A description 
and listing of this routine is given in  Appendix B3. 
IV.2.4 Subroutine Data 2 
This  subroutine is also a data package. The routine contains five blocks of data. There 
is a onedimensional array R(201) of atmospheric attenuation lengths. There is a two- 
dimensional array AMV(6, 2)  of twelve optical air mass values. The array RB(5,  8, 2) is a 
three-dimensional array of background directional reflectance values. The two planes provide 
for two separate backgrounds. The five rows represent the azimuths of path of sight, and the 
eight columns represent the zeniths of path of sight. Array RO(5, 8, 1 )  is a similar array but 
it contains directional reflectance vaIues for one target. Array CR (20, 9) is a two-dimensional 
array of 20 rows and 9 columns of threshold contrast values derived from program ACI 1 .  A de- 
scription and listing of Subroutine Data 2 is given in Appendix B4. 
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IV.2.5 Subroutine Data 3 
This  subroutine is a dummy data package. It is provided to hold data for path luminance 
and beam transmittance for an optical system when such data become available. 
given in Appendix B5. 
A l ist ing is 
IV.2.6 Subroutine TCAL 
This  subroutine is the main processing and call ing routine in the program. This  routine 
prints given information concerning the problem, then calculates internally or calls in function 
routines as  it iterates the solutions of the various C, and C, curve intersections. If the switch 
indicating printed output is se t ,  this routine prints the values of the variables used in calcu- 
lating the approach and intersections of the C, and C,  curves. This  allows the user t o  deter- 
mine at  a glance the  values of the variables that determine the shape of a half-hemispheric 
cross-section of target detection probability. The subroutine prints the x and y coordinate 
values for each of the eight calculated points for a half-hemispheric cross-section. 
If the swi t ch  indicating plotting is set, subroutine TCAL calls on the two plot preparation 
subroutines PLTSU and PLOT 1. A description and listing of subroutine TCAL is given in 
Appendix B6. 
IV.2.7 Subroutine PLTSU 
This  routine sets up the x and y coordinates used for plotting the four complete hemis- 
pheric cross-sections. The routine also sets up the boundary, scaling, and comment format 
for the cross-section plots. The description and listing for this subroutine is given in 
Appendix B13. 
IV.2.8 Subroutine PLOT 1 
This  subroutine cal ls  computer center library routines PREP 1 through PREP 9. The  ca l l s  
to  these routines prepare the plot data for being written on magnetic tape. P R E P 1  through 
P R E P 9  compose the  computer center’s library routine Q9Q plot. The call  to  P R E P 9  causes  a 
magnetic tape to  be written containing data to be plotted. This  tape is then sen t  to  another 
building where the tape is read into a Control Data 160-A computer which in turn drives a Cal  
Comp 165 incremental plotter. The call to  P R E P 9  is actually the next to  the last instruction 
in program PODVI. A description and listing of subroutine PLOT 1 is given in Appendix B14. 
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IV. 2.9 Function Routines 
I 
Variables that require repeated calculations have been set up as separate function routines. I Function BBOF calculates inherent background luminance. Function TRF calculates atmos- 
pheric beam transmittance. Function BSTRF calculates atmospheric path luminance, and 
function COF calculates inherent contrast. Function TROF is a dummy function to calculate 
beam transmittance for an optical system. Until an actual function is provided, function TROF 
returns a value of .9 for cal ls  for optical system beam transmittance. Function BSTOF is a 
dummy function to calculate path luminance for an optical system. Until an actual function is 
provided, BSTOF returns a value of 11.111 for calls for optical system path luminance. 
I 
I 
, Descriptions and listings of functions TROF through BSTOF are given in Appendices 
B7 through B12. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Program PODVI, while somewhat limited in scope, does provide a real and valuable break- 
through wi th  respect to the barrier imposed by hand calculation methods for computing maximum 
sighting range volumes. The computer program provides rapid analysis of data and output of 
results a t  a reasonable cost. The addition of optical system functions and data, a s  we l l  as the 
addition of new atmospheric and reflectance data will increase the usefulness of the present 
program and a t  the same t i m e  probably point out areas where modifications may be needed. The 
heuristic nature of the problem and program indicate that as more data become available, more 
analytic methods of calculating results may become apparent. 
Work is progressing on computer programs to handle maximum sighting range calculations 
for irregularly shaped, nonluminous targets and t o  solve problems where visual search is in- 
volved. These  programs will u se  short s t i m u l u s  duration vision data and off-axis vision data. 
It is hoped these new programs w i l l  greatly extend the computerized solution of actual visi- 
bility problems. 
1 9  
APPENDIX A 
Vision Data 
This appendix was taken directly from Appendix A of V i s i b i l i t y  S tud ie s  and Somd Applica- 
tions in the FieZd o f  Camouflage. 
report produced by division 16 of the National Defense Research Council in 1946. The appen- 
dix shows Tiffany data for the liminal contrast values of circular targets. Liminal contrast is 
the value of contrast for which the probability of an observer making a correct response is 50 
percent greater than chance. These liminal contrasts or interpolations of them are used as  
Apparent Contrasts by the computer program. 
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B 1  
VISIBILITY LABORATORY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIF ICATION 
Tit le  PROGRAM ACIl and SUBROUTINE TIFIN 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 1 November 1965 
TY Pe Fortran 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This program calculates 20 values of contrast threshold from each of the nine levels of 
background luminance from the Tiffany data. The calculated contrast thresholds are found 
by using 20 given values of altitude. The values of contrast threshold calculated by this 
program are used as inputs to  program PODVI. 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence 
Program ACl l  
TIFIN (IBAC. Z. CCR, CALPH) 




CALPH = The calculated value of alpha. 
= 1 of 9 levels of background luminance from Tiffany data. 
= The altitude value to be used in the interpolation procedure. 
= The interpolation result for contrast threshold. 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns 
7. Error Stops 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings 
9. Input and Output Formats 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy 
13. Cautions to User 



















CCR = 2 
CON is a constant for a given level of background luminance. 
ALPHA must be less than a given maximum angular size for each level of inherent background luminance. 
START 
E. FLOW CHART PROGRAM ACH AN0 SUBROUTINE TlFlN 
-v 
00 12 a a1.2e 
I 
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PROGRAM A C l l  
PROGRAY A C I l  A C I  0000 
C PRbGRAN AC I l -a?  ~ l N O V r 6 5 _ 0 - ~  .RA_KK~DO~LL~~,-=VISLAR.. o U C S D  ._ - A C I  0010 
C * * * A C I  I=THHESHOLD C O N T R A 5 1  I N T t R P O l A T E R  N O  1 0  A C I  0020 
C +**THI5 PHOGHAM __ ___ C O N T A I N S  THE A L T I T U D E V A M S - U S E D  l3Y S U B R O U T l N j -  A C I  0030 
C + * * * T I F I N  F O R  I N T E R P O L A T I O N  O F  T I F F A N Y  D A T A  TO A C I  0040 
C + * * * G I V E  THRESH_OLD C-ONTRAST- VPLAJES. AC 1 ~ 0 0 5 0  
C + * + I N P U T  D A T A  A R R A Y - A L T ( 2 0 )  T H I S  ARRAY C O N T A I N S  THE A L T I T U D E S  A C I  0060 
C ****FOR WHICH THRJ5SH(1iJ C O N T R A S T S  ARE DESI  RED. A C I  0070 
C A C I  0080 
A C I  0090 
A C I  0100 
C 
C ....VALU~S OF A L T I T U D E *  ARRAY V A L P H r 2 0  C A L C U L A T E D  
C 0 0 .  .VALUES O F  A L P H A *  AN_D.ARRAY V-CR-=ZO VkLU-ES O F  T H R E S H O L D  A Cl- 0-1 1-0 - 
C ... .CONTRAST F O R  t A C H  OF 9 V A L U E S  OF BACKGROUND L U M I N A N C E .  A C I  0120 
_. - - _  A C I  0130 C 
C +**NOT€ C C R = T H R t S H O L D  CONTRAST V A L U E  A C I  0140 
A C I  0150 
A C I  0160 
C 
- - _- A t 1  -- - 0170 C ._ 
D I M E N S I O N  A L T ( 2 0 ) r V A L P H I Z O ) r V C R ( 2 0 . 9 )  A C I  0180 
A-€1 0190 D A T A ~ A L T = 2 ~ 0 r 4 ~ . ~ 6 ~ o ~ 8 O ~ ~ l ~ 0 o ~ 2 O O o ~ 4 ~ O o ~ 6 O ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  
DO 14 I = l r Y  _ _  __ A C I  0 2 1 0  
A C I  0220 00 12 K s 1 . 2 0  
I B A C = I  b Z = A L T ( K )  _ _  . _ K - _ 0 1 _ 3 0  
C A L L  T I F  I N (  I B A C  * Z  r C C R *  A L P H )  A C I  0240 
A C I  0250 V C R ( K r I ) = C C R  S V A L P H ( K ) = A L P H  _- -. -- - - - - - 
12 C O N T I N l J E  A C I  0260 
A C I  0210 14 C O N T I N U E  - -_ - - . - -- -- 
P R I N T  100 9 C I  0280 
_ _ -  4 C l -  02 90 
. * *OUTPUT'THIS PROGRAM P R W  T ~ I E 2 Q & L Y € t L  
__ - - ___ 
C ...SUBROUTINES CALLLD TIFIN 
. . _ 
1 2 0 0 0 0 ~ 4 ~ 0 ~ ~ o ~ 6 3 U U 0 r 8 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 1 5 0 ~ ~ o ~ 2 0 0 0 0 o ~ 2 5 0 0 0 o ~ 3 0 0 0 0 o ~ 4 0 0 0 0 o ~ A C 1  02  
_ _ _  
____-. 
100 FORMAT ( 1H1  r 4 0 X  r 36-HBACKGR-OUND LUMI NANC_E__Z_N__FTO-_LAM-BERTS) 
P R I N T  120 A C I  0300 
1 2 0 FORM A T ( / / 1 X t 8 Y A4 11 TUBE r T X  x5 HA L-PHA *5X_*-%lfl-Q 0-e ~ ! & % k H l o ~ ~ r  kx 32H-10-c J&?!ACI- 03 1-0 
A C I  0320 
PRINT 121 -- 
A C I  0340 125 FORMAT ( / / 5 O X * 1 9 H T H R E S H O L D  C O N T R A S T S )  
P R I N T  130, (ALT_CCL,_~LIPHLL1,_CYfRU_rM~ tM1 t9_L,L?l d P J  -___---_--. _ _ - -  ACl 035-Q- 
130  F O R M A T ~ / / 3 X ~ F 7 o l r F 1 0 . 5 r 4 F 9 . 5 , 2 F 1 0 . 5 r F l l ~ 5 ~ F l 2 0 5 ~ F l 3 0 5 1  A C I  0360 
_END_-_ __._ - _  _ _ - _ _ - _ _  _. ____. - _ _ -  -- - . - _ _  - - - _  ACL-0-3 7-Q- 
1 r 2 H 1  r 8 X  r 2Ho 1 9  7 X  e3H.01 r7X ~ 4 H . 0 0 1 9 7 X  ~ 5 H 0 0 0 0 1 9 7 X  *6H000601I 
ACI 0330 
. 30 
-~ 90 CR(II=BlO(I) I CR(I+11~BlO(I+l) S CON=o3092S GO 10 160 TIF 0270. 
100 CR(II=Hl(Il S CR(I+l)*Bl(I+lI I CON=o5571 S GO T O  160 TIF 028r) 
**********TIFFANY THRESHOLD CONTRAST DATA********+**+* Om__ 
3 4 0 ~ 4 0 ~ 0 0 2 7 2 ~ 0 0 2 7 2 ~ 0 0 2 7 7 ~ ~ 0 3 3 4 ~ O ~ 5 3 6 ~ 0 1 1 2 O o 0 3 0 8 0 ~ 0 6 3 7 0 ~ 1 4 0 0 0  002 
340.00.00272.002 
323.00000272.002 





- 2 55.3O~Q1)2 72 a Q Q 2  
234.90.00 272 002 
- 224.9.Q~_482 32 Y O-QZ 












2 0 4 m 3 0 . 0 0 2 7 2 . 0 0 2 7 2 . 0 ( U 7 9 . 0 0 3 3 6 . 0 9 5 6 9 . 0 1 2 8 0 0  015 
1 9 8 ~ 8 0 ~ 0 0 2 7 2 ~ 0 0 2 7 2 ~ 0 0 2 7 9 . 0 0 3 3 7 . 0 0 5 7 0 . 0 1 3 0 0 o 0 3 7 6 0 ~ 0 8 1 1 0 ~ 1 9 1 0 0  0 16 
136 00 -00 2 74.002 74~00280.00347~00603.01460.04460.10100.25000 027 
129o20~00275~00275~00280~~0343.00608.0149~o04590o10400~2590~ 028 
1 0 7 . 7 0 m O Q i ? 1 4 L P 9 2 7 6 m O ~ 0 0 3  47000627 015900~5080011800~30100 033 
1 0 7 ~ 5 0 ~ 0 0 2 7 7 ~ 0 0 2 7 7 ~ 0 0 2 8 1 ~ 0 0 3 4 7 ~ 0 0 6 2 7 o 0 1 6 ~ O o ~ 5 0 8 0 ~ 1 1 8 0 0 o 3 ~ 1 0 ~  074 
31 
. 0 ~ 8 o 0 9 o 0 0 3 1 0 o 0 0 3 1 0 o O O 3 2 3 o ~ O 4 3 ~ o O O 9 5 4 o O 3 2 6 O o I 4 8 O O o 4 3 6 O O l o 3 7 O O  077  
0 2 7 o 2 3 o 0 0 3 1 2 e 0 0 3 1 2 o 0 0 3 2 7 o 0 0 4 4 2 o 0 0 9 6 6 ~ 0 3 3 2 0 o 1 5 3 0 0 e 4 5 4 0 0 1 o 4 4 0 0  078 
A l L Z Y m  00368.00368 00 409.00593. 01380.054000312 001008003.8900 095 
0 1 4 o 5 9 o 0 0 3 7 4 o 0 0 3 7 0 o 0 0 4 1 7 o ~ ~ ~ 6 1 1 o 0 1 4 3 0 o 0 5 6 ~ 0 o 3 3 0 0 ~ 1 e 1 5 0 0 4 o 2 1 ~ 0  096 
32 
0 2 6 0  '9 0 2.3 7-L~OiJ98 3 C4 32O 'L! 77 :i .: 1'1 2';r),8 14 "'J6 8 4 f : ?  29 2 O O  1 13 00 
0 2 72 3 i) 2 5 1 0 0 3 16 0 0 4 6 1 0 3 8 1 8 0 2 3 400 80 3 r) S 7 2 6 0 5 3 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 00 
1 5  1 
152 
33 
i! 5 5302~r2~oo3-o_Q_7_ilo_4~_~7_4_o__4e_r55oo y ‘_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  229 
230 
1 231 
o 2 2 6 9 0 2 ~ 8 6 0 0 3 o 8 8 0 0 6 o 0 1 0 0 1 ~ ~ 8 0 0  232 
~ 2 4 0 3 0 2 ~ 5 2 0 0 3 ~ 4 3 ~ 0 5 0 3 6 0 0 9 ~ 5 5 0 0  
0234902.66 003.62 0050600010~000 
34 
0 1 8 4 6 0 4 0 3 2 0 0 5 0 8 2 0 0 9 0 0 6 0 0  2 7 8  
2 3 5  
' 2 4 3  
, 2 4 1  
1 2 4 2  
___ - - 2 - 4  3 
2 4 4  
245 




VISIBILITY LABORATORY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIF ICATION 
Tit le  PROGRAM PODvl 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 1 September 1965 
Type F-63 Calling Program 
B. DESCRIPTION 
Provides input data and calls the sequence of programs that will solve for a probability 
of target detection volumn. 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence 
Calling Program 
2. Arguments or Parameters 




PROBK = constant for deviation from 50% probability of detection. 
NPROB = integer representing probability of detection. 
SW 2 
SW1 
= target diameter in feet - not to  exceed 100 ft. 
= index for directional reflectance properties of target object. 
= index for directional reflectance properties of the background. 
= switch for plotting; 1 if plot i s  desired, 0 if no plot i s  desired. 
= switch for output printing; 1 for calculations and coordinates, 0 for coordinates only. 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns 
7. Error Stops 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings 
9. Input and Output Formats 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy 
13. Cautions to User 











Approximately one minute 
Not Applicable 
None 
CDC 3600 Fortran 63 
I E. FLOWCHART 
It8ft 
Input variables 
1 . ' Initializes data 
/ 
I 
C- Final call for 










































PKO6KAl.i P0I)V 1 POL, 3500  
e e.PROGHA'4 P U U V l  e e e l i m V 1 6 5 e  e - H A R K D O L L  *.e .VISLAB..  mUCSU POD t I G 1 0  
e..POUVl= P R O Y A H I L I T Y  OF D t T € C T I O h  VOLUPIE P H A S E  1 POD 3620 
T t i I S  PROGRAb' P R O V I D E S  I N P U T  D A T A  FOR THE POD 0 0 3 0  
e..SOLIJTI!W! OF A P P D H A H l L l T Y  OF TARGFT D E T E C T I O N  V3LUb'E. POD 0040 
ee.THT C A L L F i j  S t O U k N C E  OF P R C 6 R A V S  WILL P R I h T  THE POD 0 0 5 0  
e e.ALT I IUI>L ANI) D I S T A h C C  FRUV T H t  TARGFT A X I S  FOR POD 0060 
e e . 8  DOWYNARO L O O K I h G  Z E I U I T H S  OF P A T H  OF S I G H T S  POD 0070 
POD 0080 
ee.FOR 5 A L I M U T H 5  OF P A T H  OF 5 I G H T  H l T H  RESPECT POD O O Y 0  
e e . 1 0  T H t  S U N *  P H I = ~ J * 4 5 * 9 ~ J ~ 1 3 5 * 1 8 0  DEGREES. POD D l 0 0  
ee.ThF PROGRAM WILL A L b O  P L 3 T  THESE P O I N T S  AS POD 0110 
POI) 0 1 3 0  
.VAR I AHLF I w u i  s. POD 0140 
e e. e O P T = U  FC)H V I  t W  I NG THROUGH ATMOSPHERE ONLY POD 0160 
e...eOPT=-l F O R  O P T I C S  AlzrD lrlO ATMOSPHERE POD 0170 
eee. .OPT=+I  FOR O P T I C S  AND AN ATMOSPHFRE POD O l A O  
e.FNUMFc=FLIGHT N l N H F R  FOR A T M O S P H E R I C  D A T A  POD 0190 
e e.OPTNU=OPT I C A L  S Y S T F M  I N D E X  NUMHFR POD 0 2 0 0  
e e .OHJ= INDEX FOR O I R t C T I O N A L  R E F L F C T A N C E  P R O P E R T I E S  POD 0 2 2 0  
e ..OF TARGET O t l J t C T  POD 0 2 3 0  
e e . I ,AC=IN l l tX  F O R  U I H t C T I b N A L  H E F L t C T A N C E  P I ~ O P E R T I E S  POD 0 2 4 0  
POD 0 2 5 0  
e..PRCRK=CONSTANT FOR D L V I A T I O N  FROM SO PERCENT POD 0 2 6 0  
~ . ~ P R O ~ ~ A O I L I T Y I ~ *  FOR 5OsLe205 FOR 7 n 9  1.50 FOR 90s AND - POD 0.270 
e e e l e Y 1  FOR 99 P E R C t h T  P R O R A H I L I T Y  OF D E T E C T I O N  POD 0 2 8 0  
e e NPROfi= I N T k b t  R R t  P R F 5 t F t T  I NG PROH AH I L I 1-Y- POD 0 2 9 0  
e e e b d I = 5 k I T C H  FUR O J T P b T  P R I N T I N G 9  1 FOR C A L C U L A T I O N S  POD 0 3 0 0  
e e e A l q l ,  C O O K D I N A T t S r  0 FOR C O O R D I N A T E 5  O h L Y  _ _  POD 0310 
. e e b W 2 = S d I I C d  FOR P L O T T I N G *  1 I F  P L O T  IS D E S I R E D  POD 0 3 2 0  
POD 0 3 3 0  
POD 0 3 4 0  
e e I H t T A = 180 t 16 'J 1 5 s j  9 1 3 5 1 2  d 1 db 1 0 L, 9 5 D E G H k E  S AND 
ee.4 H F M I S P H t R I C  CROSS S b C T I O N S .  POD 0 1 7 0  
e .eOPT=OPTION FOR A I M O S P H E R I C  AND O P T I C A L  S Y S T E M  POD 0 1 5 0  
e e e D I A M = T A R G t T  D I A M E T F H  I N  F T e e N O T  TO E X C E E D  100 FT. - POD Q 2 1 0  
..OF HACKGROUhD _ _  
OPT=Oe 
FNUMH=74. 
OBJ= 1 e 
D I A M = l O e  
B A C = 1  e 
PRO13K= 1 e 
NPROB=50  
SWl=l e 
s w 2 = 1  e 
* * * I N I T I A L I Z F  DATA T b R L F S e  
C A L L  D A T A 1  
C A L L  D A T A 2  
C A L L  D A T A  3 
* * * C A L L  M A I N  P R O C E S S I N G  R O U T I N E  
C A L L  T C A L  ( C P  T r F N b M U  * O P T N U r D  I AM r O R J  r R A C * P R O R K * N P R O B  
* * * I N I T I A T E  P L O T T I N G  OlJT DATA 
C A L L  P R E P ( 9 )  . 
END 
l S W l  t S d 2  1 
- _ _ _  POD a350 
POD 0 3 6 0  
__. P O D  . 0370 
POD 0380 
POD 0400 
P O D  0410 
POD 0 4 2 0  
_ _  PQD 0 4 3 0  
POD 0440 
lQD-Q4 5 0 
POD 9 4 5 5  
POD 0460 
POD 0410 
POD 0 4 8 0  




POD 0 5 1 0  
POD 0 5 2 0  
5 6  CARDS 
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VCS!BILITY LABORATCRY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
T i t l e  SUBROUTINE DATA 1 
I Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 29 September 1965 
Type F-63 Subroutine 
B. DESCRIPTION 
Data package containing a three dimensional array (8 .  18, 5) of Path Luminance values for 
a given flight. The eight columns represent zeniths of path of sight, the eighteen rows represent 
altitudes from 1.000 feet to 60.000 feet, and the five planes represent azimuths of path of sight. 
C. USAGE 
1. Call ing Sequence 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns 
7. Error Stops 
8 .  Input and Output Tape Mountings 
9. Input and Output Formats 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy 
13. Cautions to User 
14. Equipment Configuration 
15. References 
D. METHOD 
E. FLOW CHART 
Called by PODV1. data used by BSTRF 
ARRAY BS gives Path Luminance values 
COMMON /A/ BS(8.18,5) 












CDC 3600 FORTRAN 6 3  









































YlSlBlLlTY LABORATORY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
T i t l e  SUBROUTINE DATA 2 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 29 September 1965 
I , Type 
I B. DESCRIPTION 
Data package containing seven blocks of data. 
(1) R(201) = attenuation lengths used by TRF 
(2)  AMV(6.2) = optical air m a s s  values used by TRF. 
(3) TILLH 
(4)  ~B(5.8.2)  = background directional reflectance values used by BBOF and COF. 
( 5 )  RO(5.8.1) = target directional reflectance values used by COF. 
( 6 )  CR(20.9) = threshold contrast values used by TCAL. 
(7)  TRV(7) 
= total illuminance on horizontal ground or seaplane for reflectance data. 

















Call ing Sequence 
Arguments or Parameters 
Called by PODVI 
COMMON/R/RB(5.8.2). RO(5.8.1) 
COMMON/C/CR(20,9) - common with TCAL 
COMMON/D/R(POl), AMV(6,2), TRV(7) - common with TRF 
- common with COF and BBOF 
Storage Requirements (Decimal) 520 
Temporary Storage Requirements Not Applicable 
Alarms, Print-Outs Not Applicable 
Error Returns None 
Error Stops . None 
Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
Input and Output Formats Not Applicable 
Selective Jump and Stop Settings Not Applicable 
Machine Time Not Applicable 
Accuracy Not Applicable 
Cautions to  User None 
Equipment Configuration CDC 3600 FORTRAN 63 
References 
D. METHOD 
E. FLOW CHART 




- _ _ ~ ~  _.-_ _ _
S U R R O U T I N F  D A T A 2  D A 2  0 0 0 0  
c _ _  ._ .,.ARRAY CR- T H W H O L D  CONTRAST VALU.&ER(IM T IfF_AFj-Y--QATA. D A 2  0070 
C 0. .USED B Y  T C A L  D A 2  0040 







C ... T H I S  DAT~_~S__F_OP_.FL_IGHT. 74-__. 
C ... E X T R A P O L A T E D  B E A M  T R A N S M I  T T A N C K  V A L U E S  
_ - - _ _ _  D A 2 0050 
D A 2  0060 
D A 2  0 0 7 Q  
D A 2  0 0 8 0  
_ _  
D A 2  0090 
D A 2  0100 
D A L Q l l Q  
D A 2  0120 
.~ D A 2  ..____._.. 0130  
D A 2  0140  
D A 2  0150 
D A 2  0160 
__ 
D A 2  019Q 
D A 2  0195  
44 
- .RH( 595 9 1 )+a0640SRB( 5 9691 )=e071 lSRB (59791  )=a0758SRR( 59891 1 = a  0825 DA2 0800 




V!S!B! LlTY LABORATORY U. C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
T i t l e  SUBROUTINE DATA 3 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 28 January 1966 
Type F-63 SUBROUTINE 
B. DESCRIPTION 
Data package to contain data for optical system beam transmittance and path luminance when 
this information becomes available. 
C. USAGE 
1. Call ing Sequence 
Called by PODVI, data to be used by TROF and BSTOF. 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
None at present. 
COMMON F TROV (1) COMMON WITH TROF 
COMMON E BSOV (1)  COMMON WITH BSTOF 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs None 
6. Error Returns None 
7. Error Stops None 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
9. Input and Output Formats Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
Unknown at present 
Not Applicable 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy Not Applicable 
13. Cautions to User None 
14. Equipment Configuration CDC 3600 FORTRAN 63 
15. References 
D. METHOD Dummy data package. 
E. FLOWCHART Not Applicable 
47 




V'ISIBILZTY LABORATORY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
T i t l e  SUBROUTINE TCAL 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 29 September 1965 
Type FORTRAN 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
SUBROUTINE TCAL i s  the main processing and calling routine. It provides for the solution of a 
probability of target detection volume. It will give the altitude and distance to  the target axis for eight 
downward looking zeniths of path of sight (THETA = 180'. 165', 150'. 135'. 120'. 105'. looo, and 95') 
and for five azimuth of path of sight with respect to the sun (PHI = Oo, 45'. 90'. 135O. 180'). If desired, 
these points can be plotted as four hemispheric cross sections. 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence 
TCAL(FNUMB, DIAM. OBJ, BAC. PROBK, NPROB, SW 1, SW2) 
2. Arguments or Parameters 




PROBK = constant for deviation from 50% probability of detection. 
NPROB = integer representing probability of detection. 
SW 1 
SW 2 
Shares common Block C with Subroutine Data 2. 
=target  diameter in feet - not to exceed 100 feet. 
= index for table of directional reflectance properties of target object. 
= index for table of directional reflectance properties of background. 
= switch for output printing; 1 for calculation and coordinates, 0 for coordinates only. 
= switch for plotting; 1 if plot is  desired, 0 for no plot. 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 1050 words 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements Not Applicable 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs 
(1) Target diameter exceeds limits. 
(2) Warning is  printed out when T,. I C,/ > 30. 
(3) AY = 1. If cross-over of TC and CR curves does not occur within given ALTITUDE range 
covered by program. 
6. Error Returns None 
7. Error Stops None 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
9. Input and Output Formats Not Applicable 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings Not Applicable 
11. Machine Time Not Applicable 
12. Accuracy Not Applicable 
13. Cautions to User (a )  None (b) Target diameter not to  exceed 100 ft. 
14. Equipment Configuration CDC 3600 FORTRAN 63 




( 1 )  TABLES in COMMON BLOCK C are values of C, (threshold contrast) 
1 
- contrast transmittance 
= inherent contrast 
= beam transmittance 
= inherent background luminance 




BSTAR = path luminance [.- BSTAR ] (2) Tc ' (C,  1 = 
(T,)(B o) 
(3)  Point of Intersection: C ,  and C, curves are broken up into straight line segments. 
(YA2 - Y A l ) ( X A l -  XB1) 
AY =[ 3. YAl 1 (XB2 + XA1-  X B 1 -  XA2) (XBl ) (XA2)  - (XAl) (XB2)  A x =  [ (XA2 + X B 1 -  XA1-  XB2) 
V 
t 
I X A l  X I 2  AX X I 1  XAZ 
C, = Apparent contrast 
C ,  = Threshold contrast 
50 
E. FLOW CHART 







































-.e..X1 T O  X 4  A N 3  L l  TO 24 = COORDINAT&S-fCJH 4 CWO-LS S t C T I O I J _ S  T C A  .- 0 2 2 Q  
D IMENS ION T F  t3HR ( 9 1 T C A  0393 
. J C A _ D 3 1 0  
T C A  0315 
T C A  0 3 2 0  
T C A  0 3 3 0  
__ - J l A  ..Q3 4 0 
T C A  0 3 5 0  
T C A  036G 
T C A  0 3 7 0  
TCA 0 3 8 0  
T C A  0390 
. . .__ - T C A  04nr) 
TCA 0410 
- - . - .  . .  . -  . . . ~ - ~  . TCA 0415 
T C A  0 4 2 0  
__ . . _ . - . . 
52 
7(j P R I N T  8 0  rFNUr-lH 
P R I N T  90 *NPROO 
P R I N T  1 0 S * D I A M  
80  F O R Y A  T I / / 1 2  X r 3 1HP'KOGHAM D A T A  k NOM FL I GHT N U M B t  R F  4 0 ) 
90 FORMAT I / /  1 2 X  r 2 8 H P R O t I A H I L  I TY OF DFTECTIOFv IS r I2 r 1 X  r 7 H P E R C E N T  I 
100 FORF'AT l / / , l i X r 2 5 H T A R G F T  D I A v f T t - R  IF1 FT. = F3.L) 
IF(HAC.FO.1. ) 1 1 0 * 1 3 O  
110 P R I N T  120  
1 2 0  F O R V A T ( / /  1 2 ~ 9  35HUACKGROUf\1I) I-OH T k H G t  T IS PINc.  T R t E S )  
GO TO 160 
140 P R I N T  1 5 0  
1 3 0  IF(fIAC.€Q.2. ) 1 4 0 * e 4 0  
1 5 0  F O R V A T  I / /  1 2 X  *35HBACKGROUND FOR TAHGF T IS C A L M  WATER ) 
160 IF(ODJ.FO.1. ) 1 7 0 * 8 4 ' )  
1 7 0  P R I N T  1 8 0  
1 8 0  F O R M A T ( / / r l Z X , 3 6 H T A R G E T  I S  S P H E R I C A L  AND P A I N T E D  G R A Y )  
190 P R I N T  200 
200 F O l i M A T ( / / 3 0 H T A R G E T  D I A M F T t K  F X C F F D S  L I M I T S )  
GO TO 840 
2 1 0  DO 7 5 0 J = 1 * 5  
I F ( 0 I A t4 E 0.0 0 OR 0 I A M  GT 1 3 0  ) 190 9 2 1 :) 
T C A  058Q 
I C A  05416 
T C A  060n 
T C A  9 6 l q  
T C A  06.7c1 
TCA 0670 
TCA O h 4 0  
TCA 0 6 5 0  
T C A  a660 
T C A  0 6 7 0  
T C A  0680 
T C A  0 7 0 0  
T C A  0710  
T C A  0 7 2 0  
T C A  0740 
T C A  0 7 5 0  
T C A  0760 
- -  
T C A  0690 
T C A  073n 
P H I = T P H E ( J ) * 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8  T C A  0790 
P R I N T  2 2 0 r P H I  T C A  0800 
220  FOHMAT(lHlr8Xr48HAZIMUTH O F  P A T H  O F  S I G H T  W I T H  R E S P E C T  TO S U N  IS 9 T C A  0810 
T C A  0820 
D O  2 3 0 N = l r 2 0  T C A  0830 
C ...CONVERTS TO PROPER V A L U E S  O F  A L T I T U D E  F O R  T A R G E T  D I A M E T E R .  T C A  0840 
A L T W ( N ) = Z A L T ( N ) + D I A M  T C A  0850 
2 3 0  C O N T I N U E  T C A  0860 
KK=O S L L = O  B K = l  T C A  0870 
240  F T = O  S I = 1  T C A  0880 
1F 3.0 9 1 X  7 H D E G R E E S  1 
2 5 0  A L T = A L T W ( I l  
C ...SOLVE FOR I N H E R E N T  BPCKGROUND L U M I N A N C E  
B B O = B B O F ( P H I r T H E T A r B A C )  
C ...SOLVE FOR R F A M  T R A N S Y I T T A N C E  
C -r,SOLVE EOR PAIH. LL!MlNAIVCF-- _ _  
IFfOPT.EQ.- l . )GO TO 270 
I F  (OPT.EQ*Qm LLQ- T O  2RO _ _ _  
I F ( O P T . E Q . + l o ) G O  TO 290 
P R I N T  259  ?.OPT 
260 F O R M A T ( / / r I Z X r 6 H O P T  = ~ F 3 . 2 )  
- - .. - --GQ -T CLlL4L--- __ _ _  - 
270  T R = T R O F  ( T H F T A )  
R S T A R = R S T O F f P H I r T H E T A )  
GO TO 300 
B S T A R = B S T R F (  P H I  r T H E T A r A L T )  
2 8 0 L T R = T R F  ( T H E T A  * A L T j  _ _  _ _  
. G O T O  3 0 0 - - -  - _ _ _  ~ _ _  - 
290 T V l = T R O F ( T H E T A )  
T R= T R F ( T HF T A r A L T ]  * T-V 1 
B S T A R z R S T R F  ( P H I  * T H E T A  r A L T  ) * T V l + R S T O F I  PH I r T H F T A  ) 
. C - 0 a a S Q L V E  _FOR__APPARTNT___RA_CKGROIJND LU" I YANCF 
300 B B R = ( R B O * T R ) + B S T A R  
3 1 0  D O  3 2 0  N = 2 r 9  
- LFLBBR.CLTF32BRCLLQR&Bb€Q. T I B B B l l )  I 3 4 0  9 3 1 3  
C e o . I N T E R P O L A T E  FOR THRESHOLD CONTRAST A S S O C I A T E D  
C ...WITH C A L C U L A T E D  APPARENT BACKGROUND L U M I N A N C E  
--I s a A N R _  _C DRRLC-LLOR -DEV I ATI-Q N- FROM 5-0. P E  R C F N T - - -C - - -. 
C . . P R O R A q I L T T Y  O F  , ) r T - C T T n ' l .  
I F ( [3H R .GT T FHUR ( N 1 ) 3 3 3  9 37  ? 
3 2 0  C L N T I N I J E  
NN=9 
G O  T O  3 5 0  
3 3 0 i4 N 2 = N - 1 5 I d  N 1 = 14 
. -  
.. . _. 
- . 
T C A  0910 
T C A  0920 
_ _  T C A  0930 
----La 0950 
T C A  0960 
_ _ _ _  T C A  0970 
T C A  0 9 8 0  
T C A  0990 
T C A  I000 
T C A  1 0 1 0  
T C A  1 0 2 0  
T C A  1030 
T C A  1040 
T C A  1 0 5 0  
T C A  1060 
T C A  0940 
. T C A  1090 
T C A  1100 
T C A  1110 
T C A  1120 
- T C A  I 1 3 0  
T C A  1 1 4 C  
T C A  1 1 5 0  
T C A  1169 
T C A  1170  
T C A  1 1 8 "  
TCPT 1 1 7 7  
T C A  i z r n  
T C ?  121'' 
T C A  1 2 2 -  
T C A  1 2 3 3  
53 
T C A  17np 





I V!S! SI L l T Y  LABORATORY U. C. S. D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  
T i t l e  FUNCTION T R F  
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 1 September 1965 
TY pe FORTRAN 63 
6. D E S C R I P T I O N  
i 
~ 
This  function calculates the value of Ream Transmittance (TR)  for a given THETA and 
ALT by means of TABLES. 
1. R - attenuation lengths for indicated flight. 
2. AMV - air m a s s  values.  
3. TRV - extrapolated values of Beam Transmittance for 20000<ALT<60000  and specified 
formulas for the desired altitude. 
C. USAGE 
1. Call ing Sequence 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5.  Alarms, or Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns 
7. Error Stops 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings 
9. Input and Output Formats 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
11. Machine T ime 
12. Accuracy 
13. Cautions to User 
14. Equipment Configuration 
15. References 
TRF (THETA, AL,T) 
THETA - Zenith of path of sight from observer 
ALT ~. Altitude of observer 
Shares COMMON HLOCK D with SUHKOUTINE DATA 2 
270 
Not Applicable 
If ALT < 1 ft 01’ ALT > 4000000 f t ,  then ALT i s  out of the 
indicated range for FUNCTION TRF. Program a l so  checks 








( a )  None 
(b )  The values used from TABLE R (attenuation ierigth) 
must be those for the particular flight’s atmospheric data. 
CDC 3600 FORTRAN 63 
57 
D. METHOD 
(1) 0 ft. ALT 20 000 ft. 
< If THETA = looo interpolate Air Mass Value Table for indicated altitude and substitute this value for 
1 
cos (180' - e) 
< 
(2) 20 000 ft. < ALT - 60 000 ft. 
I I 
If THETA = looo or 95'. interpolate Air Mass Value Table for desired altitude and substitute this value for 
1 
(3) 60 000 ft. ALT + OOt 
1 
214 
for 6 > 1009 
If THETA = 100' or 95' interpolate Air Mass Table for desired altitude and substitute this value for 
1 
cos ( l8O0 - e) 
TR = Beam Transmittance 
N = Number of terms 
L, = Value of L (attenuation length) at altitude N 
A Z  = Altitude increment (100 ft.) 
ALT = Altitude 
TRV = Extrapolated values of beam transmittance for 20 000' < ALT < 60 000. 
58 
E. FLOW CHART 
TRF 
59 
FUNCTION TRF (THETA,ALT) 
- - T R F  - - - - - 0450 












THF 3690 . 
T R F  063n 
T R F  07':n 





- -_--____ THF 0750
T R f  0770 
T R F  0780 
TRF 0790 
TRF 0800 










_ _  _ _ - -  
__.____ 
T R F  -0-960 
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VlSlBl LlTY LABORATORY U. C.S. D 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
Title FUNCTION BSTRF 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 18 August 1965 
Type FORTRAN 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This subroutine calculates the Path Luminance (B*) for given. PHI, THETA, ALT by 
means of table values and specified formulas. 
Uses TABLE BS in COMMON BLOCK A 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns 
7. Error Stops 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings 
9. Input and Output Formats 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy 
13. Cautions to User 
BSTRF (PHI. THETA, ALT) 
PHI 
THETA = Zenith of path of sight from observer. 
ALT = Altitude of observer. 
Shares COMMON BLOCK A with SUBROUTINE DATA 1 
= Azimuth of path of sight of observer 
with respect to  the sun. 
276 
Not Applicable 
(1) Indicates if ALT < 1 ft  or ALT > 4 000 000 
(i.e., out of given range). 
(2) Checks both THETA and PHI to make sure they are one of 








This routine cal ls  FUNCTION TRF for Tr  values. The 
table of BS (Path Luminance) values must be for the 
particular flight’s atmospheric data. 




< (1) 0 ft. < ALT - 20 000 ft. for all THETAS 
Interpolate TABLE BS (CbMMON BLOCK A) for indicated ALT, THETA, PHI. 
< (2) 20 000 ft. < ALT - 60 000 ft. for all THETAS except THETA = 95O 
Interpolate TABLE BS (COMMON BLOCK A) for indicated ALT, THETA, PHI. 
(3) 60 000 < ALT <m for all THETAS except THETA = 95' 
I I 
(4) 20000 ft <ALT <m THETA = 95O 
B* = Path Luminance 
TR = Beam Transmittance 
E. FLOWCHART 
8 = Zenith of path of sight from observer 
(p = Azimuth of path of sight 
z = Altitude of observer 
63 
FUNCTION BSTRF (PHI,TH ETA,ALT) 
STR=O 
DO 40 J = 1 r 5  
-1 10 M- I + 1  __ ~ - - BST 6500  
1 2 0  IF(PHImNE.O.AND.THETA~NE~3ml4159)130vl40 BST 0510 
270 N-N-1 









B S T  0700 
BST 0710 
R S T  0720 
BST 0739 
BST 0750 
.- R S T  0760 
R S T  06213 
R S T  0740 
~ s i  o77c 
R S T  0780 
R S T  n79n 
9 S T  QRpn 
BST 0819 
R S T  0840 
BST 0850 
P S T  0660 
BST 0870 




VlSlBl L lTY  LABORATORY U.C,S. D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
T i t l e  FUNCTION TROF 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 28 February 1966 
TY pe FORTRAN 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This function returns a value of .9 for calla for optical myaten beam transmittance. 
Can use table TROV in common block F. 
This function will be used to return values of optical myatem beam transmittonce when 
data becomes available. 
C. USAGE 
1. Call ing Sequence 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns 
7. Error Stops 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings 
9. Input and Output Formats 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Sett ints 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy 
13. Cautions to User 



















Dummy function, always returns TROF = 3. 
Not Applicable 
FUNCTION TROF(THETA) 
F U N C T I O N  T R D F (  T H F T A )  
C o o T I t I S  F U N C T I O N  C A L C U L A T F S _ F E A _ L '  T D A Y S M I T T A N C E  
c 0 TtiROUGti Ai4 O P T I C A L  SYSTE:4 
C O M i Y O N / F / T R O V (  1 )  . ______ 
END - - - - - . - 
T R O F = o 9  
- T R O  
id0  o 0 4 o - -  
T R O  0050 
67 
B 10 
VISIBILITY LABORATORY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. I D  E N T  IF IC AT  ION 
Ti t le  FUNCTION BSTOF 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 28 February 1966 
Type FORTRAN 63 
6. DESCRIPTION 
This  function returns a value of 11.11111 for calls for optical system path luminance. Can use 
table BSOV in common block E. This  function will be used to  return values of optical system path 
luminance when data becomes available. 
BSTOF (PHI, THETA) 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
PHI 
THETA = zenith of path of sight from observer. 
= azimuth of path of sight of observer with respect to  sun. 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs None 
6. Error Returns None 
7. Error Stops None 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
9. Input and Output Formats N o t  Applicable 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings Not Applicable 
11. Machine Time 
12. Accuracy Not Applicable 
13. Cautions to User None 
14. Equipment Configuration CDC 3600 
15. References None 
Unknown at  present 
Not Applicable 
D. METHOD Dummy function, always returns BSTOF = 11.111111 
E. FLOW CHART Not Applicable 
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FUNCTION BSTOF (PHI,THETA) 
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Bll 
VI SI BI LI TY LAB0 RAT0 RY U . C . S. D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  
Tit le FUNCTION BBOF 
Category CVC Problem 1 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 18 August 1965 
Type 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This function calculates 
of PHI, THETA, and BAC. 
the Inherent Background Luminance, bBo* for specified values 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence BBOF (PHI. THETA, BAC) 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
PHI 
THETA - Zenith of path of sight from the observer. 
BAC 
Shares COMMON BLOCK B with SUBROUTINE DATA 2. 
- Azimuth angle of path of sight with respect to  the sun. 
- Index for particular table of background directional luminous reflectances. 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 101 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements Not Applicable 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs (a) None 
(b) Checks THETA and PHI to ascertain if they are correct 
values in Function COF. 
6. Error Returns None 
7. Error Stops None 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
9. Input and Output Formats Not Applicable 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings Not Applicable 
11. Machine Time Not Applicable 
12. Accuracy Not Applicable 
13. Cautions to User 
(a) None 
(b) (1) Uses Table (RB) which contains the values for Directional Luminous Reflectance of 
Terrain Background for given PHI, THETA, and BAC. 
(2) Total Background Illuminance = 5940 lumens/ft. 
14. Equipment Configuration 3600, FORTRAN 63 
15. References None 
D. METHOD 
The proper value of Directional Luminous Reflectance corresponding to the given PHI, THETA, and BAC, 
i s  multiplied by the Total Background illuminance. This product is in Foot Lamberts. 
E. FLOW CHART 
1 -., : .. . .. 
tkL.,)rm)n&d ' 
RE fnr tabb rccrdir( 
I* PHI. THETA mad BAC. 
I 
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FIJNCTION BROF(PH1 rT t iCTArOAC)  
O ~ ~ F U N C T ~ Q N  bDoF-e,rl_ NOVL _ S _ ~ , - r , - ~ A R K D O L L . . . V I S L A O o . o U C S ~  
..FUNCT ION UROF CALClJLPTES TH€ INHERENT BACKGROIJPLD 
eooLUMINANCF COO F(?R-A-CLVEN VALUE OF P H I  AND THETA 
... INPUTS...PHI=AZIMUTH OF PATH OF SIGHT ‘A’ITH RESPECT 
..trAC=INOtX FCR PARTICJLAR TAHLF O F  SACKGROUN3 
...TO SUNoooTIiETA= Z E N I T H  OF PATH C F  SIGHT FRO‘? CI5SE‘IVER 
0 0 . D I  RFCTIONAL LlJMI~JOlJS REFLFCTAUCES 
... SHARES C 3 W G N  ULdCK f3 d I T H  SURROL‘TINE DATA 2 
...LUE.iIhOUS REFLECTANCL. RAC=1= P I l r E  TREES 
o..TAf$L€S U S ~ D = T A O L t ( R R I , V A L U E S  O F  D IRECTIOKAL 
oeROUTINI-S CALLEb=I4OFJE 
- - __ _. - - - - - - - - .. - - 
DIMENSION P H E ( 5 1  . T H i T ( R )  
COMMON / H /  R B ( 5 r R 9 2 )  r S O ( 5 r 8 r l ) r T I L L t I  
DATA ( PHE=G 
UATA ( THL T =3 1 4 1 5 9  
7854-9 1 0 5 708 ? 2  3 5 6 2  9 3  1 4 1  5 9  
2 8 7 9 7 9 2 6 1 8 0 2 3 5 6 2 9 2 0 0 94 4 1 0 8 3 2 6 9 
-- - - - - - _. GO TO 4 0  
2 0  CONTINUE 
pno 0 2 1 0 _ _  
B R O  0 2 2 0  
550 0 2 5 3  
BRO 0 2 6 0  
5 t l  M t l  _ _  - _- A 
GO TO 80 B E 0  0 3 2 0  
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B I2 
V!S!B!LITY LABORATORY U.C.S.D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  
T i t l e  FUNCTION COF 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 18 August 1965 
Type FORTRAN 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This  function calculates  the value of the Inherent Contrast  (C,) for given 
THETA, PHI, and BAC. 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence COF (PHI,  THETA, O M ,  BAC) 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
PHI 
THETA = Zenith of' path of sight from observer. 
OBJ 
BAC 
Shares common Block B with Subroutine Data 2. 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements Not Applicable 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs 
6. Error Returns None 
7. Error Stops None 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
9. Input and Output Formats Not Applicable 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings Not Applicable 
11. Machine Time Not Applicable 
12. Accuracy Not Applicable 
13. Cautions to User None 
Shares common block B with subroutine Data  2. 
object and background reflectance 8 .  
: Azimuth of path of sight of observer with respect to sun. 
= Index of proper table of object reflectance.  
= Index of proper table of background reflectance. 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 121 
Checks both THETA and PHI to  ascertain if they 
are correct values in the FUNCTION COF. 
This block contains the table of 
14. Equipment Configuration 
15. References 
CDC 3600 FORTRAN 63 
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D. METHOD 
RO(PH1, THETA, BAC) - RB(PH1, THETA, BAC) co = 
RB(PHI. THETA, BAC) 
CO = Inherent contrast 
RO = Reflectance of target 
RB = Reflectance of background 
E. FLOW CHART 
1 
I I  1 "e' 















C C F  
C O F  
CnF 
C O F  
C q F  
C O F  
C O F  
C O F  
C I: F 
C O F  
C O F  
C O F  
C O F  
C ? F  
c c r  
C O F  Q 2 1 -  
C O F  322p 
C O F  0 2 3 7  
C O F  9 2 4 7  
7 5  
813 
VI SI BI LlTY LABOR AT0 RY U. C. S. D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. I D  E N  T I F IC A T  ION 




Type FORTRAN 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This routine takes data used in printing coordinates of cross sections of probability of 
detection hemispheres and formats this data to  be used for plotting. The data processed by 


















SUBROUTINE PLTSU (SAX. SAY, JK. XI, X2, X3, X4, 21, 22. 23, 24. JJ, MSL, CSLX 
CSLY, AXLX. AXLY, NTGDM, NAINC, NPROR) 
Arguments or Parameters 
INPUTS: 
SAX = Distance to axis array. 
SAY = Altitude array. 
JK = Length of dimension of array SAX. 
OUTPUTS: 
X1. X2. X3. X4 array names of X axis distances of 4 cross sections to  be plotted. 
Zl..Z2. 23, 24 array names of Y axis altitudes for 4 cross sections. 
JJ 
AXSL = X and Y axis lengths for each plot. 
CSLX and CSLY are the X and Y cross section heading coordinates. 
AXLX and AXLY are the X and Y coordinates of target axis heading. 
NTGDM = Target diameter. 
NAINC = Axis increment value. 
NPROB = Probability of detection. 
= Length of dimension of X and Z arrays. 
Storage Requirements (Decimal) 250 
Temporary Storage Requirements Not Applicable 
Alarms, or Print-Outs Print out value if X or Y axis length exceeds 
maximum of 10,000.000 R. 
Error Returns 
Error Stops 
Input and Output Tape Mountings 
Input and Output Formats 
Selective Jump and Stop Settings 
Machine Time 
Accuracy 










CDC 3600 FORTRAN 63 
None 





' FIND LARGEST YI AXIS 
LENGTH W A X  = LARGER 
OF VXM OR VIM 
1 
FIND NURBER O f  OIBITS IN UPWARD ROUNDED % 
AXIS LENGTH. J. CHECK TO SEE IF LEN6TH 
EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OF 1,000,000 FEET 
I . ' .  ~ 
X V AXIS LENGTH FOR PLOTTING, AXSL = J'2 
1 
INCREMENTS = AXIS LEN6lW. AXSU1D 
4 
THE 4 HEMISPHERIC CROSS SECTIONS 
77 
SUBROUTINE PLTSU 
SUBROUTINE P L T S U (  SAX *SAY r J K  r X  1 9 x 2  * X ?  9x4 r Z 1  * Z 2  r Z 3  9 7 4  9 JJ r PSO 0nCl'c) 
......... l A X S L z L S L X ~ _ C S I Y _ r ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ~ N ~ - G C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f  *WROB I . .  PS!J 9nlQ. 
C ...SUBROUTINE PLTSU...l N 3 v 1  65...R~HKDOLL...VISLAE...UCSD PSU c c 2 0  . PSlJ 0033 C ..qJ-H%S.mROUTINE T.AKES._THIDA.ZA U S E D .  I N  P R I N T I N G  THE 5 . . _  
C ... 1 / 2  HEMISPHERIC CROSS SECTIONS A L T I T L D E S  AND PSU 0 2 4 n  
C ..PLOTTED BY__SUBROI!TINE_.eLDT 10. PLTSU .IS AN . ~ ~ ~~. ~. ps i !  n ~ 7 ?  
C a~.NQZf~-IL53LUL€DlLSEYERAL DIFFERENT DETECTION . . . .  P W  oco.3 
C ...VOLU:IES A D D I T I O N A L  CALLS TO 5:JRROUTINE TCAL PSU O l O ?  
C ... W I  Tt i  THE A P P R Q P R I A I L . D A T A  P R L C t k C I  YG EP,CH P S l l  O l l ?  
C ... C A L L *  CAN BE MADE. T I ~ E  C A R D  PHFCEEDI,YG THE PSU O l 2 C  
C ... END CARD NUST . .BE-JHL 3NLY C A L L  TO P R E P ( Y )  
~~ PSU 913n 
C ... T M I  S.ILBu- _WdlLS..JLEU .T I Y G F U G h l t T I C  T!.P€ WkiICt i  !?'ILL P a  0 1 5 9 .  
C ... RE USED R Y  THE CDC 16: :A  TO D R I V E  TI1F PLOTTER. P S l j  0169 
C ............ PSlJ 0 1 7 9  
PSU 018r:  C 
c ..SAY=NAME OF AL .T ITUUt  _ARRAY. JK=LENGTt l  D I~ , ' t :NS IOk  PSU o i y n  
C ...OF ARRAY SAX OR SAY. PSU 0 2 0 0  
C . . . .. ............. . - ..... .._ _ P S l J  . - 0 2 1 0  
C 011 TPU TS. X 1 t X2 9 X 3 X4zARRAY YA'-"FS OF PSU 0 2 2 r  
C ...X AXIS~DISTA.NCFl  \/A-LUES_.FOR-~THE 4 C R o S S ~  S E C T I q N S  ~~ .~ -. P?!.I 0 2 3 2  
C ..ALTITUDES F!)R__Ttjt - 4  -CR-OSS- SECT IONS -TO_ R E  PLnTTEI).  ~- P S ( I _ c ) 2 5 ?  
C ...DISTANCES TO T H ~  -AX15,~ AND- TRAKSF0R:IS T H I S  DATA PSIJ nC5' )  
C ...INTO 4 HEMISPHERIC CROSS SECTIONS TO RE PSU C C 6 n  
PSL' 9009 C A U TOM AT I C F O R  FAT T I NG ROU T I Y F 
... C USEb I N  THE: E N T I R E  SEOUENCE OF PRr)GIIAVS. PSU 0 1 4 3  
...... ... I~PuTs...sA~=~A:.~E OF DISTANCE TC AXIS A R R A Y .  
C ...TO RE PLOTTED. Z l d 2 * Z 3 * Z 4 * A P R A Y  NAMFS OF Y A X I S  PSlJ 0 2 4 n  
C ...AXSL=X AND Y A X I S  LENGTHS FOR EACH PLOT PSU 9 2 6 q  
C ...AXLXIAXLY=X AhD Y COORDINATES O F  TARGET A X I S  HEADING PSU 0280 
............................................................................... P S l J  ~ ?29-'- c ...NTGDM=TARGET DIAMCTER 
C ...NAINC=AXIS INCREMENT VALUE PSI1 0 3 0 0  
-c.. -9. *A NPR-QB=-PROH_A n l  L-L I 1  _.E OE-T !x U O N  - _ _  _ _  
C PSU 0 3 3 9  
~ . _ _ _ _ _ _  ~- .__~_-_P-sLJ0-32~?. 
---c .............. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _  PSU 0 3 7 0  
C PSU c 3 3 5  
.. c . -  ..... ..CSLX*CSLY=X AND Y COOHDIYATES OF CROSS ~ ~ ~ T ! . ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ H E A L > I N G _ ~ ~ _ ~ _ _ _  PSI1 0 2 2 -  
... ...... .... ....... ... PSU 0 3 1 -  
C PSU 0 3 2 0  
C ...OUTPUT = NONE PSU 0 3 4 ?  
C mooSURROUTINES CALLED=NONE PSU 036,7 
DIMENSION X l ( J J ) r Z l ( J J ) r X 2 ( J J ) r Z 2 ( J J ) r Z 7 ( J J ) r X 4 ( J J ) ~ Z ~ + ( J J )  PSlJ 0 3 8 "  
DTMEhlSION S A X ( J K I s S A Y ( J K 1  ....... .____ ... PSU 933n- 
~~ .--c-------..-- ----_ ---------- -___-_--__ - _- 
... 
......... -_-Y-Xbt=O ............... PSU nitnn 
......... I F  I S A X (  1+8)aGT.VXM)10120  P S ~ J  n42-3 
10 VXM=SAX( I+8) PSU 0 4 3 3  
I MAX=VXM PSU 0 4 5 c  
DO 2 0  1 x 1 9 3 2  PSU Q417  
-- 70 C O N U U F  PSU 94477 
40 CON T I  NUE p su -0-59.0 




VISIBILITY LABORATORY U. C. S. D. 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
A. IDENTIFICATION 
Tit le SUBROUTINE PLOT 1 
Category cvc 
Programmer Barkdoll 
Date 1 November 1965 
Type FORTRAN 63 
B. DESCRIPTION 
This  subroutine sets up probability of detection cross section data and format data  for 
plotting. This  i s  done by making calls to the UCSD Q9Q plot program P R E P  1 through 
PREP 9. PLOT 1 enables Q9Q PLOT to write a magnetic tape for data to be plotted by 
a Cal Comp 165 incrementor plotter. 
C. USAGE 
1. Calling Sequence 
PLOT 1 ( X I .  X2. X3, X4, 21. 22, 23. 24. JJ, AXSL. CSLX. CSLY, 
AXLX. AXCY, NTGDM. NAINC, NPROB) 
2. Arguments or Parameters 
INPUTS: 
X1, X2. X3. X4 = Arrays of X coordinate points. 
Z l .  22, 23, 2 4  = Arrays of Y coordinate points. 
JJ = Length of each X and Y array. 
AXSL = Length of X and Y axis. 
CSLX and CSLY = Cross section heading coordinates. 
AXCX and AXCY = Target axis heading coordinates. 
NTGDM = Target diameter in feet. 
NAINC = X and Y axis increment values in feet. 
NPROB = Heading probability value (absolute). 
3. Storage Requirements (Decimal) 
4. Temporary Storage Requirements 
5. Alarms, or Print-Outs None 
6. Error Returns None 
7. Error Stops None 
8. Input and Output Tape Mountings Not Applicable 
9. Input and Output Formats Not Applicable 
10. Selective Jump and Stop Settings Not Applicable 
12. Accuracy Not Applicable 
13. Cautions to User None 
Not Applicable 
11. Machine Time 
This  program makes calls to  UCSD Q9Q PLOT program 
subroutine PREP 1 through P R E P  9. 
14. Equipment Configuration CDC 3600 with Fortran 6 3  
15. References See write-up for Q9Q Plot 
D. METHOD Not Applicable 
80 
SUBROUTINE PLOTl 
CALL PREP(5rO.rO.rl .r l .)  P T 1  0 4 9 0  
P T 1  0500 C A L L  P R E P ( B r 4 r 5 r K K )  
CALL P R E P ( 8 r l r 8 r L L )  
CALL PREP (89 399 r MM I 
P T 1  0 5 1 0  
P T 1  0 5 2 0  
P T 1  0530  
P T 1  0 5 4 0  
C A I  L PRFP ( 4 r  1 5 r 1 5 r X 1  r Z 1 )  P T 1  0 5 5 0  
CALL PREP(5rO.rU.rAXSLrAXSL) P T 1  0 5 6 0  
P T 1  0 5 7 0  
P T 1  0580 
81 
CALL P R t P ( 6 9 AX-L X-s A X L Y  
CALL PREP ( 7 9 - 0 9 - C  9 0  1 
CALL PREP ( 2 1 4 9  9 0 9 0 5 9 5 . 9 5 0 )  
CALL P R E P ( 7 r O , Z * b * P , '  ,"*:  1 
7 L 2_r_ 1 lH_T_AR G F T A X I S I 
- - -  P T 1  PRlC - CALL  PREP ( 4 9 1 5  9 1 5 s X4 9 24 ) 
CALL  PREP ( 5 9  G o  9 U o  9 AXSL 9 AXSL 1 P T 1  q82q 
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APPEHD!X C 
Input and Output Examples from PODVI 
This appendix contains a copy of the computer listing from a run of PODVI (Probability of 
Target Detection Volumes.) This program was run using data from Flight 74. The given data 
includes : 
1. Atmospheric data from Flight 74. 4. Target object i s  painted haze grey. 
(No optical system used.) 
2. Average solar zenith angle of 41.5O. 
3. Pine tree background. 
5. Target diameter is  100 feet. 
6. Detection probability is 50%. 
OOKING TOURRO 0 OR 180 
N OOKING TOURRO BO OR 270 
t 1 











O O K I N G  TOURPO o OR i a o  r 
OOKING TOURRO 90 OR 270 i 
M 
OF DETECT. X I N C . =  l R O O O O  F 
L O O K I N C  TOURPO 136 OR 316 
c t 
O I S T .  FROM TRRGET R X 1 6  FOR .70 PROE. OF DETECT. X 1 N C . I  I B O O O O  F 
Figure C-2. Plot of data produced by this program, 
when probabilities of target = 70%. 
Figure C-1. Plot of data produced by this program. 
00KlNG TOURRO 0 OR 180 r 
1 
I 





(I w + w 
I 
5 
0 1 6 T .  FROM TRRGET AXIS FOR . 8 0  PROE. OF DETECT. X INC = I40000 F 
Figure C-3. Plot of data produced by this program, 
when probabilities of target = 90%. 
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OOKING TOURRO 0 OR I80 . t 
OOKINC TOURRO 0 OR 180 OOdING TOURRO 46 OR 226 OOKING TOURRO 0 OR 180 












OOKING TOURRO 136 OR 316 
M 
0 1 s T .  FROM TRRGET A X I S  FOR .60 PRUB. OF OETECT. X I N C . =  1 0 0 0 0  F 0 1 8 T .  FROn TFlRCET R X 1 6  FOR .60  PROB. OF DETECT. X I N C . =  4 0 0 0  F 
Figure C-5. Plot of data produced by this program, 
when target diameter = 1 foot and proba- 
bilities of target detection = 50%. 
Figure C-4. Plot of data produced by this  program, 
when target diameter = 10 feet and 
probabilities of target detection = 50%. 












Figure C-6. Plot of data produced by this program, 
when background reflectance data is for 
clear water with infinite optical depth. 
OOKING TOURRO 80 OR 270 
O I S T .  FROM TRPGET R I l S  FOR 60 PROS. OF DETECT. X I N C . =  4 0 0 0  F 











OOKING 7TOURRD 46 OR 226 
OOKING TOURRO 80 OR 270 j..i i OOKINC TOURRD 136 OR 316 OOKING TOURRO 80 OR 270 LOOKING TOURRO 136 OR 316.  P YY 5 
016T .  FROM TRRGET R X l S  FOR .60 PROB. OF DETECT. X I N C . =  1 8 0 0 0 0  F O I S T  FROfl TRRGET R X 1 6  FOR 60 PROB OF DETECT X I N C  = 8 0 0 0 0 0  F 
_._ _ _  
Figure C-8. Plot of data produced by this program, 
when no atmosphere and a simulated 
optical system was utilized. 
Figure C-7. Plot of data produced by this program, 
when simulated optical system was used 
in conjunction with an atmosphere. 
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PROGRAM P O D V l  
JOB 1387 02/n4/66  PA:€ 1 
________. - -- - PROGRAU P ... P R O G R A ~ D : ~ O V l  ... l Y O " , b 5 ,  .. BARKDOLL. ... V I S L A R  ... UCSO C 
. c.. * . . P Q O V I =  o R O R A B I L ~ T V  JF D E T E C T I O N  VOLUME PHASE 1 
C * . . T H I S  PR'3GRAU P R 3 V I O h S  I N P U T  D A T A  FOR THE 
C L. tSOLUTIQY.  0.C A.PQOR431LJTY OF TAROFT D E T F C T I O N  VnLlJME. 
C .. .THE C A L L E D  SEOUeNCEIOF PI(OQR4US Y l L L  P R I N T  THE 
- & _ L L L U L L I L I L E A M L O I S T ~ N v E  F R 3 r l  JME-IARPST A X I S  FOR 
C . . e 8  JOYNUARO LOOKING L E V I T 4 S  OF P A T H  OF SIGHT,  
.... C . . 2 ~ ~ ' L H E T 4 ~ ~ 6 0 ~ L 6 5 ~ L 5 O ~ l S 5 ~ 1 2 P ~ 1 D S ~ l 0 0 ~ 9 5  DEGREES AND 
C ...FOR 5 AZIMUTHS l F  P4T.I OF S l Q H T  Y I T H  A E S P t r T  
G. r t ~ T 0  THE SUY, ~ . n 1 ~ 0 ~ 4 L r 9 P ~ 1 3 ~ ~ 1 B 0  DEGREES. 
C ... THE PROGRAM WILL 4LSO P L D T  THESE P O I N T S  AS 
C 
C + . . V A R I A B L E  IYPUTS, . .  
C e . .  0PT.OPTION FOR AT*OSP4ERIC AND O P T l C 4 L  S Y S T F M  
C ..... OPTS0 FOR V I E A I Y G  T W O O Q H  ATUOSPHERE ONLV 
C ..... O P T = - l  FOR OPTICS AYD Y O  ATMOSPHERE 
C I OPT-~-+l _fgR Or1 I CS =AN-ATLOSPHERF 
C ... F N U U B = F L I G H T  NUYBER Fr)R ATMOSDHERIC D A T A  
C ... OPTNU*ODTICAL $ Y S T E *  INDEX NUMBER 
C ..,DIAU.TASGET D I A * E T E ?  I N  FT. ,NOT T O  EXCEED t o n  FT, 
C ...OBJ.INDEX FOR D I R E C T I 9 N A L  REFLECTANCE PROPERTIFS 
C ... Or T A R G E T  OBJECT 
C ... OF BACKGROUND 
C I. .PROBK*CJNSTANT FO9 D E V I A T I O N  FROM 50 PERCFNT 
C ~ . . P R O B A B I L I T V S I .  PO9 5 0 , 1 . 2 0 6  FOR 70.  1.50 FOR 9 0 0  AND 
C ~ . . 1 . 9 1  FOR 99 PERCEYT P 9 0 B A 9 1 L I T Y  OF DETECTION 
C e . .  NPROB*IYTEQER R E P 9 E S E Y T I Y G  P R O B A B I L I T V  
C , . . A N D  C O O P O I Y A T E S ~  0 '09 C O O R D I N A T E S  ONLY 
C ...SYZ.SYITCH F p R  D L D T T I Y G ,  1 I F  PLOT IS O E S I P F D  
C 1 .  . O  FOR NO 'LOT 
._ __ __L/,4 H E M I S D H E P I C  C T Q  s s 9 ~ c T I o N s L  
- . - ... B A C * I N D h X  FOR D I R E C T I V J A L  REFLECTINCE PRO-PERLIFS - 
- ._ c . . S u l ~ S b l l T C H  FOR J U T P J T  P R I Y T I N G ,  1 F O R  CALC_ULAll_ONS 
~ 
. . 
END .................. ..... 
TARGET D E T k C T I O N  F I R  I N F I N I T E  V I E H I N O  l l M E  
. 
PATH OF SIGHT T4ROUGH A T M O S a Y E R e  ONbV 
PROGRAM O A T 4  FRJM F L I G H T  NUqRER 7 4  




CURVES INTERSECT A T  A x m  .46460 A Y =  608609.64926 
T H m = 1 6 5 . 0  Z*U= I P S I . 8 7 ~ 7 7 T . 1 5  rS x .mm* 143.1) L U *  1.75 TC*SO * 4 . 2 5 5  b -r*C= . O D  I =  1 181 = 117.4 - 
THETArl65.0 2.0. 3863.6 3STARs 251.30 1 9 %  ,711 143.15 COX 8.75 TC*CO= 2.521 CT*CX . O O  I S  2 BBR. 513.24 
THETA=165.0 Z * D =  5795.4 3STAR. 296.91 T?= .692 BBO* 143.15 CC. @ , E  TC*CU= 2.188 E1.C. .OT Tx S PER= SV5.91 
THETA=165.0 Z * D =  7727.2 3 S T A R x  355.36 l e *  ,684 BBQZ 143.15 CO= 8.75 TC*COs 1.890 CT*Cx . O O  I .  4 881. 413.21 
TYETAxl65.O 7.0; 9659.0 3STAI1. 395.25 I?* .674 880. 143.- CVx 8 . E  TC*CU= 1.717 ET4PI .QU 1s 5BER. 1V1.73 
TniTI=i65.0 f*o= 19318.0  STAR. Jo2.77 T ? =  ,635 e m =  i43.15 
TUETAc165.0 L I D S  38636.13ST&U=- T ; T s  m<-.¶V4 8BO. 1Q.n 
THETAx165.0 Z * D =  57954.1 3 S T A R a  705.70 1 9 s  .!I7 880. 143.15 
THETAx165.0 Z * D =  77272.2 35714. 7 2 0 . 0 1  l?= , 3 7 0  B B O i  145.15 
THETA~165.0 2.0- 96590.2 3STAR. 726.11 T?; ,566 BBO' 143.15 
THETAc165.0 2.0: 193180.5 3 S T A R s  732.52 T ? x  ,563 EBB. 143.15 
- _________ CURVES INTERSECT A T  A X .  .e6637 A!¶ 777662.1g4 
TnETA=i50.0 Z * D =  
THETArl50. 0 Z * D =  
TnETA=150.0 Z * D =  
THETA=150.0 Z*D= 
THETA=150.0 2.02  
THETA~l5O.O Z * D =  
THETA.150.0 2.0: 
THETAxl50.0 Z * O =  
THETbl50.O Z * D =  
THETA*lSO.O 2.0: 
TnETA=150.0 Z * D =  
THETA=l50.0 Z*D= 
THETA=lSO. 0 2.0. 
T H E T A = l S O . O  2.0. 
THETAsl50.0 Z*D= 
CURVES I h  
1732.1 3 S T A R x  
3 4 6 4 . 1  3 S T A R x  
5196.2 3STARW 
6928.2 ) S T A R =  
8.660.3 3STZUi 
17320.6 3 S T A R a  
34641.2 3STAR. 
51961.8 3 S T A R x  
69282.4 3bTAR8 
86603.0 3 S T A R a  
173206.0 3 S T & R *  
346411.9 3 S T A R s  
519617.9 3 S T A R x  
692823.8 3 S T A R s  
866029.8 3 S T A R m  
. ~ ._-__ 
ITERSECT AT A X .  
137.50 T P =  ,846 880. 
2 6 1 . 0 2  T ? r  .697 9801 
323.10 T?. -666 B B O s  
374.63 19. ,658 BB0.- 
7 J b ; T r m - a  651 H W U a  
565.47 T ? x  ,609 880. 
769.99 ?4*  ,566 8801 
873.21 1 9 s  ,546 880. 
906.48 T ? x  , 5 3 7  EBO' 
915.45 1 7 s  ,532 8809  
vZ6XT T?= ,527 BWT- 
926.9P 13. .526 880. 
926.¶? T ? *  ,126 EBOs 
926.51 T ? m  .526 8 B O S  
926.82 T ? S  ,526 eBo= 
127.12 COS 18.16 TC*CO: 7.Vbb Cl4Pk 
127.12 COX 18.16 TC*CO= 4 . 6 0 1  C T * ? =  
127.12 C O X  18.16 TC*CO* 3.768 CT*C. 
127.12 CO. 18.16 TC*CO= 3.314 CT*P= 
-127.12 rrP 1 18.16 TC *cor 1.195 CT 8C; 
127.12 COX 18.16 TC*CO: 2.187 CT*P. 
127.12 CDs f8.16 ?C*CD: 1.551 F1.P. 
127.12 CO* 18.16 TC*CO: 1.336 Cl*Cx 
127.12 COX i8.16 TC*COs 1.271 CT*Px 
127.12 COS 18.16 TC*CO= 1.249 CT*C= 
127.12 C O S  18.16 TC*CO= 1.223 CT*Px 
127.12 C O S  r8.16 rC*CO* 1.223 CT*P= 
127.12 COS 18.16 lC*CO: 1.223 CT*C* 
127.12 cos 18.16 m C O =  1.223 C7.P. 










1414.2 3STAR.  
2828.5 3STARm 
-T *z>  ) S T A R 8  
5656.9 3STARm 
7071.1 3 S T A R x  
14142.3 3STARm 
28284.5  35714.  
4 2 4 2 6 . 8  3 S T A R x  
33569.0 E T A R .  
70711.3 3 S T A R x  
141422.5 3 5 T A r ) x  
282845 .0  35714. 
424267.5 ~ S ~ A R S  
565690.0 3STAR.  
7 m - , - 6  )STAR= 
,060668.8 3STARa 















1 3 R 9 . O  3 S T A R r  
1736.2 3 S T A R +  
5472.4 3 S T A R =  
6944.9 3 S T A R a  
10417.3 3 S T A R s  
17362.2 3 S T A R a  
34724.4 3 S T A 9 a  
- 59T;5-y5T-c#x- 
...._.._._____________ 
i38n9.8  STARS 
CURVES INTEHSFCT A T  I X a  .05402 AY: 53425.39875 
T H E T A =  95.0 Z+U= 
THETA= 95.0 2.0 
THETA= 95.0 ZOO= 
THETA= 95.0 Z*U= 
THETA: 95.0 2.0: 
THETAS 95.0 2.0. 
T H E T A S  95.0 Z*D: 
THETA= 95.0 Z * D =  
T H E T A =  95.0 z*n= 
THETA. 95.0 z o o =  
174.2 3SlA9. 130.54 T + =  ,517 Y R O =  
522.6 3 S T A 4 .  391.33 T?: ,736 d H n =  
696.8 3 S T 4 R +  572.58 T ? =  .685 dBO= 
071.0 3 S T A R 8  653.22 1 4 a  ,574 380; 
1741.9 3 5 7 1 R i  1039.35 T?= ,105 980. 
3483.8 3STAR.  1491.33 17.  , 0 2 9  BHO: 
5225.8 3 5 7 4 4 s  1710.32 13: .019 dRO: 
6067.7 3 S T A R s  1886.44 1 7 %  ,018 BHO= 
8709.6 3 S T A R m  2083.96 1 3 8  ,016 YBO: 





















3.45 TC*CO= 2.695 CT*P= 
3.45 TC*CO= 1.686 Cl*p= 
3.45 TC*CO: 1.381 CT*Pa 
3.45 TC*CO= 1 . 0 6 8  CTrP. 
1. 3.45 TC*CO= . d o 1  C1.P. 
I =  3.45 TC*CO: .034 C1.P. 
I =  3.45  TC*%D= .620 CT*Ps 
l a  3.45 TC*CO= . 0 1 7  C1.P: 
= 3.45 TC*CO= ,014 CT*P* 
3.45 Tc-coT 2,131 C1.P. 
. O D  I =  1 BBR= 598,71 
. O D  I: 2 BBR: 684.45 
.OO I: 3 BBR= 767.34 
- 0 0  I r  4 UBR: 871.85 
.OO Is 5 BBR= 946.29 
. O D  I =  6 BBA=ll38.63 
. O O  I =  7 BBR=1506.91 
.01 Ix 8 BBR=l720.12 
.02 Is10 BBR=2092,24 
.oi I: 9 ~~a.ie95.56 
CURV€S INTEOSFCT A T  A X =  - 0 1 4 ~ 4  AI= 8057.16557 
AZIMUTH OF P A T H  O r  3lGHT d l T 4  9ES'E:T 7 3  SUY IS 0 OECQEES 
ZENITH OF P A T H  OF SIGHT = 1 8 0  D I S T A Y 3 E  1 3  T A 3 L E T  A X I S  = 0 ALTITUDE : 608610 CONTRAST IS POSITIVE 
ZENITH OF PATH OF S I G H T  = 165 0ISTAN:F T j  TA3GET A X I S  I 208430 ALTITUDE : 777662 CONTRAST IS POSITIVE 
- . - -~ - - ... - - . 
ZENITH OF P A T H  OF SIGHT 150 DISTAN:E TI IA3GET A X I S  = 492397 ALTITUDE : 852920 CONTRAST IS POSITIVE 
ZENITH OF P A T H  OF SIGHT a 1 3 5  0 ISTAY:E  11 T A 3 G E T  A X I S  = 783971 ALTITUDE = 784021 CONTRAST IS POSITIVE 
. -  - . -  ._ - 
ZENITH OF P A T H  OF SIGHT = 120 O I S T A Y J E  1 3  TA3GEl A X I S  : 526742 ALTITUDE = 304136 CONTRAST IS COSlTlVk 
ZENITH OF P A T H  OF SIGHT a 105 DISTAY:E  1 3  TASGET A X I S  I 253529 ALTITUDE = 67941 CONTRAST IS POSlTlV6 
-~ 
ZENITH OF PATH O f  SIGHT : 1 0 0  O I S T A N J E  1 3  TAIGET AKIs : 189568 LL'IITUDF = 33425 CONTRAST IS ROSlllVE 
ZENITH OF PATH OF S I G H T  95 DISTAN:E 1 3  TA?GET AXIS = 02133 ALTITUDE = 0057 CONTRAST IS POSlTIVE 
87 
A Z I M U T H  OF P A T H  3F S I G H T  U l T H  ?F jP;CT T O  SJN IS 45 DEGREfS 
T H E T A . 1 8 0 . 0  Z * D =  2000.0 3 S T A R x  134.0F 15: ,847 d R O =  197.80 CO 4.95 TCICOI 2.747 C1.P. . O O  I .  1 BBRs 301.46 
THETA=180.0 Z*D- 6000.0 3 S T A R s  291.00 13: , 7 0 0  BBO' 197.80 C O *  4.95 T C * C O r  1.595 C1.P. . O O  18 3 BBRs 4P9,SS 
THETA~180.0- Z*D=- 7uDu.U ? S T A R .  233.00 T 9  = .718 LIB01 197.80 CO = 4.95 T C  *COS 1.873 cr .C. . O D  I. 2 BBR 375e04 
. . .... ... 
C U R V E S  I N T E R S E C T  A T  AX. .46460 A Y '  608609,64926 
T 9 3 T v  




19318.0 3 S T A R s  
I 3 ~ 1 1 1 1 .  










































- - . CURVES I N T E R S E C T  AT A K 8  .41209 A Y S  402572.57090 
88 
CURVES INTERSECI-AI A X .  . 2 4 9 6 5  _ _ _  Ar. 218547.05849 --__ 
89 
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A X .  , 4 6 4 6 0  A I :  608609.64926 
1931.8 3STdTs lJJ.JI>c7)*1 886. 
3863.6 3 S T A R .  232.14 1 9 1  ,711 860' 
5795.4 3 S T A R .  287.89 1 9 s  ,692 
7727.2 3 S T 4 R x  3 4 2 . 8 2  19. .b84 BBO. 
9659.0 3ST4R.  387.20 T 3 =  ,674 880' 
19318.0 3 S T A R m  567.95 T ? s  ,635 BBOS 
57954.1 3 S T 4 R x  967.49 T a x  ,577 BBO. 
77272.2 J S T 4 R x  989.80 1 3 s  . 5 7 0  880. 
96590.2 3 S T A R a  998.1s T ? *  ,566 BBO. 
193180.5 3STARm 1006.9S TPa ,563 680. 
386360.9 3 S T 4 R m  1007.32 T ? =  ,562 BBO. 
5 7 Y W K m r T 5 C T 7 3 2  T Q  rn , 5 6 2  EEO. 














CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A X S  -41591 A V =  552913.44562 
T H E T I C I S O . ~  PD: ~ 7 3 7 ~ r ~ w - m  
THET41150.0 Z * D =  3464.1 3 5 7 1 1 ) s  
THETA=l50,0 Z*D= 5196.2 3 S T A R a  
THETAs150.0 Z*D= 6928.2 3 S T A R x  
THElA1150,0 Z * D =  8660.3 3 S T A R x  
THET4=150.0 2.0: 17320.6 3 S T A R -  
TRET4slSO.O 2.0. 34641.2 m R .  
THET4=150.0 Z * D =  69282.4 3 S Y A R s  
THETArl50.0 Z * D =  86603.0 3 S T A R s  
THET4rl50.0 Z * D =  173206.0 3STARm 
THET4a15O.O Z * D =  346411.9 3 S T A R x  
THETArI5U.O Z * D =  519617.9 3 S T K R -  
THETAX150.0 2.0; 51961.8 3 S T A R 8  















1 405.56 1 











I I  
If 
I€ 

























7 -  
90 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  AX= .03217 A Y *  23882.19111 
~~_.^____.__~ - -- __ - _ _  . 
THETA= 95.0 Z * O =  174.2 3 S T A R s  103.64 13:  ,917 880' 275.02 COS 
THETA= 95,O Z * O =  348.4 3 S T A R .  207.29 T ? =  .B29 dB0: 275.02 COX 
T H E T A =  95.0 Z * O =  522.6 3STARs 310.93 T ? =  ,736 dRO= 275.02 CO' 
T H E T A X  95.0 200: 696.8 3 S i A R .  414.50 T ? =  . 6 8 5  aBOc 215.02 CO= 
THETA:  95.0 Z * D =  871.0 ~ S T A ~  5 1 8 . 2 2  T ? =  .574 aBo: 275.02 c o n  
THETA:  95.0 2.0: i 7 4 K 9 3 s i ~ ~ s  771.58 T ? =  ,195 880' 2 7 5 . 0 1 0 i  
THETA= 95.0 2.0- 3483.8 3 S T A R -  1048.06 T ? =  . 0 2 9  13808 275.02  C O =  
T H E T A =  95.0 Z*O= 5225.8 3 S T A R =  1205.8F T ? =  ,019 BBO: 275.02 COX 
THETA;  95.0 Z * D =  6967.7   STAR. 1308.38 14: , 0 1 8  aBo=  2 7 5 . 0 2  co: 
2.26 TC*CO= 1.603 C1.P. .OO I: 1 
2 . 2 6  TC*CO: 1.185 C l o p s  .OO I n  2 
2.26 l C * C O =  ,891 CToPx .OO I: 3 
2.26 TC*CO= .706 C l o p s  .OO 1. 4 
2 . 2 6  TC*CO: . 0 1 0  C T o P x  -01 I r  8 
2.26 T C * C O =  .008 C T o P s  . O l  I =  9 
BBR: 355.93 
BBR= 435,36 
BE R =  513.28 
BBR: 602.84 
BBR: 676.10. 





CURVES INTERSECT A T  KX. ,00925 AY= 5993.98175 
Z E N I T H  OF PATH OF S I G H T  180  0ISTAN:E TI I A ? G E l  A X I S  = 0 ALTITUDE = 608610 CONTRAST Is P O S f T l v E  
Z E N I T H  OF PATH OF S I G H T  c 165 0ISTAN:E 1J T A ? G E T  A X I S  i 148192 A L T I T U D E  : 552913 CONTRAST IS P O S I T I V E  _ _ ~ _  _._______ 
Z E N I T H  OF PATH OF S I G H T  1 5 0  DISTAN:E 1) T I ? G E T  A X I S  i 266086  A L T I T U D E  : 460909 CONTRAST IS P O S I T I V E  
Z E N I T H  OF PATH O f  SIGHT i 1 3 5  O I S T A N 2 E  T j  T A 3 G E T  A X I S  : 334287 A L T I T U D E  = 334308 CONTRAST IS P O S l T ! V E  ~- 
Z E N I T H  OF PATH OF S I G H T  120 DISTAN:E T j  T A q G E T  A X I S  E 302169 ALYITUDE : 174470 CONTRAST fS P 0 8 1 T l V E  
Z E N I T H  OF P I T H  OF SIGUJ s 105 D I S T A N C E  T U A ? G E T  A X I S  : 183400 A L T I T U D E  49148 CONTRAST IS P O S I T I V E  
Z E N I T H  OF PATH Or S I G H T  100 D I S T A N C F  13 TASGET A X I S  i 1 3 5 4 4 5  A L T I T U D E  : 23882 CONTRAST IS POSITIVE 
Z E N I T H  OF PATH OF S I G H T  S 95 D I S T A N J E  T j  TA9L;ET A X I S  : 68540 A L T I T U D E  = 5994 CONTRAST IS P O S I T I V E  - ___--__ 
91 
9211.00 111s ,603 BBOs 197.00 C O *  4.95 TC*COa ,565 C T * r s  . O O  Is 7 BBRslO47.27 
1 0 6 0 . 0 0  T I  s .I81 BUD. 197.80 CO s 4.95 TC *COs .488 CT 0C. . 0 1  Is B OBR 11176.11 
1094.38 111s ,574 @BO. 197.00 CO* 4.95 TCoCOs ,465 CT*Pm .4S IslJ,EBRa1107,84 1 
1094.51 T U  m ,974 EBO. 197.00 CO S 4.95 TC *COS ,465 CT *P. - 7 9  IS14 BBR.1207.04 








.on I. 3 
.on I. 1 
.on I. 5 
. b o  I =  b 
. o n  I =  7 
. 0 1  I. s 
.01 I .  9 
.02 1.10 
.06 1.11 
- 2 0  IC12 
.45 1 = 1 3  
e79 Is14 
19.53 





m ,846 T W E T m U . 0  L * U :  1752.1 j 5 I A R .  166.53 T ?  
THETA.150.0 2.0; 3464.1 3 S T A R s  306.17 T ? *  ,697 BBO. 
T H E T A I ~ ~ O . ~  2 0: 5196.2 3STaU- 368.32 19. ,666 880. 
T W E T A s l 5 0 . 0  Z * D *  6928.2 3STARm 414.78 T ? a  .650 @BO. 
TWETAsI50.0 2.0. 8660.3 3STAR.  474.15 1 9 %  ,651 BBOS 
THETA.150.0 Z * D =  17320.6 3 S T A R .  706.94 TP. ,609 880. 
T H € T I l F 9 J , T 7 * 0 =  34641.7 1 .  
THETAs150.0 Z * 0 *  51961.6 m::: 
THETA=150.0 2.0. 69282.4 3STARs 1441.49 TI)= ,537 8 8 0 s  
THETA=150,0 Z * D =  86603.0 3STAR. 1456.17 T ? *  ,532 @BO* 
THETA=150.O Z * D =  173206.0 3STAR.  1473.25 Tqm ,527 880. 
THETAs150,O 2.D. 346411.9 3 S T A R s  1474.2s 19. ,526 B0.- 
lHFTXi150.T P O =  519617.9 3 S T T K T m . 2 6 I f i  -m 
.. . 
s 












76 T T T  


























THETAsl35.O Z * D =  
THETA=135.0 2.0: 





THETAc135.0 Z * D =  
T H E f K = € 3 5 . 0  2 1 0 :  
- 1 4 1 C . 7  3 S T X K p  . .  543.55 T3 * z.94 R * C U  1,Vll n *v 
2828.5 3 S T A R m  309.85 1 9 s  ,673 880. 343.33 COS 2.94 TC*CO* 1.256 CT*C. 
4242.7 3 S T h R a  417.44 T ? a  .616 BBO. 343.33 CO. 2.94  TC*COa ,992 CT*CZ 
5656.9 3 S T A R s  472.33 19: ,605 EBO. 343.33-C0:-_ 2.94 !C*CO= ,899 CT*C.  
7071.1 3 S T A R a  516.71 19; ,996 # B O =  343.33 COX 2.94 TC*CO* ,636 CT-P. 
14142.3 3STAR. 697.33 1 9 s  .557 BEO=-J43.33 CO= 2.94 TC*CO= ,634 CT*P= 
28284.5  ~STXRF. ~ T . X K T T s m  ,510 B B O =  3 W C l s  2.94 TC*CO= .416 CT*Cs 
42426.6 3 S T A R .  1 2 8 1 . 0 4  T ? *  ,466 BED. 343.33 C O S  2.94 TC*CO= . 3 3 9  C T * C i  
56569.0 3 S T A R s  13f19.41 f ? =  .473 aB0. 343.33 CO: 2.94 TC*CO= ,306 CT*P. 
70711.3 3STAR. 1422.23 T ? =  ,466 @BO. 343.33 COS 2,94 TC*CO= .296 CT*ts._ 
141422.5 3STAR. 1447.66 T?r ,457 880. 343.33 COS 2.94 TC*CO= ,286 CT*Pa 
282645.0 3STAR.  1450.26 T?r ,456 BUO. 343.13 COS 2.94 TC*CO+ ,267 CT*P. 




























T H E T A r l 2 0 . 0  
THETAsl20.0 
T H E T A = l 2 O . O  
T H E T A . 1 2 0 . 0  
T H E T A s 1 2 0 . 0  
T R E n x  imx 
T H E T A = 1 2 O . O  
T H E T A ~ l 2 O . O  
T H E T A ~ l 2 O . O  
THETA*120.O 
T H E T A - 1 2 0 . 0  - 
2 0 0 0 . 0  3 S T A R s  
5 0 0 0 . 0  3STAR. 
4 0 0 0 . 1  3 S T A R a  
10000.1 3 S T A R s  
J 3 S T A W  
30000.4 3 S T A R s  
40000.3 3!5TAR- 
50000.7 3STARm 
1 o U O U l .  3 35TaRm 
200002.6 3 S T A R s  




512.00 T ? =  
705.00 T ? =  
944.01 19: 
1160.01 I?= 
130U.Ob T P x  
1 3 6 0 . 0 0  I?= 
1355.13 lT= 
1463.61 T ? =  ~ _ _  
94 
THETA.105.0 Z * D =  5 1 7 . 7  3 S T A R s  1 1 8 . 0 2  T ? =  , 8 9 7  a H n =  4 2 2 . 3 3  C O S  1 . 9 7  T C * C O =  1 . 5 0 0  C T * P =  . O O  I: 1 BBR; 4 9 6 , 9 8  
5.0 Z * D =  1 U J S . n T A R .  2 3 7 . 4 6  1 9 %  .763 SBb= 4 2 2 . 3 3  C O =  1 . 9 7  T C * C O =  1 . i ~ ~  L T * P -  . i r O  i =  7 33;: 5il.l: 
TnETA=105,0 2 ' 0 s  1 5 5 3 . 0  3STAR. 3 7 6 . 1 9  T?: . 5 9 8  B E 0 8  4 2 2 . 3 3  COX 1 . 9 7  l C * C O =  . I 9 1  C T * C a  . D O  I r  5 B B R =  6 2 8 . 9 3  
- 
95 
373258 304136 521493 210547 5911.31 174470 597149 1 1 4 1 0 6  
1215787 181178 1202751 1 7 4 0 0 6  1202169 174470 1270107 218147 






I C C 
_c 
C 
C I I C 
C 
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T A R G E T  D E T E C T I O Y  F O R  I N r l Y l T E  V l E U l N G  T I M E  
- -_ __ - . - __. 
PATi(  O r S ~ % ~ O i j Q V  OPTICAL S V S T E M  A N l l  ATMOSPHERE 



















I O  
10 















B I R a  859.49 .-B.~R. .... . . . . . . . . . . . ~ = 8 8 8 . 5 5  
. 88 B9R= I.. .# 915.70 .. . . . . . 
= .?4 
~ . . ...... .-. ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . ~ ~ . ~  . . ~ .  ~ ~ .... .. - .. . .._. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 

















CURVES INTERSECT A T  A X .  . l o 2 8 9  A Y =  6 7 7 5 1 . 3 6 6 7 9  
- T ~ € T A = 1 0 0 . 0  2.D. 3 4 7 . 2  5 S T A R a  1 S 5 . 4 9  TR: . E 1 9  880 '  2 7 5 . 0 2  C o r -  7 . 2 5  TC*CO= 4 . 5 E C R * P .  .OO Is 1 BBR= 3 0 0 . 7 9  
THETA;~OO.O firs 694.-5 ~ S I ~ R . ~ j i i x i + r  T i 4 4  R R O = ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ T C * C O =  3 . 1 9 3  CR*P= . O O  It 2 BBR: 4 6 4 . 4 2  
TYETAt1OO.O 2.D- 1 0 4 1 . 7  RSTARa 3 8 1 . 6 7  T R s  . 6 0 6  BBO= 2 7 5 . 9 2  CO= 7 . 2 5  TC*CO= 2 . 2 0 5  CR*P= . O O  Is  3 BBR= 5 4 8 . 4 4  
THETAZLOO.O 2.0 1 3 8 9 . 0  BSTAR. 4 9 4 . 4 9  TR-  , 4 8 0  BEO'  2 7 5 . 0 2  ro= 7 . 2 5  TC*COn 1 . 5 5 3  GRIP. - 0 0  I =  4 EBR= 6 1 6 . 5 4  
THETA=lOO.O 2.0s 1 7 3 6 . 2  ESYAea 537,31 T R =  . 3 9 4  R E O =  275 .02  C O =  7 . 2 5  TC*CO= L129 CR*P=.. .no 1 ~ x 5  BBB:..APL59 .. 
THETA=lOO.O 2.01 3 4 7 2 . 4  R S T A R .  9 9 9 . 4 5  T R =  . i s 0  EBO: 2 7 5 . 1 2  CO= 7 . 2 5  TC*CO= , 2 8 8  CH*P= - 0 0  Is 6 EBR:1040.73 
I H E T A = 1 0 0 . 0  Z * D s  6 9 4 4 . 9  BST ARa 1 3 3 0 . 1 4  TR: .113 e 89' 2 7 5 . 3 2  rQ= 7 . 2 5  TC*CB= , 1 6 6  C R * P =  .OO I: 7 B B R - 1 5 6 1 . 5 0  
T H E T A = l O O . O  2.0 1 0 4 1 7 . 3  BSTAR. 1 4 7 2 . 0 8  T I :  . 0 9 8  BEO' 2 7 5 . P 2  CO= 7 . 2 5  TC*CO= . I 3 1  CR.P- - 0 1  I =  8 B B R = 1 4 9 9 . 1 2  
T H E T A = l O D . O  2.D. 13889.8 3 S T A R a  1 5 7 9 . 1 4  TR: , 0 8 6  ABO' 2 7 5 . 9 2  CP= 7 . 2 5  TC*CP= . 1 @ 7  C R * P =  .Pi I =  9 RRR=14L12~3~ .... 
T H E T A s 1 0 0 . 0  Z * I ) =  1 7 3 6 2 . 2  R S T A R m  l b 9 R . 1 5  T R =  . 0 7 8  REO= 2 7 5 . 1 2  C O =  7 . 7 5  TC*CO= . 0 9 1  CH*Pz -02 I : l 0  BBA=1719 . '4  
THETA=lOO.Ll Z*U= 3 4 7 2 4 . 4  BSTAR. 2 1 2 6 . 3 9  T R =  .a55 480' 2 7 5 . " 2  C O =  7 . 2 5  T C * C O =  .OS1  CR*P= . 0 6  I=li B R H = 2 1 4 L > 3  ..... 
~ ___ _________ 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  A X =  . a 5 4 4 7  A Y =  3 3 3 6 2 . 0 5 5 9 8  
....... 
T H E T A S  9 5 . 0  Z * D m  1 7 4 . 2  R S T A R a  1 2 8 . 6 9  T R r  . e 2 6  REO: 5 1 0 . 7 5  C O =  3 . 4 5  T C * C O :  2 6 4 0  CR*P: 1 :  l . B E R =  5.49.33 ... 
CURVES INTERSECT AT AX. , 0 1 4 7 8  A Y =  8 0 3 7 . 5 5 3 5 2  ............ 
............. 
A Z I M U T H  o f  P A T H  o f  SIQHT Y I T ~  Q F S P E C T  T O  SUN I S  n DLGREEP 
........ 
Z E N I T H  O f  P I T Y  O f  S I G H T  = 1 8 0  O I S T A N C E  T O  TARGET A X I S  = -00 CONTRAST IS P O S I T I V E  
ZENITH O f  PATH O f  S I G H T  a 1 6 5  D I S T A N C E  T O  TARGET AXIS i 7 - 4 0 0 5  4LTITUOE 3 7 6 1 1 5 4  CONTRAST I S - 6 ~ - S l - T l V k - - - -  
.... ............ 
~ Z E N I T H  - _.- OJ _ P A T H  - OF SIGH? - a 150 D I S T I Y C E  T O  T A R G E T  A X I S  m 4 0 0 3 8 5  A L T I T U D F ~ - 8 3 7 1 1 0  CINTRAST IS P 3 S l T I V t  
._ . 
ZENITH OF P A T H  O f  S I G H T  135 OIST4YCE T O  TARGET A X I S  I 7 6 7 5 4 0  ALTITUDE : 7 6 7 5 8 9  CONTRAST IS P 3 S c T l V t  
... 
ZENITH OF PAT? O F  SIGHT S 120 DISTAYCE T O  TARGET AXIS_=  5 7 4 4 7 6  ALTITUDF = 3 0 1 8 2 8  CONTRAST 1 5  P O S l T l V t  - -  
........ 
ZENITH Or P A T H  OF S I G H T  a 1 0 5  OIST4YCE T O  TARGET A X I S  = 2 5 2 8 2 1  ALTITUDE = 6 7 7 5 1  CONTRAST I ;  PO-SI-TiVE 
.. ......... 
ZENITH OF P A T K O F  S IGHT- .  100 DIS~b..C~TOJARGE~ AXL5 5 1 8 9 ? n 9  ALTITUDE : 33362 CONTRAST IS P J S I T l V k  
Z E N I T H  DF P A t H  OF S I G H T  * 9 5  DISTAYCE T O  TARGET A X I S  = 9 1 9 0 8  4LTITUDE = PO38 CONTRAST 1 5  P 3 S I T I V E  
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IR: 481 .74  
IR: 6 6 8 .  j 3  
R =  953.<6 
R - 1 0 0 9 . 6  - 
c l O R 3 . 5 :  
IR=lOPO. 70 
IR=1097. $0 
IR=lOoR. 17 . . 
IR=1098.17  
lR=1098.17  
THE1A:lSO.O Z*Ds 86603.0 BSTAR. 891.84 1 R i  . 4 7 9  RRO: 1 1 9 . 9 9  8 . 4 1  T C * C n -  ,509 
THcTA=lSO.O ? * O m  173206.0  B S T A R a  9 0 2 . 1 7  T R e  .474 REO= 1 1 9 . 0 9  C o n  8 , 4 ¶  TC*CD: . 4 9 8  
TWETA:150.0 Z * D s  346411.9  9 S T A R 8  9 0 2 . 7 8  TR: , 4 7 4  !BO= 1 1 9 . 9 9  C O =  8 . 4 1  T C o C a =  . 2 9 8  
T H ~ l A r l 5 0 . 0  2.08 31 '9617.9  SSTAR. 90?.7d T A X  .474 880: 1 1 9 . 0 9  TO: 8 . 4 1  TC*CO: .498  
THETArl5O.O 2.01 692823.8  9 S T A R s  9 0 2 . 7 8  T R x  , 4 7 4  RBfl: 1 1 9 . 0 9  T O =  8 . 4 1  TC*CO= . I 9 0  
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A x =  . 4 9 ~ 0  A Y =  2 5 9 8 5 5 . 7 7 9 4 5  
100 
............ ....................................................................... 
C U R V E S  INTERSECT A T  a i ;  . 2 4 7 3 0  ? v =  217591  .733?1 
TnE~A=lo5.0 2.0 517.7 R S T A R s  131.78 TR: .EO8 ABO: 179.98 
THETA=105.0 2.0. 1035.3 BSTARa 2S1.01 T R =  ,687 B B O ~  179.911 
THETA=lOS.O Z * U *  1553.0 RST-ARx 350.71 T R s  :539 REO. 179.911 
THETA=105.0 Z*0=  2070.6 9 S T A R n  447.36 T R =  .402 BBO' 179.911 
. _- TMETA=~OS~.Q Z!D= 2 5 8 8 . 3  B S r A R x  5 
THETA~105*0 2.0. 5176.5 RSTAR. 7 
THETArlO5.0 Z * b  10353.0 BSJARa I9 
THETA.lO5.0 2.0s 15529.5 RSTAR. l¶ 
THETA~lO5.0 2.n. 20706.1 B S T A R i  13 
14.70 T R =  .326 BBO' 179.pO 
12.58 T R =  .230 B B O I  179.011 
2.55 T R =  .202 BAD: 179.911 
11.22 T R r  .177 REO: 179.911 
4.45 l e =  ,160 EBO' 179.98 
1HETA:lOS.O Z*D= 25882.6 ESTAR. 1498.76 T R =  .148 E B n z  179.98 
- THETA*105.& -.- ~ 2.0. 51765.1. R S T A R .  1858.73 TR-  ,119 B R O I -  179.98 
THETA=105.0 2.D 103530.3 QSTAR. 1928.46 T R =  .lo7 BRO= 179.911 
C U R V E S  I N T E R S E C T  A T  A x =  
T H R  Aa 1 O D  .T7*T- 
THETA*l00.0 z.0. 
TH~TA=lOO.O Z * U r  
THETA=lOO.O Z * D *  
THETAniOO.0 Z * D *  
THET~ylO0.0 Z*D= 
TnETAilOO.0 Z * D i  
THETArlOO.0 Z * D =  
THETA-100.0 ZODa 
THETA-100.0 Z*D= 
THETA*iOO.O Z * S =  
357.2-RHTm 
694.5 BSTAR. 
1041.7 B S T A R a  
1389.0 R S T A R x  




13889.8 B S T A R a  
17362.2 R S T A R z  
34134.4 SSTAR.  
C U R V E S  INTERSECT A T  A X 1  
THETA-  9 5 . 0  % * 3 =  174.2 R S T A R =  
_ _  THETA= 95.0 Z.1). 348.4 & S T A R S  
THETA* 95.0 .?*'I= 522.6 BSTAR.  
THETA: 95.0 Z*D= 696.8 B S l A R =  
TnETA. 9 5 . 0  7.n: 871.0 QSTARs 
THETA: 9 5 . 0  2.3: 1741.9 B S T A R 8  
THETA= 95.0 Z*llr 3483.8 9 S l A R i  
T H E T A =  9 5 . 0  I'O: -5235.8 R S T A R :  
- T U E T A =  95.0 Z * l ) =  6967.7 B S T A R a  
C U R V E S  I N T E R S E C T  A T  A x =  
.................. 
.06086 A Y :  5P889.04994 ............. 
113.01 TR: .826 RBOZ 326.11 K O =  2 . R 3  T C o C O r  1.990 C3.o- . O O  I: 1 BBR. 3 8 2 . 7 5  
418.72 T R =  .616 EBO= 326.11 CO: 2.93 TC*CO= .916 CH.0. . O o  1 %  4 QBR-  619.43 
520.02 T R *  .517 ROO: 326.11 10 '  2.93 TC*CO: ,691 C R * P n  .OO I =  5 BBR= 689.19 
Of15.711 T R =  .175 RRO; 374.11 1'01 2.81 TC*CO-  .167 CR*P: . O O  1 1  6 BBR= 8 6 2 . 9 8  
1340.49 I R E  .flllBpO: 376.11 C O = .  2 . 9 T _ T g * C O =  ,012 C Q r P z  .'hi l o  8 88H-1346.13 
1134.37 TR: .027 R R O :  336.71 ro= 2 . 8 3  T C * C O =  . o x  C W P =  . n o  I .  7 g ~ ~ = i i 4 3 . ~ 2  
1495.07 TR: .oi6 BRO:  336.11 ro= 2 . ~ 3  T C * C O =  .DID C R ~ P :  .3i I =  9 e 8 ~ = 1 4 9 0 . ~ 2  
,01044 AY:  65fl6.93O54 
......................... 
A,? fMUrU O F  PATH !IF S I G H T  UIT4 Q F s a E C T  TO S U N  Is 4 5  I 1 ~ G Q F F S  
. .~~ ~~~ .................................................. . . . . . . . .  
0 A L T l T U D F  E 605860 CI )NTHAST IS P3SITIVE .-?E!LTcl- O'!A!i(.~F G u r  . . ~ ~ ~ _ o l ~ ~ E ~ O T I R G E ! _ I X L S ' - . . -  ~ -  __- ~- 
~~~ ~~.~ .......... 
-ZENITH Or P A T H  OF SIcWl-; 165-  D I5TAvCE 16 TARGET A X I S  I 1817.33 A L T I T U D E  : 67R055 C f l N T ( I 4 S I  IS P 3 S I T l V k  
............ 
Z E N I T H  __ -_ OF P A T H  O F  S I G H T  3 150 D I S T A Y C E  T O  T A R G E T  AS=-_-lll462 A L T I T U D F  I 539856 CVh lTRAST 14  P J S I T I V E  
ZENITH OF P A T H  OF S I G H T  t 135 D I S T A Y C E  T O  TARGET A X I S  = 7Y8393 A L T I T U I I F  = 398418 C f l V T R A S T  15 p 3 S l T i V E  --- 
.. .......... 
__ IENITH Or P A T I  O F  SIGHJ s 120 D I S T A Y C E  T O  TARGET A X I S  =-776853 A L T I T U D F  = 217592 C V N T Q A S T  I $  P J S l T l V E  
ZENITH OF P A T Y  OF S I G H T  1 105 D l s T A V C E  T O  TARGET A X I S  = 197360 A L T I T U D F  = 5?889 C n h l T R A S T  1 5  D 3 S I T - l V E  ..... 
ZENITH OFPLTY O F  S I G H T  : 180 D I S T A Y C E  T O  T A R G E I  A X I S  = 153043 A L T I T U D E  = 26985 COhlTRAST 1 5  P 3 S I T I V t  
7ENITH OF PATH OF SIGHT = 95 D l S T A Y C E  T O  TARGET A X I S  = 744ll6 A L T l T U D C  = 6507 CONTRAST IS P 3 S I T I V t  
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.. . . .. 
C R * P x  ,45 l a 1 3  EERs1012.42 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  A x 8  .41135 A * =  249324.415lS 
5196.2 9 S T A R 8  
6928.2 9 S T A R s  
8660.3 BSTARs 
173PO. 6 B S T A R s  
54641.2 BSTAR.  
S1961.8 BSTARm 
69202.4 BSTARI  
86603.0 R S T A R 8  
173206.0 @ S T A R *  
3 4 6 4 1 1 . 9  ESTAR. 
519617.9 R S I A R s  
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  AT AX. 
1414,2 _BSTAR*- 
2828.5 @STAR* 
4242.7 9 S T A R s  
5 6 5 6 . 9  9S:ARm 
7071,l 9STbR. 
1 4 1 4 2 . 3  S S T A R n  
20284.5 9 S I A R 8  
42436.0 9STARa- 
56569.0  gSTAR* 
70711.3 9 S T A R s  
141422.5 9 S T A R s  
282045.0 9STARs 
4Ci2_672 5 .SJASr. 
152.65 T R s  - .761 .____ RBO' -184L73 C O S  4.11 TC*CO: 2.116 
256.65 TR: .627 REO: lR4.13 G O =  4.11 TC*CO= 1.552 




7402 0 0 .  I 
151.22 1 
n15.93 T 
894.59  1 
904.95  1 
905.S6 T 
905.56 1 
1: . j  




















TC*CO. 1 . 0 4 9  
T C * C O =  .938 
TC*CO= .676 
!C*CO= ..%64 
T C * C O =  , 306  
T C * C O i  .376 
l C * C O i  ,370 
l C * C O l  .S6J 
TCoCOs . S O 2  
T C * C O = .  ,362 
. O O  1 1  1 BBR= 273.79 
. O D  1 1  2 BBR= 3 5 2 . 5 0  
. D O  Ir  3 9BR= 4 f l l . ? 4  
.OO 1 .  4 B B R z  479.09 
. O D  I .  i._B.0R= 479.47 
. O O  I =  6 BBR- 615.42 
.Ol I =  7 EBR: 854.95 
.Ol 1. 9 EER-  975.17 
.02 I S L O  EER= 983.16 
.06 1.11 B E R t  992.52 
. 2 0  1.12 E&= 903?-7---- 
,45 1.13 BBR= 993.77 
.ni I .  8 BER: 941.95 
~.~ .. .. . ~....~~... ..... .~. ...... 
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A X 8  .29039 A V *  J 3 2 5 2 7 . 5 5 1 7 i  - - -  ~ ~ 
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........... 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  A X =  .05332 A Y =  49005.40761 
THETA=lOO.O 
YHEiAsi6O.O 
T H E T A = l 0 0 . 0  - m m  0 3 -  
T H E 1  A E  1 0  0.0 
? H E T A = l O O .  0 
THETA=lOO.O 
l ~ E l A ~ l O 0 . 0  
THE T A ~ 1 0 0  . 0 
T H E 1  As 1 0  0 . 0  
- 2 i o i -  
2.0: 
Z.0. 











1 3 8 9 . 0  n x  
3472.4  
6944.9  




REO= 279 ..a 
BBO. 2 2 9 . R 8  
RRO: 279 .88  
- ...... 
.................. 
2 , 9 3 T C C 0 s 1 .7-&*- -cR; P i -  ~ --.-OB-- 
~ CO: 1.93 TC*CO= . 6 2 7  CR*P= . O O  
, C O =  2.93 TC*CO= . 4 7 4  CR+P= . O O  
I C O =  2.93 TC*CO= - . ~ 1 3 3 ~ C R r P =  . O O  
I C O S  2.93 TC*CO= . 0 7 0  CR*P= . O O  
I C O =  2.93 TC*CO* . O S 6  CR*P: . O l  
- 
CURVES I N T E R S f i C J  A T  AL. ,032on & Y =  2 3 ~ 1 ~ 9 1 ~ 5 9  .................................. 
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AZIMUTH OF PATH OF S I G H T  
THETA:lRO.O 2.1: 2 0 0 0 . 0  S S T A R s  
THETA=lAO.O Z*l= 4 0 0 0 . 0  A S T I R ) .  
THETA-180 .0  Z*O= 6 0 0 0 . 0  9 S T A R n  
T H E T A = l R O . O  Z*'lr 8000.0 RSTAR; 
THETA=l8O.O Z * l ) =  1 0 0 0 0 . 0  E S T A R a  
THETAzl8O.O 2.0- 2 0 0 0 0 . 0  BSTAR) .  
TnETA=iBO.O 7 . n ~  4 0 0 0 0 . 0  R S T A R r  
- THETA:lflO.O 2.0. 600~7O.O SSfiR. 
THETA=lRO.O Z * D =  8 0 0 0 0 . 0  R S T A R a  
T H E T A = l R O . O  2 . 3 ~  1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  ESTAR. 
THETA=l8O.O 7 * 0 r  200000.0 R S T A R .  
THETA:l8O.O Z * D =  4 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  E S T A R m  
T H E T A - 1 8 0 . 0  Z*n= 6 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  R S T A R s  
~ THETA-180 .0  Z*D= ~ ~ O O O O . f l p E S J A R _ x  
4 I T H  R E S P E C T  T O  S U N  1s 
1 3 1 . 7 1  T R s  . 7 6 2  R B f l =  
2t0.R:  T R = _  . 6 4 6  R R n '  
318.01 T R =  .623 RED= 
3 6 0 . 3 1  TR: . 6 1 4  REO' 
5 5 3 . 8 1  T R =  . 5 8 0  REO'  
Ra6.31 TR: . 5 4 3  REO= 
2 7 3 . 0 1  T R =  . 6 3 n  R E O =  
_ 9 5 5 . 1 1  T R =  . 5 2 8  R R O '  
9 9 0 . 7 6  T R =  , 5 2 2  R R O '  
9 9 7 . 9 7  T R =  . 5 1 9  RRO; 
9 9 5 . 7 7  T R =  . 5 1 6  RBO' 
9 9 6 . 0 5  TR: . 5 1 6  REOx 
9 9 6 . 0 5  T R =  . 5 1 6  BBO= 
9 9 6 . 0 5  TR: . s i 6  Ren= 
1 3 5  I l E G Q E F S  
1 9 7 . 8 0  c o -  
I ~ ~ . H O _  roz 
1 9 7 . 4 0  CO= 
1 9 7 . 0 0  C O =  
- 
1 9 7 . 8 0  COX 
1 9 7 . 8 0  CO: 
1 9 7 . ~ 0  ro= 
~9~,8&I7Ll. 
1 9 7 . 8 0  ro= 
1 9 7 . 9 0  C O S  
1 9 7 . 0 0  C O =  
1 9 7 . 8 0  C O =  
1 9 7 . 8 0  C O =  
1 9 7 . 8 0  KO=- 
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4.05.  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  
4 . 9 5  




T c * r o =  
T C * C O =  
TC.CO= 
T C * C O =  
rc*_c_a. 
TC*Co :  
TC*CO= 
l C * C O r  
T C * C O =  
TC*CO'  
__ TC*<O= 
2 . 6 3 9  
1 . 5 5 1  
1 . 3 R 2  
1 . 2 4 7  
. a 4 9  
. 5 5 7  
.- .4R_3 
. 4 7 2  
. 4 6 6  
. 4 6 0  
. 4 6 0  
. 4 6 0  
1 .813 
p~~ , 4 6 0  
. P O  I: 1 BBR-  2 8 2 . 4 2  
. 0 0  1 -  2 EBR- 348.55 
.no I =  3 BER: 397.59 
,110 I =  4 BBR= 4 4 1 .  53 
. n o  1 1  5 BEWz 4 8 1 . 7 4  
. O O  I :  5 BBR- 668.53 
. 0 0  'I 7 B B R =  9 5 3 . < 6  
.___ _ _ _ _  
__- .nl I =  8 B B R : l O 6 9 . + ~  
. c i  I =  7 ~ ~ ~ = i o 8 3 . ; 9  
. 0 2  1:lO B E R = 1 0 0 0 . 7 0  
. 0 6  l r l l  B B R = 1 0 9 7 . 1 0  
.20 1.12 B B R - 1 0 9 8 . 1 7  
- 4 5  1.13 B B R - 1 0 9 8 . 1 7  
~- ,?9-1:14 EBR:1098.17 
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A X =  . 4 5 9 9 0  A t ' s  6 0 9 8 7 9 . 5 5 8 7 3  
1 9 3 1 . 8  RSTARr 1 5 1 . 8 6  T R =  . 7 5 6  9 9 0 =  
3863.6 E S T r ? S 9 . 1 8  TR: . 6 4 T  €3- 
5 7 9 5 . 4  ESTAR.  2 5 6 . 1 0  TR-  ,622 R R O '  
3 3 3 . 8 0  T R =  , 6 1 5  R E O =  
9 6 5 9 . 0  SSTARa 
1g318.6 BSTAR.  
- 3 8 6 3 6 . 1  R S T A R y  
5 7 9 5 4 . 1  E S T A R =  
7 7 2 7 2 . 2  B S T A R s  
9 1 5 9 0 . 2  E S T ~ R X  
1 9 3 1 8 0 . 5  ESTAR.  
386310.3 E S l L R =  
5 7 9 5 4 1 . 4  E S T A R c  - 
3 7 9 . 6 6  T R =  . 0 0 7  880'  
5 6 9 . 0 7  T R =  ,572  R B n =  
8211.74 TR: . 5 3 5  @ e o = _  
9 3 0 . 0 1  l R =  .5ZO REO= 
9 5 1 . 7 2  T R -  . 5 1 3  BEO- 
934.15 TR: . 5 1 0  RBf l '  
9 5 7 . 5 1  TR-  . 5 0 6  RBO' 
9 4 7 . 8 6  l R =  . 5 0 6  REO: 
9 6 3 . 8 6  TR=  ab R R O =  
1 9 0 . 9 9  ro: 
1 9 8 . 9 9  T o =  
1 9 8 . 9 9  ro= 
1 9 8 . 9 9  CO=- 
1 9 R . 9 9  CO= 
1 9 8 . 0 9  C E  
1 9 A . 9 9  CO: 
1 9 8 . 9 9  CO: 
1 9 9 . 9 9  c o =  
1 9 8 . 9 9  ro= 
1 9 f l . V P  C O S  
1 9 4  9 9  CO= 
1 9 R . 9 9  CO= 
. O O  1. 1 BBHr 3 I 7 2 . 3 9  
. o n  I :  2 EER= 3 6 6 . 4 6  
CURVES I N T E R S E C - 7  A T  L x .  
T H E T A ~ l 5 0 . 0  Zen: 1 7 3 2 . 1  ESTAR. 
THETA=150 .0  Z * O x  3 4 6 4 . 1  E S T A R =  
THETA:150.0 2.9. 5 1 9 6 . 2  BSTAR.  
t H E T A - 1 5 0 . 0  2.0. 6 9 2 8 . 2  E S l A R r  
THETA=150 .0  Z * O =  8 6 6 0 . 3  R S T A R ) .  
THETA=150 .0  Z*n= 1 7 3 2 0 . 6  ESTAR.  
THETA=150 .0  Z*n= 34641,2 E S T A R 8  
THETA=150 .0  2.0; 5 1 9 6 1 . 8  9 S T A R .  
~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
, 4 1 7 8 6  At':  5 5 4 4 4 7 . 2 5 5 3 1  
3 . 5 8  TC*CO: 1 . 7 7 2  C9.P: . O O  
3.58 TC*CO= l . Z n 3  CR*P: - 0 0  
3 .5R TCeCO: 1 . 0 2 7  CR*P= . O D  
3 .5R TC.Cnn . 9 5 2  C R + P r  , O O  
3 . 5 8  T C * C O =  . 8 7 1  C R * P =  . O O  
3.98 T C e C O -  . 6 0 4  C R * P =  . O O  
~ ~ _ _ -  3.58 TC*CO= . 4 2 2  C R * P =  . O O  
3 . 5 R  T C * C O z  , 3 6 2  C R * P =  .01 
= 1 E B R =  3 4 9 . 1 9  
= 2 BEN= 4 2 3 . 5 6  
I 4 BBR= 5 0 5 . 3 5  
= 5 BBR= 5 4 6 . 7 5  
D 6 EBR= 7 3 6 . 9 3  
= 3 BBRI 4 7 3 . 2 9  
E 7 BBR= 9 8 0 . 1 7  
I 8 B B R = l l i l l . + l  
THETAsl5O.O Z*n* 6 9 2 8 2 . 4  BSTAR.  1 0 2 7 . 4 9  TR: . 4 8 3  R B O i  2 2 6 . 0 1  700. 3 . 5 R  T C * C O r  , 3 4 5  CR*P: .01 z 9 E B R = 1 1 3 7 . ' 1  . 
THETA=150 .0  Z * n a  8 6 6 0 3 . 0  B S T A R =  1 0 3 7 . 5 5  TR: . 4 7 9  R R O =  2 2 6 . 9 1  C O r  3 .5R T C * C O s  . 3 4 0  C R * P =  .02 Ill0 BBR:1146.73 
THETA.15O.O 2.0. 1 7 3 2 0 6 . 0  B S T A R c  1 0 4 9 . 6 0  TR: . 4 7 4  REO' 2 7 h . 9 1  r O x  3 . 5 8  T C * C O r  .333 GRIP: - 0 6  1 x 1 1  E B R = t 1 5 7 . 1 3  
THETAz150 .0  7.U; 3 4 6 4 1 1 . 9  SSTAR. 1 0 5 0 . 3 0  T R =  . 4 7 4  REO: 2 2 0 . 0 1  CO= 3.5R T C * C O =  , 3 3 2  CR*P: . 2 0  Ill2 BBR-1157 .79  
- T H E T ~ A : l 5 ~ . 0 _ 2 4 ~ 5 1 9 6 1 7 , 9  ETrRi 1 0 5 0 . 3 1  T R t  .474_EBO: 2 7 6 . 9 1  r O =  3 . 5 8  TC*CO=- . 3 3 2 - C R * P y  - 4 5  1 - 1 3  O B R = 1 1 5 7 . q 0  
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A x =  , 3 3 2 4 7  A Y =  4 3 6 9 1 0 . 5 8 9 4 2  
1 4 1 4 . 2  RSTAR.  1 7 3 . 1 8 - T R 1  . 7 5 7  RB0: 
2 8 2 8 . 5  RSTAR. 7 9 3 . 1 9  T R =  , 6 0 6  REO= 
4 2 4 2 . 7  R S T A R i  3 5 7 . 1 3  TR: , 5 5 6  REO: 
5 6 5 6 . 9  S S T A R 8  3 9 9 . 0 0  T R X  . 5 4 4  R B 0 :  
1 4 1 4 7 . 3  SSTAR. 6 1 2 . 7 9  T R -  ,502 R R O =  
2 8 2 8 4 . 5  E S I A R x  997,97 T R =  . 4 5 9  pB0: 
4 2 4 2 6 . 8  E S T A R =  1 2 0 5 . 1 4  T R =  . 4 3 8  ERO-' 
56569.0 9 S T A R z  1321.511 T R =  , 4 2 6  RBOZ 
7 0 7 1 1 . 3  ESTARa 1 3 5 4 . 6 7  T R -  . 4 2 0  O R O =  
1 4 1 4 2 2 . 5  9STAA) .  1 3 7 8 . 5 8  T R =  . 4 1 1  R O O =  
2 8 2 8 4 5 . 0  RSTAR.  1 1 9 1 . 1 4  TR: . 4 1 0  BBOi 
3 4 2 & 7 >  SSTARm L 3 9 1 . 1 7  TR: . 4 1 0  884' 
7 0 7 1 . 1  B S T A R X  4 3 2 . 5 0  . 5 s 9  w n =  
2 3 2 . 8 5  C O =  3 . 4 1  
2 5 2 . 9 5  ro. 3 . 4 1  
237.85 CO =  3 . 4 j  
2 3 7 . 8 5  r O =  3 . 4 1  
232.85 C O =  3 . 4 1  
237.99 C O =  3 . 4 1  
2 5 7 . ~ 5 . c o . -  3 , 4 1  
2 6 7 . 9 5  CO= 3 . 4 j  
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A X =  . 2 2 0 7 2  AY:  2 9 2 4 1 9 . 7 6 4 9 7  
. . .. 
I H E T A = ~ ~ ~ o . O _ Z * D =  1000,j _R_ST_ARr TR: 1 3 4 . 4 1  . 7 8 3  RR0' 2 2 9 . R 8  C O X  T C * C n *  3 . 5 7  2.016 CR*D: . O n  I =  1 BBR: 3 1 4 . 3 3  
T H E T A ~ l P O . 0  2 . 0 ~  2 0 0 0 . 0  9STAR.  2 6 4 . 9 1  T R =  .593 BBO' 229.08  CO' 3 . 5 2  T C * C O =  1 . 1 9 6  C R * P =  . O O  I =  2 BBR: 4 0 1 . 1 5  
104 
275.02 c o s  2.93  
275.117 C O D  2.93 
275.02 ro: 2.93 
7 7 5  763 -I=- 3.m 
275.12 co: 2.93 
275.n7 ro: 2.93 
275.11~ ro= 2 . 9 3 .  
275.92 C O S  2.93 
275.02 CO: 2.93 









1 . 1 1 1 1  
I .  154 
, 1 n S  
.59e 
TGx 
.147 . on4 
.ow 
. n47 
""-,-- ."" I -  m 
CROP: . O O  I: 2 E 
CR*P: . O O  I =  3 E 
CReP. . O O  l a  4 E 
T R * P :  . O D  I =  5 1 
CR*PI ,130 I s  6 E 
C R o p a  . a i  I: e 8 




. . . . . . . 




95.0 Z * l l =  
95.0 Z * D =  
95.0 Z * D =  
95.0 2.3.- 
99 .0  z.ns 
_ _  . . . - - , - - - - . - . , - - - . . - - 
348.4 PSTAR. 728.40 T R +  .746 B B D Z  339.77 C O :  2.27 TC*CO: 1.194 
572.6 RSTARa 3 3 7 . 0 4  T I =  . 6 6 2  BED: 339.77 CO: 2.27 TC*CO= .PO8 
6 9 6 . 8  9 S T A R a  445.68 TR= .616 @ B O =  339.17 ro: 2.27 TC*C( I=  .725 
1741.9 8 S T A R a  907.08TR--.175 880. CO: 339.J7 2.77 TC*CO= , 1 5 6  
m-.b-@SiGI 11137.72 T R =  .Xi7 R o n =  339.77 c o =  2.27 T C * C O =  , 0 1 9  
5 2 2 5 . 8  9STAU- 1176.17 TR: .017 RBf lS  339.77 COS 2.27 TC*CO*  .Oil 
6967.7 BSTARs 1258.49 TI?: ,016 @BO= 339.77 C O =  2.27 TC*CO= . 0 1 0  
871.0 BSTARm 554.33 TR. ,517 HBO= 339.77 r0- 2 . 2 1  T C * C O =  .546 
C URVJS- 1 N T E R SE CJ A I l x  - .(lo22 A V =  4413.56954 
& - . - . I . .  ". .I... ". I.""> - I". " . - S I . " -  I "  I".."LI "a,* - I . " v ' "  " c , , , " ~ z  - *,---, "\,..,""", . ,I- .,., -
105 
A Z I M U T I I  (IF PATH OF S I G H T  d l T H  RESPECT T O  SUN 15 
T H E T A = ~ ~ O . O  Z * l l =  2000.0 R S T A R =  111.71 TR: ,762 BBOZ 
THETA-l8B*D_Z*JI 4 0 P Q U S T A R =  770.9L T R =  .646 BE0'- 
THETA=lRO.O Z*ll= 6000.0 9 S T A R a  273.01 TR: .630 REO; 
T H E T A = 1 8 0 1 P  Z * D =  8 0 0 0 . 0  BSTAR.  318.01 19: .623 960; 
TUETA=lAO*O Z * l l =  10000.0 R S T A R n  360.31 TR: .614 BBO' 
THETA-1RO.O Z*D= 20000.0 RSTAR. 553 .61  T R =  ,580 R E O ;  
THETA:l8O.O Z * U =  40000.0 B S T A R x  846.31 TR: .543 RRO: 
THETl~lRO.0 Z*lJr 80000.0 9 S T A R 8  980.76 T R =  ,522 1380: 
T H k T A = l B O . O  Z * D =  100000.6 9STAR. 992.97 TR: .519 EBO' 
T H E T A - 1 8 0 . 0  2"). 200000.0 E S T A R i  995.77 T R =  .516 B B 3 =  
T H E T A : 1 8 0 1 0  Z*Dz 400000.ll 9S14Ri 996.05 T R =  .516 B B O Z  
T H E T A x 1 8 O . O  Z * D =  600000.0 B S T A R s  996.05 T R =  .516 REO= 
- I H E T A s 1 6 P * ~ l * U E  &ROQU,QRSTAE* 936.@5.T@= ,516 BBO' 
. TYET~=~BP.O z*n: ~ n n n 8 . n s . 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  , m a a n =  
4.95 lC*CO= 2.639 CR*P: 
C 9 5  TC*CO: L a 1 3  CR*P= 
4.95 TC*CO= 1.551 CR*P: 
4.95 TC*CO= 1 . 3 A 2  CR*Pr 
4.95 TC*COz 1.247 CR*PS 
4.95 1c*co= . a 4 9  CROP= 
4.95 TC*CO= .557 CH.P= 
A-95UT.CO' Afa JXzE- 
4.95 Tc*cn= .472 CR*P= 
4.Q5 TC*CQ= .466 CQ*P= 
4.95 TC*CO= .460 CR*P- 
4.95 TC*CO= . 4 6 0  CR*P: 
4.95 TC*CO= .460 CR*P= 
r n - T L % ! 2 L =  .44QPK*% 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  A x =  .45990 A Y =  605879.35873 
253.74 T R =  ,622 E B O =  
341.98 TR: .615 R R O =  
42R.55 T R =  .607 480; 
624.99 TR: .572 REO= 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  AX.  .37618 A Y Z  521671.R8513 
TUETA=150.0 200. 





THETAr150.4 Z * D =  
THETA~150.0 Z*O= 
THETA=150.0 2.3:  
THETArl50.0 Z*0= 
THETArl50.O Z * U =  
THETA=150.0 Z*O= 
-- THETA=l50.0 Z*U= 
CURVES IN1 
6928.2 R S T A R x  S84.41 T R =  .592 EBO: 
8660.3 R S T A R .  437.83 TR: .586 9BO: 
17320.6 B S T I R s  649.16 T R =  .546 R R O '  
34641.7 85.rARy 10@9.3~TR=-,509 R R n =  
51961.8 B S T A R e  1747.47 T R =  .491 BEO: 
69282.4 5 S T A R s  1398.81 TR: .483 R R n r  
86603.0 B S T A R .  1321.66 TR: .4?9 REO: 
173206.0 0 q T A R 1  1337.04 TR: ,474 RED= 
346411.9 BSTARm 1337.94 T R s  .474 HBO= 
519617.9 BSTAl?: 1357.9% TR: .474 RBO' 
-253.-r4 P o =  
263.74 f o r  
261.74 C O Z  
267.74 C O =  
261. 74 1'0: 
263.74 1.0: 
. 263. - - -  7 4 - x ~  
2 0 3 . 7 4  co= 
261.74 C O =  
36T.74 T O =  
263.74 C O S  
2 6 3 . 1 4  ro= 
261.74 C O -  
3.R5 TC*CO= 2.233 CR+D= - 0 0  
5 . 6 5  TC*COr 1.566 CR*P= . 0 0  
3.135 TC*CO= 1.157 Cl?*Pa . O O  
3 . R 5  TC*CO¶ . 6 9 8  Ca*D= . O O  
3.85 TCOCO: 1 . 3 8 1 )  CR*D= . o o  
3 . 8 5  TC.CO= ,973 C R ~ P :  . n o  
~ 3.95 TC*CO= ___ .461 CRerJ: . O O  
3.85 Tc*cn= . 3 9 ~  CR*P= .oi 
3.85 men= .387 CR.P= .oi 
__ 3.64 _. TC.CO= 
3 . 6 4  TC*CO= 
3 . 6 4  TC*CO- 
3.64 TC*CO* 
3 . 6 4  TC*CO= 
3.64 TC*CO* 
-3 .&4 T crc 0.. 




3 - 6 4  TC*CO= 
3,64 TC*cO: 
: 7 BBR-1066.99 
z 8 BBR=llV6.37 
z P BBRz1219.77 




.oO I *  1 BBR= 361.79 
.OO I :  2 BBR= 452.15 
. O D  I =  4 BBR: 540.50 
.OO I =  5 B B R =  592.31 
. O O  l r  6 BBH- 7 9 3 . 7 2  
. r J O  I: 7 BBR-1183.59 
- 0 1  I =  8 BBR-1377.10 
.01 I =  9 BBRz1476.72 
.02 l r l O  BBR-1447.77 
.06 I s 1 1  BBR-1462.15 
___ .45 1113 BBR=l462.48 
. D O  I =  3 ~ B R =  500.55 
.20 1:12 BBR=1462.q7 
ERSECT A T  A x =  .31084 A * =  471667.480Pl 
1414.2 SSTAR.  ci1.62 14: .757 @BO= 
2828.5 BSTAR. 799.97 T R -  .6Oh 9BO: 
4247.7 SSTAR. 390.RO T R -  .556 RRO: 
5656.9 B S T A R a  436.71 T R =  .544 R R O Z  
7071.1 9 S T A R s  476.15 T R =  . 5 3 9  BRO: 
14142.3 9 S T A R x  638.70 T R =  .502 REO= 
28284.5 3 S T A R =  959.11 T R s  .459 E R l =  
42426.8 S S T A R a  1154.77 T R -  .438 HHO= 
56569.0 R Z T A R =  1261.58 T R s  .426 RRO; 
70711.3 R S T A R *  1391.17 T R =  .42O HBO- 
141427.5 9STAR;  1314.00 T R s  .411 R R O =  
424267.5 RSTAR;  1310.37 T R =  .410 R H O =  
282845.0 BSTAR.  1316.35 T R -  .4io m n =  
343.73 co- 
343.33 T O +  
343.53 CO' 
343.53 CO' 
341. 33 ro= 
343.33 ro- 




343.53 c o =  
343.35 ro= 
343.53 " o =  
c.94 TC*CO: 1.859_~R*P:--.~O I =  1 9BR= 411.43 
2.94 IC*CO= 1.230 CR*P= - 0 0  1 .  2 BRR= 497.15 
2 . 9 4  TC*CO= ,973 CR*Pz . O O  I: 3 BBR: 577.91 . 




2.94 I c W c n :  
2.94 IC*CO= 
2 . 9 4  T C * C l l :  







, 3 0 6  CR*P: 
,796 CA*P: 
.2A6 CRbP: 
. 2 R 5  CR*P: 
.285 CR:P=.. 
. O O  I: 5 BBR: 661.14 
. O O  1: 5 9RR-  8lO.S) 
. O O  I =  7 BER=1176.28_ . 
.01 I: 3 9BR-1315.01 
.O1 I :  9 BBR=1407.?7 
,112 l r l 0  BRR-1415.17 
- 0 6  1=11 BBH=1455.10 
.20 1 ~ 1 2  BBR-1457.14 
.25-1=2& BBR = 145 7.1 5 
CURVES INTERSECT A T  A x =  .20452 A V =  579144. 50197 
- THETA=l?O.O Z*D: 1000.0 Q S T A R s  140.7_1 T R =  .783 R H O =  34fl.16 00' 7.33 TC*CO= 1.517 CR*P= - 0 0  J:_L-BBH= 438.74 
T U E T A r t Z O . 0  2.0: 2000.0 9STARs 757.71 T R -  .503 R R O z  3Rn.16 PO= 7.73 TC*CO: 1.042 CR*P: . O O  I =  2 9BR= 483.11 
TUETA=l70.0 2.0; 3 0 0 1 . 0  RSTAR.  334.91 TR: .SO3 RRO' 3 8 0 . 1 6  CO: 2 . 2 3  TC*CO= .7R2 CR*Pa . O O  I :  3 BBR= 546.20 
THETA=120.0 210. 4000.1 R S T A R z  417.01 T R =  .461 RROz 380.16 C O z  7.33 TCOCO: ,661 CRIPI . O O  1 1  4 BBR= 592.19 
THETA~l7O.O 2.D. 5000.1 R S T A R '  471.91 T R =  .445 RRO' 381.16 CO: 2.23 TC*CO= ,590 CR*P= . O O  I =  5 BBR= 641.14 
106 
1 3  C o r  m 
33 c o r  
33 c o =  
33 CO' 
13 ro= 
53 C E  
73 c o x  
73 ro: 
13 r o =  
t H E T A . i o 0 . b  2.0 3 4 7 . 2  RSTLR. 162.60  rR= .e19 RBn= 4 5 0 . 7 5  ro: 
THETArlOO.0 Z * D i  6 9 4 . 5  B S T A R s  3 1 4 . 2 6  TR= .744 R R O =  4 5 q . 7 5  CO: 
i ~ E ~ k i o 0 . 0  20: 1 0 4 1 . 7  BSTAR8 458.05  TR= .606  RBO' 450.75  TO: 
THETA=IOO.O 2.0: 6 9 4 4 . 9  R S T A R x  1 7 2 0 . 6 6  T R =  . 1 1 3  RHO= 4 5 1 . 2 5  CO: 
T H E T A a l O O . 0  7.01 1 0 4 1 7 . 3  BSTAR. 1412.89  T R =  , 0 9 0  RRO: 4 5 0 . 7 5  C O =  
THETA:lOO.O 2.D 17362.2-8STARm 167P,65 T R =  .n7R REO- 451. )5  C O =  
T H E T A r l O O . 0  2.n: 3 4 7 2 4 . 4  CISTAR. 2193.15  T R Z  .055 R R O =  4 5 1 . 7 5  CO: 
THETA:~oO.O 2.n. 13089.0  B S T A R I  1544.14 T R =  .ne6 R a n =  4 5 n . j 5  c o -  
1.97 TC*CO? 
1 . 9 7  T C * C O =  
1 . 9 7  TC*CO: 
1 . 9 7  TC*CO= 
1 . 9 L  T C * C O =  
1 .97  T C * C O =  
l . P _ ~ . T C * C O :  
1.97 TC*CO= 
1 . v ~  T C ~ C O :  
1 .97  1c*co: 
... 
. .. . 
CURVES INTERSECT A 1  A x e  . .a3153 C Y =  2 3 6 0 9 . ~ 2 2 ~ 7  
1 . 1 6 9  i r i rp=  
. 7 7 5  CU*PI 
5 2 2  C R O P =  
. 391  CR*P: 
.136 C R * V =  
. l @ b  C R * P ~ -  
.005 C R a P r  
.071_ C R * P =  
. 0 4 6  CHOP: 
.223 CR.P. 
1 . 2 7 4  GRID: 
. 9 4 7  C R b P =  
.606 CR*P= 
CR*D= 
, 4 0 2  CRIP: 
. 1 ? 9  CR*P= 
, 0 7 3  GRIP. 
. 0 5 6  C R * P =  
. 0 4 5  CH.P= 
. 0 3 8  C R * P =  
.021 CR*P: 
. O O  1: 1 NOR: 531.-?3-- 
. O O  I :  2 B B R z  6 4 9 . 1 2  
. U O  I: 2 BBR: 7 6 1 . 1 5  
.OO 1 .  6 BBR- 964.S3 
. n o  1 -  7 BBRs1279.57 
- 0 1  I :  8 B8R-1457.15 
. 0 1  I :  9 8BR-15R2.90 
- 0 2  1 : l O  E B H s 7 1 4 . 3 4  
- 0 6  1 - 1 1  E B R - 2 2 3 8 . 1 0  
,110 1 .  3 B B R .  7 J 1 . ' 9  




1 7 4 . 2  RSTAR.  1 4 5 . 9 4  TR: . e 2 6  BB11; 490.35  T O =  1 . 6 9  TC*COF1.243 CHOP: . O O  I: 1 (I 
THETA. 95,O Z * D =  348.4  BSTAR. 210 .76  T R =  , 7 4 6  E B O =  491).'15 r0- 1 . 6 9  T C * C O =  -957 GRIP: .OO ! : .2 .8  
THETA. 95.0 2.0. 5 2 2 . 6  B S T A R x  4 1 5 . 5 8  TR- . 6 6 2  RBO: 490.75  T O =  1 . 6 9  T C * C O n  . 7 4 1  C R * P =  . O O  1 s  3 B 
T H E T A S  9 5 . 0  2.0. 6 9 6 . 8  S S T A R s  9 5 0 . 4 1  7 4 -  ,616 R R O E  490.15  r:O= 1.6'3 T C * C O =  .Y9P CR*P= . I D  1: 4 B 
THETAI 95 .0  2.01 8 7 1 . 0  QSTAR. 0 9 5 . 2 3  TR: . 5 1 7  REO= 4911.35 CO: 1 . 6 9  T C * C O =  . 4 5 6  CH*P= . n o  I: 5 E 
_ TnET& 95&Z*Rs 1 7 4 L 9  A S I A f i  9 ? 2 . 0 7  T R  = u r n =  49Ll5 cn?-LALllxx= - 1 3 7  CH *p= . O O  l r  6 1 
THETA: 95.0 2.0. 5225a0 BS7A.R; I I 5 7 . 3 3  T R =  , 0 1 7  RRO' 490.15  TO: 1.69 T C * C O :  .Oil CR.1'5 .fll 1: 8 8 
THETA= 9 5 . 0  2.n. 6 9 6 7 . 7  R S T A R i  1342.24  T R s  .016 R A O =  49n.15  r o =  1.69  T C * C O =  . 0 1 0  C R O P S  .01 I :  9 8 
T H E T A =  9 5 . 0  z*n= 3 4 8 3 . 0  R S T A R .  1130.24  T R =  . 0 2 7  m n =  490.15  C O S  1 . 6 9  T c * c n =  . o l e  CH*P= . no  I =  7 B 
.... 
AZIMUTH OF P A T H  DF SIGHT H I T 4  SESPECT T O  SUN IS 180 nEGRFES 
~ - - - 
ZENITH OF PATH OF SIGHT = 1 8 0  OISTAYCE T O  TARGET A X I S  0 ALTITUDF = 605800 CrlhlTRAST 1 5  P O S l T l V F  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
375524 30282R 523147 717592 599451 173535 598737 1 '3947  
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- __ __ - __ 
132460 167589 501607 390418 5 6 7 4 9 9  33?523 607599 2u24?0 
419611 832110 588338 539856 6 3 5 9 8 9  457315 h41764 456919 
- _ __ ____ . .  - _ _ _  _ - _. - - - 
695995 161154 718267 618055 75?770 549324 751397 5 5 4 4 4 1  .. 
.. 
900000 605880 9ooooo 6115880 9ooooo 6 0 5 8 8 0  901iuoo on5nn0  
__ - -. . ___ - - .. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ~  
l f l J 9 8 1 9  521072 1048603 554447 1047230 549324 1 0 8 1 7 3 3  6 7 8 0 5 5  
1 1 4 3 4 3 2  421067 1152236 476919 1164011 457315 1211662 559856 
.io33e9b .. 236~a.. l .~3B~.lb ~.~.2.4.!i2.3~.liijsi2~4~~ ~~2.reoa ,05,n,3 .. ~ h 9 " 5  ................................. 
...... 1?73626- .... !!?I, 9733?1! ..... 6414- 1 6 9 2 ! ?  . 5962 974406 . 650.? ................................................... 
i 
.................................................... ............................................................. 
AXSL.  i8ooooO.o C S L X =  i 8 o o n . o  X . Y .  i 6 ? o o 0 0 . R ~  XXLX:. -9 A X 1  Y =  e 
.... __  ___ ______.._ 
. .............. . ~ . ~ ~  N T G D F  1 0 0  NI!NC ~ . . . 1 0 0 P 0 . . . N p . ~ 0 9 ~ ~ r _ 5 1  .... .............................................. 
108 
109 
147.15 r o =  1.75 TC.CO= 8.056 C R ~ P S  .OI I =  9 BBR= 139.95 
r0: 143.15 8.75 TC*CO= 8.0-56 CR+P= .02 l r 1 0  BBR= 139.95 
143.15 P O =  8.75 TC*CO= 0.0116 CR*P= . 0 7  1x11 BBR- 179.?5 
143.15 CO: 8.75 TC+CO= 8.056 CROP. .27 Is12 BBR= 1.59.95 
143.15 CO= 8.75 T C * C O =  8.056 Cf4.P- . 6 0  l:l3 BBR= 159.35 
143.15 CO: 8.75  TC-CO: 8.056 CP*P= 1.07 1x14 BBR= 1c9.35 
143.15 C O =  8.75 TC*COr 8.056 Cd+P= 1.68 I r l 5  B B R =  139.95 
d 5  COZ 8.75 lC*C&= &.O>@.CR*o=-3.76 1.16 BEN: l(9.15 
143.15 C02 8.75 TC*CO. 8.056 CR*P: 6.63 ir17 BBR= 179.95 

















.070 CR*P= .OO I *  2 EBR: 125.92. . 
,070 CR*D= .OO I= 3 BBR: 125.52 
. 0 7 0  CR*P: .78 1112 8BR= 175.52 
8 . 0 7 0  CR*Pe .61 1=¶3 8 8 H =  175.52 
.070 CR*D= 1.n7 1-74 BBR: 175.52 
t . 0 7 0  CR+P* 3.78 la16 BBR= 125.53 
8.616 e U w K 6 3  T.17 BBR= 175. j2 
1.070 CR+P=l0.43 1-18 BBR: 125.52 
1 . 0 7 0  CR.P.15.08 I = l g  BBR: 175.52.- 
b . 0 7 0  C R + P * 2 6 . 8 1  1 = 2 0  BBR= 175.52 































































L. ... 9 
I. .9 
k . 9  
l a  .9 
L L A  

































2 2 5 . 1 3  C 
2z%A3A 
225.15 C 
225.13  c 
225.13 f 
m - 1 1  r 
13. ..z. 
1 -  7. 
u
I =  7. 
lZ-..l. 
I =  7. 
IS - - -Z .  
1 %  7. u
1: 7. 
I? ~~ 2.  
I -  7. 
I=-..L. 
I. 7. u
I =  7. 





















' 0  
1 
' 0  
3 













IS ~ 4 0 2  m+Px .... n 
I =  7.407 CR*P= . O  
I =  7.407 CR+P= . O  
I =  ?-4lL..CR.P.S .... n
I =  7.407 CR*PI . D  
1 5  1 . ~ ~ 1  CROPS .n 
GRIP= - n  
I: 7.407 CR*P= .o 
I= 7-4n7 C W *  .n 
11 7.4117 C R O P =  A 
11 7.407 CRePa . O  
1 %  7.407 CR*P* .2 
l a  7.407 CR*P* 1.0 
I: Z-UU-CR*P= 1 - 6  
I f  7.407 CR*P= 3.6 
I =  7 . 4 0 7  C R * P =  6.4 



















. . . . . . . . .. ........... . 
275.02 CQ: 
275.02 e o =  
275.02 COZ 
275.n2 co: 
275.92 c a =  
275.02 CO =  
275.02 CO: 
275.02 CO: 
275.02 C O =  
275.02 CO: 
275.02 C O =  
6,-03905 A ' I S  360142.32948 
7,75 TC*CO= 6.939 CR*P= .01 It 8 
7.25 TC*CO= 6.939 CRrP. -01 Is 9 
7.25 TC*CO: 6.939 CR*P* .02 I :10 BBR= 2 5 8 . 5 3  
7.25 TC*CO= 6.959 CR+P= .D7 Is11 BBR= 258.53 
7.25 TC*CO= 6.939 CR*D: .27 1.12 BBRs 258.113. 
7.25 TC*CO= 6.939 CRrP. .58 l r l 3  BER: 258.53 
7.25 TC*CO= 6.939 CR*O= 1.03 lr14 
7.25 TC*CO= 6.939 CR.0. 1 . 6 2  lr15 
7.25 TCOCO: CR.0. 3.63 6.939 1r16 
7.25 TC*CO: 6.939 CR+P= 6.40 Is17 
7.25 TC*CO= 6.939 CR*P~l0.01 1-18 
- ._.__ ~- -. 
3.45 TC*CO= 3.366 Ct?*O= 
3.45 TC*CO- 3.366 CW*P* 
3.45 TC*CO* 3.366 CR*P* 
3.45 TC*CO: 3.366 CRIPI 
3.45 TC*CO= 3.366 CW*Ox 
3.45 TC*CO= 3.366 CR*P= 
3.45 TC*CO= 3.366 CRePx 
3.45 TC*CO= 3.366 CRcPr 
3.45 lC*CO= 3 . 3 6 6  CR).D* 
. . - _ _ _  
. O O  I :  1 BBR= 4!0.33 
. O D  I =  2 BER: 470.33 
, O O  I =  3 BBR= 470.xS 
. D O  1. 4 EBR: 4f0.73 
. O O  != 5 OW= 4/0.73 
. D O  I x  6 E K l - 7 -  
.oi i o  7 BBRZ 4711.33 
, D i  I :  8 BBR- 470.33 
. @ I  I =  9 B B R =  470.13 
.02 I s l o  EBR= 110.33 
111 
. O O  7s 6 BBR: l 8 9 . j . Z . .  
-01 l a  7 BBR: 189.15 
IplJ= 8 BBR: lA9.13 
.Ol I x  9 0BRn 189.13 
. 0 2  1=10  BOK= 1639.13 
. 0 7  1x11 EER: 189.13 
.59 l = 1 3  BBR: 189.13 
L.05 1 ~ 1 4  BER- 189.15 
1.65 Is15 BBR= 1~9.15 
3.71 l r 1 6  EBR: 189.r3 
6.54 1=17 BBR= 1R9.15 



































0.0 2.D- 173 
0.0 L I D =  346 
0.0 2.01 519  
'6 .0  2.D. 692 
0 . 0  Z * D r  866  
Ka-PTs~ 17x2 
0.0 Z * D =  3464 
6.0 Z*D= 5196 
0.0 Z*D* 6928 
6.0 f*D. 8660 
0.0 Z * D = _  1-7ZO 
W Z T D .  34641 
0 . 0  Z * D X  51961 











8.51192 A Y .  2141655.33987 
11.11 T R *  ,900 BBO= 119.99 T O =  
11.11 T R =  .900 RBO: 119.09 CO: 
11.11 TR: .900 REO= 119.09 CO: 
11.11 T R =  .900 BBO: 119.99 T O =  
11.11 T R I  ,900 EBB= 110.99 CO= 
11.11 TR: .PO0 BBO: 119.99 CO= 
ii.ii TR= ,900 R E O =  119.99 ro= 
_ _ _ ~ _  
1 1 . 1 1  my . ~ F O  113.99 r b =  
11.11 TR: .PO0 R B I *  119.99 CO: 
11.11 TR* .960 BBO= 119.99 CO= 
11.11 T R =  .900 B B O i  l!_9.p9 rO= 
11.11 TR: .PO0 REO= 119.Q9 C O =  
11.11 T R =  .PO0 880' 119.99 CO: 
11.11 T R Z  .PO0 R E O X  119.99 C O =  
______ - 
__ . - _  
8.41 TC*CO: 7.622 CR*P= .OO I =  1 B 
8.41 TC*CO: 7.622 CR*P% .OO 1 1  2 E 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CR*P= . O O  I -  3 B 
E.41 TC*CO= 7.612 CR*Ps .00 1 1  4 B 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CR*P= . O O  I =  3 B 
8.4t TC*CO= 7.622 CHIPI . O O  I :  6 9 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CR*P: .Ol It 7 B 
8.41 TC*CO: 7.622 CR*P: .01 I :  8 B 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CRoD: .Ol I =  9 3 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CR*P= - 0 2  1 = 1 0  B 
8 . 4 1  TC*CO= 7.622 CR+P: .fl7 l r l l  B 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.672 CRiP- .78 1 x 1 2  B 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CR*P. .61 I n 1 3  B 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CR*Dx 1 . 0 8  1.14 B 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CH*P= 1,69 lr15 fl 
8.41 TC*CO= 7.622 CRbP. 3 . 7 8  1316  E 
8.4l-T.C*CO= 7.622 CR-*P: 6.67 IFXI E 




















C U R V E S  I N T E R S E C T  AT Axa 7 . 6 2 1 7 3  A V a  1 8 4 8 8 8 4 . 2 3 9 9 9  
- -__ THCTA.135.O Z*Da 1 4 1 4  . 2  ESTAR. 1 1 . 1 1  T R =  , 9 0 0  BBOZ 1 1 5 . 1 4  CO: 1 . 4 8  tC.CI.-7:664- 
_. ~ 1 2  . ._BBR: - 1 1 4 . 9 2  
a 1 3  BBR= 1 1 4 . 3 2  
THRAIIW.O z*n= 517.7 W T L R -  1i.ii TRI , 1 0 0  880' 1 7 9 . 9 8  ro' 
_ _  T H E T A = ~ 0 5 . 0  2.p 1 0 3 5 . 3  O S T A R S  i i . i i  TR: . 9 0 o  B B O *  1 7 9 . 9 ~  c o =  
i i i E ~ ; C . i o ) . l * o .  i53Kii3sTXG-'-iiTiTRi . 9 o o  REO: 1 7 9 . 9 8  c o =  
THETA.lO5.0 2.0. 2 0 7 0 . 6  OSTARa 11.11 TR-  . 9 0 0  R E O *  1 7 9 . 9 8  CO: 
THETA=105.0 2.0; 2588.3  9 S T A R a  1 1 . 1 1  TR: . 9 0 0  RBO: 1 7 9 . 9 8  C O :  
fnerlrin5Ja z*n= 5 1 2 ~ s  BSJAU 11-11  JR: .*on REO= ~ 9 - 9 ~  c o =  
THETA.lO5.0 2.0- 10353.0  OSTAR. 11.11 TR. . 9 0 0  R B O z  1 7 9 . 1 8  T O =  
THETAa105.0 Z *D*  R S y  Am). 1 1 . 1 1  TRa .PO0 EBO: 1 7 9 .  98 c o s  
T H E T A - 1 0 5 . 0  2.D. 2 0 7 0 6 . 1  OSTAR. 1 1 . 1 1  TR. . P O 0  REO: 1 7 9 . 9 8  C O -  
T)(El6sIOZtP Z*D* 25892B4 ESrJR. 11-11 J9= A D O  BBO' 1 7 9 . 9 8  C O X  
THETA*lO5.P Z*Dx l D J 5 3 0 . 3  9SIARI ILll 1 4 1  . P O 0  B R P *  1 7 9 . 9 8  C O =  
THETA~lO5.0 2.0. 5 1 7 6 5 . 1  R S T A R -  1 1 . 1 1  T R =  . P O O  eeo= 1 7 9 . 9 8  ro: 
T H E T A ~ l O 5 . O  Z * D =  1 5 5 2 9 5 . 4  BSTARa 1 1 . 1 1  TRa , 9 0 0  REO* 1 7 9 . 9 8  CO: 
1 H E T A x l O S . O  Z*Da Z D 7 0 6 P . 6 .  11.11 TR. .PO0 RBO= 1 7 9 . 9 1  C O =  
T H E T A . l O 5 . 0  Z * D *  2 5 8 8 2 5 . 7  B S T A R a  1 1 . 1 1  T R *  . 9 0 0  B B O =  1 7 9 . 3 8  CO: 
T H E T A = l O 5 . 0  2.D. 5 1 7 6 5 1 . 5  ESTARa 11 .11  TR= . 9 0 0  RBO: 1 7 9 . 9 8  COS 
THPTA*105.0 PD= M O ~ S A . A  ESJAIU 1 1 2 1  rR= A D P  eon= ~ 7 9 . 0 8  ra= 
CURVES I N  T E R S E C T  4 1  Axa 5 . 1 2 4 9 6  A V '  _ l i r 4 4 2 . 5 6 6 7 9  
THETA.100.0 2.0- 1 7 3 6 2 . 2  ~ S T A R I  
T H E l A a I O O . 0  Z*Da 3 4 7 2 4 . 4  I S T A D .  _._ -
T I & A = ~ O O . Q  
THETA=lOO.O 
T H E T A = l o O . O  
.. 6 9 4 98.; 8. 
1 0 4 1 7 3 . 2  
1 3 e 8 9 7 . 6  
1 7 3 6 2 2 . 0  
2 6 0 4 3 3 . 0  
3 4 7 2 4 4 . 0  
ti-.  1 1  
1 1 . 1 1  
1 1 . 1 1  u
1 1 . 1 1  
11: 1%. 
11.11 
.. 1 1 . 1 1  .   . .. 
11.11 
u
1 1 . 1 1  
..~~~.... 1 1  . l l  
11 .11  
...~.~~. 1 1 . 1 1  
1 1 . 1 1  
11 .11  
11.11 
T R r  . 9 0 0  RAO: 
T R =  .PO0 RBO= 
T R =  .PO0 880. 
TR. , 9 0 0  B E D -  
TR. .PO0 880' 
TRa. , 9 0 0  B B O *  
TR* . P O 0  8 8 0 ~  
TR. . P O 0  880' 
T R =  , 9 0 0  BBO' 
TR. , 9 0 0  BBOr 
T R =  , 9 0 0  REO: 
TR.!..,9OD 880' 
T R x  . 9 0 0  EBO: 
T R =  . 9 0 0  880: 
T R =  . 9 0 0  REO' 
T R r  , 9 0 0  980' 
T R =  , 9 0 0  980' 
2 2 9 . 8 8  
2 2 9 . 8 8  
2 2 9 . 8 8  
229 .88  
2 2 9 . 8 0  
2 2 9 . 8 8  
270.R8 
2 2 9 . 8 8  
229 .88  
229 .88  
2 m . e e  
2 3 9 . ~ ~  
2 2 9 . 8 8  
2 2 9 . 8 8  
. . . . - .. . 
ro- 4 . 4 3  T C * C O =  4 . 2 0 1  C R - P S  . o o  i =  s EBR- 2113.00 
a l . S _ T C * C O =  4 . 2 0 1  CH*P: I :  4 . O O  BBR- Zl8.f lO 
CO= 4 . 4 3  T C * C O =  4 . 2 0 1  C R * P n  . O O  1 %  3 BBR: 21A.fl0 
CO= 4 . 4 5  TC*COx 4 . 2 0 1  C R * P *  . ! I O  l =  6 BBR= 2 1 8 . n O  
ro: 4 . 4 3  T C * C O X  4 . 2 0 1  CA.PS .qi I S  I BBR- 2 1 8 . 1 0  
ro: 4 . 4 3  T C * C O =  4 . 2 0 1  CR.P= . o i  I =  e B @ R =  2113.70. 
r o =  4 . 4 3  TCICO: 4 . 2 0 1  CRIPZ . n i  I:  9 EER= 2 1 8 . 7 0  
COS 4 . 4 5  TC*CO= 4 . 2 0 1  C R * P a  . 5 9  1:13 BBR: 2 1 6 . 0 0 -  
CO= 4 . 4 3  TC*CO: 4 . 2 0 1  CR*P: 1 . 0 4  l = l 4  B B R i  218.QO 
CO= 4 - 4 3  TC*CO: 4 . 2 0 1  C H * P =  1 . 6 4  I r j J  BBR: 2 1 8 . 1 0  
C O S  4 - 4 3  L&CO= 4 . 2 0 1  C r ) t o x  3.6! 1 5 1 6  B B R =  218 .10 -  























































C U R V E S  I N  T E R S E C T  AT Ax. 4 .65538 A V a  1 6 6 7 6 4 W Y 9 1  - 
167;~11 ~c~o..~ .. 
. l-8 72-11. ._cor.. 
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O S  
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O X  
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O =  
1 8 7 . 1 1  CO: 
..18?2_llLcof 
1 8 7 . 1 1  GO: 
1 8 7 . 1 1  CO: 
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O :  
1 8 7 . 1 1  CO. 
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O X  
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O X  
I U - C L =  - 
187,11  co= 
1 8 7 . 1 1  C O S  
1 8 7 . 1 1  CO: 
4;4n- ic-*C-o= 4 . 1 2 5  
4 .40  T C * C O =  4.12Y 
4 . 4 0  TC*CO. 4 . M  
4.40  T C O C O S  4 . 1 2 5  
4 .4n TC.CO= 4 . 1 2 5  
4 . 4 n  T C * C O =  9.125 
4 .4n T c * c o =  4 . 1 2 5  
4 .4n T C * C O =  4 . 1 2 5  
__-- 4.40  1c.co: ALS!i- 
______ 
4.40  T C * C O *  4 . 1 2 5  
4 .40  T C * C O r  4 . 1 2 5  
4 . 4 0  T C * C O =  4 . 1 2 5  
4 .40  T C * C O =  4 . 1 2 5  
4 . 4 9  T C * C O =  4 . 1 2 5  
4 . 4 0  T C * C O a  4 . 1 2 5  
4 4 . L  T c . G P r l . 1 Z L  




' 4 2 . 7  B 
856.9 ..... E 
7 1 . 1  B 
1 0 8 .  J O  
10A. 30 
1 0 8 . 3 0  
1 0 9 . 3 0  
1817.30 
1 8 8 . 3 0  
1 ~ 8 . 3 0  
i e e .  30 
i 8 e . J o  
1 0 0 . ~ 0  
1 8 0 . 1 0  
1 0 8 . 3 0  
100.30 
1 C O =  3 . 9 5  TC*CO* 3 . 7 0 9  CR*P. 
1 C O X  3 . 9 5  TC*CO!-J.rO> C4.D. 
cos  3.95 T C * C O =  3 . 7 0 9  C R O P .  
C O S  3 . 9 5  TC*CO. 3 . 1 0 9  CR*D= 
C O -  3.95 TC*CO= 3 . 7 0 9  CROP-  
C O Z  3 . 9 5  T r * C O =  3 . 7 0 9  CR*D* 
. a 0  I. 1 
L O  0- ILL 
, n o  I =  3 
. 0 0  I =  4 
. o o  I .  5 
. O O  I =  6 
. 0 1  I .  7 
. . O l   _- I .  8 - 
. O l  I .  9 
. 0 2  1.10 
. 0 7  1.11 
. 2 7  I s 1 2  
. 6 0  I s 1 3  
.. . o  t.0. 1 
. O  2.0. 2 
. o  2.0. 4 
?I.Z.*O.. . 5 
BBR= 1 8 0 . 5 0  
.DR= 180 * 3 8 -  - 
BBRs 1 8 0 . 5 9  
BBR= 1 ~ 0 . 5 9  
BBR= 1 6 0 . 5 5  
BBR: 1AO.58 
BBR= 100.513 
BBR- 1 8 0 . 5 8  
BBR= 1 8 0 . 5 8  
BBR= l e O . i 0  
B B R ~  i n o . i 5  
BER= 1 9 0 . 5 5  
BBR: 1 8 0 . 5 8  
EBRa 1RO.jS 
BBR: l R 0 . 5 9  
B B R X  1 0 0 . 5 ~  
. 4 2 . 3  . .  ..__ e 
' 8 4 . 5  B 
THCTA*lS ...............
CO- 3.95 T C * C O -  3 . 7 0 9  CW*P= 
C O =  3 . 9 5  l C * C O .  3 . 7 0 9  CR*P: 
C O X  3.95 TC*CO= 3 . 7 0 9  CR*Pa 
C O :  3 . 9 5  TC*COs 3 . 7 1 9  CR*Ps  - .  -. 
lHElA.135.0 2.D. 5 6 5 6 9 0 . 0  BSTAR. 11.11 TR= .PO0 REO= i08.30 CO: 3;;: TC*Ci..L?iV CRtD.  1 . 0 6  1.14 
THCTA.135.O 2.0. 7 0 7 1 1 2 . 6  BSTAR. 1 1 . 1 1  TR= .PO0 BBOa 1 8 0 . 3 0  CO: 3 . 9 5  TC*CO= 3 . 7 0 9  CR.0: 1 . 6 6  1.15 
1HITA.lSI.O Z*D.1060668.8 BSTAR. 1 1 . 1 1  TR. . 9 0 0  ...... BBOf .100.JO~CO= .3..-Q5 T C * C O =  3 . 7 0 9  CW*P- 3 . 7 2  l r 1 6  
0 
a 
. o  2.0. 1 
. o  210. 2 
:.O-.?*.P ..... 3 
.I 2.0. 4 
............... 0 ,-a 






1 0 8 . 3 0  C O =  S:92 TC*COn 3 .  
180.30  C O =  3 . 9 2  TC*CO: 3 .  

















1 0 8 . 3 0  c o =  3.91 T C * C O =  3 .  
i e e . J o  C O D  3 . 9 2  T C * C O =  3 .  
1 8 8 . 3 0  co: 3 . 9 7  T C * C O =  3 .  
1013.30 CO; 
188.30  eo: 
1 8 8 . 3 0  co: 
1 0 0 . 3 0  C O =  
18R.10 c o -  
188.30 c o =  
i e  e . J o . c.0 = 
1 8 0 . 3 0  C O :  
1 0 0 . 3 0  CO: 
1 8 0 . 3 0  co=  
--
3 . 0 2  TC*CO= 3. 
3 . 9 2  TC*CO= 3 .  
S!Q2..TC*CO= 3 .  
3 .97  TC*CO= 3 .  
!5 
IS  
3 . 9 2  TC*CO= 3 .  
3 . 9 2  TC*CO= 3 .  
3 .92  TC*CO= 3 .  
3.97 TC*CO. 3 .  
3.92 TC*CO= 3 .  





.*a 3.0' .5 
1.0 2.0. 10 
8.0 Z * D *  15 
. O  2.0. 20 
. O  2.D. 25 
. O  Z * D =  5 1  
115 
2 . 9 3  TC*CO= 2 . 7 7 8  C R * P a  .02  1.10 
2.93 T C * C O =  2 . 7 7 8  C R * P x  .?7  1x12 
LJ T.c*ce= 2 . 7 7 8 - c q * p .  _ . 0 7  1.11 
2 . 9 3  T C * C O =  2 . 7 7 8  C Q r D x  . 5 9  1 - 1 5  
2.93 TC*CO= 2 . 7 7 8  CROP. 1 . 0 4  I : l 4  
2.93  7 C * C O =  2 . 7 7 8  C Q * P a  3.67 1-16  
2 . 9 3  T C * C O :  2 . 7 7 8  ca*p= 1.64  1x15 
BBR- =  218.10 1
B B R =  2 1 R . 1 0  
BBR= 218.10  
__- BBR= 218.10  ~ 
BBR= z i e . 0 0  
BBR- 2 1 8 . 1 0  
BBR- 2 1 8 . 1 0  
BBR.= 2 1 8 . 7 0  
BBR= 2 1 8 . 1 0  
... .. 2,7.7843. ( Y =  2 2 2 2 1 9 . 5 9 0 3 0  
- 2 7 5 .  !I2 
2 7 5 . 0 2  
2 7 5 . 0 2  
CO: 2 . 2 6  
CO: 2.26 
2 7 5 . 0 2  
2 7 5 .  n7 
_ _  275. '12 
2 7 5 . 0 2  
2 7 5 . f l 2  
CO= 2.76 
C O X  2.26 
c o -  -2 .23 
c o s  2 . 2 6  
CO= 2 . 2 6  
co: 2 . 2 0  
CO= 2 . 2 6  
C O :  2.76 
C O =  2.70 
CO= 2 . 2 6  
C U R V E S  INTERSECT A T  AI(- 2.16419 A I .  98905.46765 
~~ ~ _ _  ~~ __  -- 
TC.Co= 
TC.Co= 
T C * c o =  






1 c  * C  0:. 
TC.Co= 
T C * C o =  
2 .I64 
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 0 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
-. 2 1 6 4  
2 . 1 0 4  
2 . 1 6 4  
2 O B R =  .OO 1: 2 5 8 . 5 3  
.OO 1 .  3 DER= 258.63 
. o o  I .  4 BBR. 2 5 8 . 5 3  
.OO 1 .  5 BBRo 2 6 9 . 5 3  
.OO l o  6 B B R =  2 5 6 . 5 3  
. O l  I .  I BBR: 2 5 8 . 5 3  
.OJ ! x _ I , _ B B R =  2 5 8 . 5 3  
, O l  I: 9 BBR= 2 5 8 . 5 3  
. 0 2  li10 BBR= 2 5 8 . 5 3  
. 2 7  l r 1 2  B B R r  25P.53 
, 5 1  1 = 1 3  B B R =  2 5 8 . 5 3  
1 . 0 3  l r l 4  BBR= 2 5 8 . 4 3  
1 . 6 2  1.15 BBR= 25R.53 
3 . 6 3  1 ~ 1 6  BBR- 2 5 e . 5 3  
. n 7  inii B B R =  2 5 8 . 5 3  
- __ .. 
. .. 
A Z I M U T H  OF P A T H  OF S I G H T   HIT^ Q E S C E C T  T O  SUN I S  90 DFGREES 
- 
5 A L T I T U D F  I 1661644 C l l h T R A S T  I 5  + 3 S I T I V t  
pifH o T  s ~ H . T  _=-- ~ - _ _  
ZENITH OF 110 D I S T A N C E  T O  T A R G E T  A X I S  = 
Z E N I T H  OF PATH OF S I G H T  = 165 D I S T L Y C E  T O  T A R G E T  A X I S  i 406919 A L T I T U D F  : 151H200 I ; t i h l T R A S T  1 5  P3SITIVk 
116 
1 7 S 2 0 . 6  
3 4 6 4 1 . 2  
__.- 
5.1 9 6  I. 8. 
6 9 2 9 2 . 4  . - _.
M a 0  3.t 0. 
1 7 3 2 0 6 . 0  
3 4 6 4 1 1 . 9  
5 1 9 6 1 7 . 9  
692825 *a. 
















1s 2 2 6 . 9 1  CO= S . 5 E  l C * f O = - s . 3 ~ 6 ~ R i i = -  
I *  126.01 COS 3 .58  TC*COs 3.396 C R * P =  
l x  2 2 6 . 9 1  C o r  3 . 5 8  TC*CO= 3 .396 CROP. 
I=  2 2 6 . 9 1  c o r  3 .50  TCICOX 3.596 C W P =  
I =  226.91  c o n  3 . 5 0  T C * C O =  3 . 3 9 6  CR*P= 
* 226.91 c o =  3.50 T C * C O =  3 . 5 9 6  CROP: 
I *  . - ._ 226.01 - - -. CO= -3.50 TC*CO= 3,396 C R * D x  
= 226.91  COS 3.58 TC*CO= 3.396 C R * P r  
2 2 6 . 9 1  CO= 3 . 5 8  TC*CO= 3 . 3 9 6  C R * P s  
= 226.91 C O :  3.58 T C * C O r  3 .396 CQ*P= 
1. 2 2 6 . 9 1  CO: 3 .58  TC*CO= 3 .396 C Q o P x  
12 226.91  CO. 3.50 TC*CO*  3 .396 CROPS 
1: 226.91  CO: 3.58 TC*CO*  3 . 3 9 6  CROP. 
l E  276.91  CO= 3.50 TC*COx 3 .396 CI?*Dx 
~--z~&,~I.co= ..s,~o T C * C O =  3.396 C R ~ P X  
TRa .?DO BRO= 224.91 CO; 3 .58  TC*CO: 3 . 3 9 6  CR*D= 
- __ __- 
. O D  Is 1 BBR: $ 1 5 . 7 3  
. O O  Ix 2 08Rr 215,33 .. 
. O O  I =  3 BBR- 2 1 5 . 7 3  
.OD 1s 4 BBRz 2 1 5 . 1 3  
, O O  Is 5 EBR: 2 1 5 . 1 3  
. O D  I =  6 BBft? 2 1 5 . 7 3  
.Ol I =  8 B@R= 2 1 5 . 7 3  
.Ol I =  9 QBR: 2 1 5 . 3 3  
.02 1110 BBR= 2 1 5 . 7 3  
. 0 7  1.11 BBR. 2 r 5 . 1 3  
. 7 7  I s I ?  B.BR? 2 1 5 . 7 3  __ 
. 5 9  I s 1 3  BBR= P 5 . 3 3  
1 . 0 4  l a 1 4  BBR= 2 1 5 . 3 3  
1 . 6 4  I s 1 5  BBR= 2 1 5 . 3 3  
3 . 6 8  1x16 BBR- 215.33 
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CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A x =  
174.2 BSTARm 
348.4 BSTAR-  
522.6 B S T  AR. 
6 9 6 . 8  BSTAR. 
871.Q BSJI_R= 
1741.9 BSTARm 
3485.0 B S J A R m  
5225.0 . @ S T A R #  
~ _ _ _ _  6967.7 BSTARs 
8709.6 B S T A R S  
17419.2 BSTAR- 
s48se.s B S T A R S  
52257.5  BSTAR-  
69676.7 R S T A R o  
87095.8 BSTAR. 
150843.8 B S T A R e  
11.11 TR. .900 
11.11 TR. , 9 0 0  
11.11 T R r  ,909 
11.11 T R *  .900 
11.11 TR. , 900  
11.11 T R =  . 9 0 0  
11.11 T R c  . 9 0 0  
11.11 T R r  .PO0 
A l l  T I =  . 900  
11.11 T R =  , 900  
11.11 T R =  ,900 
11.11 T R r  . P O 0  
I 880: 539.77 CO: 
I 890' 339.77 CO' 
1 BBO= -339.77 CO: 
I B E O X  339.77 CO: 
I REO= 339.17 C O =  
I BBO* 339.77 C O =  
B e o x  3 3 9 .  77 c o =  
1 R B O I  539.77 CO= 
I REO= 339.T7 C O =  
2.77 TC*CO= 2.190 C U * P x  . O O  1. 2 BBR= 316.70 
2.27 T P C O : _ U 9 0  CRLP: LOO 1. 3 BBR= 316.50 
2.27 TC.CO= 2.190 CROP.  - 0 0  I:  4 BBR= 316.90 
2.37 TC-CO: 2.190 C R * D *  . o n  Ir  5 BBR; 3 1 6 . 9 0  
2 .27  T c * r o =  2.190 CR.P= .07 1-11 BBR- 316.90 
2.77 TC*CO= 2.190 GRIP: 2 6  lr12 BBHz 316.70 
2.77 T C * C O =  2 . 1 9 0  CH*P: .57 l = l S  BBR= 3 1 6 . 9 0  
2.27 TC*CO: 2 . 1 9 0  G R I P -  1 . 0 1  1114 BBR: 3 j 6 . 9 0  
.. 
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  A T  A x -  2.18967 A Y =  100517.12556 
A Z I M U T H  OF P A T H  OF SIGHT Y I T 4  S F S C E C T  T O  SUN IS 135 nbGRFES 
.. 
ZENITH OF P A T H . O _ S I G H T  180 D I S T A N C E  I_O-TARG_ETJy_I_S : 5 A L T I T U O F  = 1667644 C r * ~ T H A S T  IS p 3 S I T I - V L - .  
7ENITH O F  PATH OF SIGHT a 165 D I S T A Y C E  TO T A R G E T  A X I S  x 4 0 9 7 6 2  ALTITUDF = 1528843 C O Y T R A S T  IS P S S l T l V t  
ZENITH OF PATH OF S I G H T  8 135 D I S T A Y C E  T O  T A R G E T  A X I S  E 905859 ALTITUDE = 985922 C O N T R A S T  I ?  P O S I T l V t  
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# a  
238.79  co: .3!85 
238.79  C O Z  3.85 
238.19  co= 3 .85  
238 .79  C O S  3.85 
238.79  CQ: 3.85  
238.79 c o g  3.85 
238.79 C O :  3.85  
238 .79  CO: 3.85 
238.79 ro: 3.85 
3 . 6 6 I  
3 . 6 6 1  
3.  661 
3.6 6 1 
.... T H E T A = l 5 O ~ D ~ Z * D ~  173206.0  .RSTARa 11.11 T R =  ,900  REO: 
tHETAxi56.0 2.D. 346411.9  R S T A R s  l l . ? l  TR. .900 R R n =  _-.__ 
T H E T A = i 5 0 . 0  Z r D *  2 1 9 6 1 f . 9  BSTAR. 11.11 l R =  .90O_Rg-=- 
THETA=l5O.O 2.0. 692823.8  BSTAR- 11.11 T R x  .900 REO. 
THETI=I~O.O 2.D. 866029.8  B S T A R r  11.11 TR*  .900  BBO: 
- 263.74 C O Z  3.64 
263.74 COS 3.04 
263.74 C O :  3.64 
263 .74  CO: 3.64 
263.74 C O X  3.64 
265 .74  EO: 3.64 
263.74 C O =  3,64 
2 6'37 7 4 i - J . 6  4 
263.74 C O =  3.64 
263.14 C O =  3.64 
263.74 C O Z  3.64 
263.74 C O S  3.64 
- 263.14 COr . - 3 - 6 4  
263.74 C O :  3.64 
263.74 CO: 3.64 
2 6 3 . t )  C O :  3 , 6 4  
3.4!7 
3.477 
3 . 4 7 7  
s * 477 
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 . 4 7 7  
3 .477  
3 .477  
3 . 4 7 7  
248 .47  
248.47 
2 4 0 . 4 7  
248.47 
2 4 8 .  47 
2 4 8 . 4 7  
248 .47  
248 .47  
2 4 8 . 4 7  
248.4-7 
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.. _ _  . - ----___ CURVES I N T E R S E C T  AT AX. 2.16410 A Y S  575803.16079 . _ _  
4 1 2 . 3 5  C O :  1 . 9 7  TC*CO= 1 . 9 1 2  CR+D*  
4 2 2 . 3 3  CO: 1 . 9 7  TC.CO= 1 . 9 1 2  C4.P. 
4 P 2 . 3 3  COS 1 . 9 7  TC*CO= 1 . 9 1 2  CR*P. 
4 2 2 . 3 3  CO: 1 . 9 7  TC*CO= 1 . 9 1 2  CR*P. 
4 2 2 . 1 3  CO: 1.97 T C b C O r  1 . 9 1 2  C R * P =  
4 2 2 . 3 3  L 'O= 1 . 9 7  T C * C O =  1 . 9 1 2  CR*P: 
4 2 7 . 5 3  CO: 1 . 9 7  TC*COz 1 . 9 1 2  CR*P* 
4 7 2 . 1 3  CO: 1.97 T C * C O =  1 . 9 1 2  CR*P= 
4 2 2 . 4 3  C O =  1 . 9 7  T C + C O r  1 . 9 1 2  CR.0. 
4 2 7 . 1 3  PO: 1 . 9 7  T C I C O :  1 . 9 1 2  CR*P= 
4 3 2 . 3 3  c0: 1 . 9 7  T C O C O I  1.912 c n w =  
-U2-3S.~br..i.01..11~: -1-912 CR*PR 
4 2 2 . 3 3  CO. 1.97 T C * C 8 *  1 . 9 1 2  CR*P* 
4 2 2 . 3 3  C O S  1.07 TC.CKI._I,PLP~*. 
422.S3 ro= 1 . 9 7  T C b C O n  1 . 9 1 2  C R * D C  
4 2 2 . 3 3  ro= 1.97  Tc*co= 1 .912  GRIPS 
. o o  Ir 1 e 
.on I .  2 I 
. o o  I .  3 8 
.on I .  4 I 
.on I .  5 I 
. O O  I =  6 8 
. 0 1  I *  7 I 
.Ol I =  8 E 
. 0 1  I .  9 a 
,,nz 1.10 E 
.07  l Z l l  8 
. 7 5  I S l ?  (I 
. 5 6  1.13 fl 
. .a9 l r l l  II 
1 . 5 5  1.15 I 
. L U J  
I Y =  391.21 
IR=  3 9 1 . 7 1  
IR. 3 9 1 . 2 1  
IN= 391.71  
I R -  3 9 1 . ? 1  
I R =  391.21 
IR: 3 9 1 . 7 1 .  
I R -  391.71 
IR=  391.71  
IR- 3 0 1 . 7 1  
IRz  3 9 1 . 7 1  
IH= 3 9 1 . 2 1  
I@= 3 9 1 . 7 1  
lBE.39L. tl...-. 
tRs  3 9 1 . 2 1  
LR: 391.71 
.............................. ........................................................................................................... 
CURVES I N T E R S E C T  AT A K *  1.91177 A Y S  28S853.44553 
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451.75 c o =  
- 4 1 0 2 5  . C 4 Z  
4 5 0 . 7 5  C O S  
4 5 0 . 7 5  ro- 
450.25  G O =  
4 5 0 . 2 5  C O -  
4 5 0 . 3 5  re= 
4 5 0 . 7 5  C O L  
450 .75  ro= 
4 5 0 . 2 5  r0: 
4 5 0 . 7 5  C O S  
4 5 0 . 2 5  G O =  
4 5 0 . 7 5  CO: 
4 5 0 . 2 5  CO: 
4 5 0 . 2 5  C O =  
4 5 0 . 7 5  ro= icrcr: 
1.7B7 
1 . 7 1 7  
l C 7 F 7  
1 . 7 B 7  










1 . 7 0 7  
A 
. o o  
.PO 
. O O  
I PO 
. o o  
. 0 1  
. O l  
s o 2  
.07  
.25 
. * 5 5  
, 9 0  
1.54  
3.45 
Is 7 DBRI 416.14 
I r  8 BBR: 4 1 6 . 1 4  
1. 9 BPR: 4 r 6 . 3 4  
Is10 BBR= 416.34  
I 1 1 1  )OR= 4 1 6 . 3 4  
1.12 BORE 416.34  
_ m g  BBR: 416.34  
1.14 BBR= 416.31  
I =Is. BBR= 47 6 ?  3.4 . . 
1 x 1 6  BBR: 416.14  
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9 5 . 0  
9 5 . 0  
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174.2  BSTA 
... 5225.8 E S T 4  
6967.7  B S l l  
8 7 0 9 . 6  B S l b  
17419.2  B S l b  
34838.3 B S T l  
52257.5 B S l l  
69676.7  EST1 
87095.B B S l l  





4 9 0 . 0 5  c o t  
.. 
1 . 6 9  
49P. !5. CQ* 
4 9 0 . 0 5  C O =  
4 9 0 . 0 5  C O =  
490..05 CO= 
4 9 0 . 0 5  C O X  
490.115 ro= 
.1.4P 
1 . 6 9  
1.69 
1 . 6 9  
1.69 
1 . 6 9  
490.05 CO; 1.69 
490.05  C O Z  1 . 6 9  
490.05. C O =  1 . 6 9  
4 9 0 . 0 5  C O Z  1 . 6 9  
4 9 0 . 0 5  CO+ 1 .69  
4 9 0 . 0 5  CO: 1.69  
4 9 0 . 0 5  co= 1 . 6 9  
4 9 0 . n 5  cos  1 . 6 9  
4 9 0 . 0 5  co: 1 . 6 9  
.. 
1 . 6 4 9  
1 * 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  22aro 
1 . 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  
t .  649 
1 . 6 4 9  
- 1 , 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  
1 . 6 4 9  __ 1 . 6 4 9  
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This  report describes the development of computer programs for the performance of 
visibility calculations. The computer programs use input data as to the directional 
reflectance properties of both object and background to determine the inherent contrast 
of the object for a particular path of sight. Atmospheric contrast transmittance for the 
path of sight is calculated from input atmospheric data in the form of path luminance 
and beam transmittance. The inherent contrast i s  then multiplied by the contrast trans- 
mittance to find the apparent contrast. These calculations are repeated for selected 
distances from the object to determine that range at which the apparent contrast of the 
object matches the contrast threshold for the human visual system for the angular sub- 
tense of the object a s  viewed a t  that distance, and for the adaptation level specified. 
The vision data used in the calculation is the Tiffany data and represents best visual 
performance, in that the stimulus duration was long, the observers knew where the 
object was located, and the observers were allowed to fixate in any manner of their 
choosing. Therefore, ranges calculated from this vision data are called maximum 
sighting ranges. The  computer program described in this report calculates maximum 
sighting ranges for 57 paths of sight defining hemispherical volume within which the 
object can be detected. 
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